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Preface

In this 40th volume of Work Papers of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, University of
North Dakota Session, we continue to present results of some of the on-going research that our
staff and advanced students are engaged in.

In the lead article Willson presents an overview of the morphology and syntax of Burushaski
(Pakistan) with special attention to verb agreement and case marking. For the first time, he
carefully documents the verb agreement and case marking facts and proposes a solution within
the framework of Relational Grammar. Interestingly, the case marking system is shown to
operate a lot like Choctaw (Davies 1986), and to provide one more argument for Postal's analysis
of antipassive.

Black continues to apply modern linguistic theory to her knowledge of Zapotec (Mexico).
Here she looks at a construction in which a null subject is coreferential with the possessor of the
direct object. She considers and rejects several analyses, and concludes that this is a case where
the tail of a chain of coreferential elements is identified rather than the head.

Two seminars on Greek syntax have been offered in past years at the Summer Institute of
Linguistics of the University of North Dakota. Black and Marlett's article grew out of these
seminars. They present an analysis of the noun phrase within the X-bar theory of phrase structure
and argue that the distribution of articles supports the recent proposal that the traditional noun
phrase is best analyzed as a determiner phrase which may then take a noun phrase as its
complement.

Eatough presents tone data from a never before documented dialect of Yi (China) in a format
that was proposed for data squibs in 1993.

Finally, Thomson and Zawaydeh set out to test a hypothesis about the organization of the
mental lexicon. Their test failed to support their hypothesis, but yielded an unexpected result.
They found that responses to inflected verbs appeared to be affected by discourse processing
factors while responses to uninflected verbs appeared not to be affected by discourse. This
supports a proposal made by Morrow (1986) and opens up new areas of research.

We would like to thank Cheryl Black and Mark Karan for reviewing several of the articles
and offering helpful feedback on them. We also thank Becky Moser for helping to edit the
papers, and Annie Olsen for helping in the preparation for typesetting.

S. A. M.

C. H. S.
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Verb Agreement and Case Marking in Burushaski

Stephen R. Willson'

Burushaski verb agreement and case marking phenomena are complex and have not
been described adequately by any current theory of syntax. In particular, no explanation
has yet been given as to why a variety of nominals can trigger agreement in the verbal
prefix. In some cases the apparent subject triggers this agreement, in others the direct
object appears to do so, in others the indirect object, in others the possessor of the direct
object, in others a benefactive or source nominal. Also, the constraints on the usage of
ergative, absolutive and oblique case, and other indicators of grammatical relations on
nominals, have been insufficiently characterized in the literature on Burushaski. In this
paper I propose an account of these facts, and several others relating to Burushaski
clause structure, within the framework of Relational Grammar.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Burushaski is a language spoken by about 100,000 people in northern Pakistan. There are
two main dialects of the language, one spoken in the Yasin valley (also called Werchikwar), and
the other spoken in the Hunza and Nagar valleys. Although there are some differences between
the Burushaski spoken in Hunza and Nagar, they are few.2

Burushaski is classified as a language isolate. No conclusive studies have yet been done to
link it genetically to any of the neighboring language groups, nor to any other language for that
matter (e.g. the languages of the Caucasus). These neighboring groups are Indo-Aryan Dardic
(represented by Kalasha and Khowar to the west, and Shina to the south), Western Iranian
(represented by Waqhi to the north), West Tibetan (represented by Balti to the east), and Turkic
(represented by Kirghiz and Uighur further to the north).

This study will focus exclusively on the dialect of Burushaski spoken in central Hunza,
specifically the township of Hyderabad. However, most of the rules also apply to Nagar
Burushaski, and many apply to the Yasin dialect as well.

1.2. History of Burushaski studies

Burushaski has received a relatively large amount of attention from linguists compared to the
surrounding languages of northern Pakistan. This is due in large part to its nature as a language
isolate. Much of the work done on the language is summarized in Berger 1985a.

I This article is a slightly revised version of the my 1990 M.A. thesis at the University of North Dakota.
I would like to thank the following people for their great help with this article: my friend Kisro Khan from
Hunza; my thesis committee chairman Stephen Marlett; the other members of my M.A. committee, Albert
Bickford and Desmond Derbyshire; and my supportive wife Sharon Willson.

2 There are two main differences between Hunza and Nagar Burushaski. One is the presence of more
borrowed words from Shina in the Nagar dialect. The other is the difference in the second person singular
personal pronoun (tin vs. (un for the Hunza and Nagar dialects respectively) and the form of the copula
when showing agreement with "y" class singular nouns (eg. bild/dila it is). For more extensive treatment of
these and other dialect differences, see Berger (forthcoming).

1996 Work Papers of the Summer Institute of Linguistics

University of North Dakota

Volume 40, 1-71.
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Stephen R. Willson

The first major published presentation of Burushaski data was The Hunza and Nagyr
Handbook in 1889 by Gottlieb Leitner. The portion of this work that is of interest to the study of
Burushaski dialects is a section entitled 'The Traveler's Vade-Macum' where a number of words,
phrases, and texts of Hunza and Nagar Burushaski are compared with the neighboring Dardic
language Shina. These are the oldest available Burushaski texts.

The next work to be issued was The Burushaski Language by D.L.R. Lorimer (1935-38).
This has been the standard reference work on Hunza Burushaski. The three volumes consist of a
grammar, a collection of texts with translations, and a basic dictionary. The data quality of
Lorimer is quite good, although his phonetic transcription is unreliable.

Hermann Berger published his Das Yasin Burushaski in 1974, the first major study of the
dialect spoken in Yasin. This also includes a grammar sketch, a collection of texts and a basic
dictionary. The data quality is good and the transcription is usable for further studies.

A number of journal articles have appeared from the University of Montreal by Yves-Charles
Morin, Etienne Tiffou, and others. These studies include a Yasin vocabulary list (Morin et. al.
1979), a study of the influence of Urdu on Yasin Burushaski (Morin and Dagenais 1977), a study
of Burushaski morphological constraints (Morin 1976), and works on Burushaski voice onset
time (Marchal et. al. 1977), usage and function of ergative case (Tiffou 1977), split ergativity
(Tiffou and Morin 1982), and the passive construction (Morin and Tiffou 1988).

Basic studies of Burushaski phonology, plural noun and adjective morphology, and verb
inflection have been presented in Morgenstierne et. al. 1945. Further work on Burushaski
phonology was done in Toporov 1970. An important study of the relationships between Hunza
and Nagar Burushaski is presented in Varma 1941.

Various studies have been undertaken to determine the genetic relationship of Burushaski.
Among these are Bouda 1950, Toporov 1971, and Tikkanen 1988 and 1995. None of these
studies has produced any conclusive results.

More recently there has been the publication of Contes du Yasin, a basic grammar of Yasin
Burushaski with an accompanying dictionary (Tiffou and Pesot 1989, Morin and Tiffou 1989),
and Hunza Proverbs, a collection of proverbs, riddles, and sayings (Tiffou et. al. 1993). Also of
note are several books of Burushaski proverbs, riddles, poems, and cultural information by the
Hunza scholar Dr. Allaama Nasiruddin Hunzai (Hunzai 1961, 1991a, 1991b). Berger is currently
completing work on his three-volume study of Hunza and Nagar Burushaski. This will also
consist of a grammar, a collection of texts, and an extensive wordlist.

The research for this paper was conducted during three visits to Hunza in the summers of
1987, 1988 and 1989. My principle language consultant was Kisro Khan of Hyderabad. I also
received valuable help from Hussain Ali and members of his family, also of Hyderabad.

1.3. Posing the problem

Two types of grammatical rules that often figure into descriptions of languages are verb
agreement rules and case marking rules. These kinds of rules can be stated in a form similar to
that given below:

( 1 ) a. The verb agrees with its subject in person and number.

b. Direct objects are marked with accusative case.

At first glance however, the set of rules required to account for Burushaski verb agreement
and case marking phenomena in different clause types seems anything but simple or elegant. In

7



Verb Agreement and Case Marking in Burushaki 3

example set (2) are some sentences that typify the most common range of markings one might
find in any text.3

(2) a. dasin has le hurUTumo
dasin hd-e le hurt T-umo
girl/ABS house,y-OBL in sit-3sf/PAST
The girl sat in the house.

b. dasin has le m6yanumo
dasin ha-e le m6-yan-umo
girl/ABS house,y-OBL in 3sf-sleep-3sf/PAST
The girl slept in the house.

c. hilese dasin muyeetsimi
hiles-e dasin mu-yeets-imi
boy-ERG girl/AB S 3 sf-see-3 sm/PA ST

The boy saw the girl.4

d. hilese dasinmo r toofa muUrni
hiles-e dasin-mo r toofa mu -t -imi
boy-ERG girl-OBLf to gift,x/ABS 3sf-give,x-3sm/PAST
The boy gave the girl the gift.

e. hilese dasinmo tsum toofa yanimi
hiles-e dasin-mo tsum toofa i-yan-imi
boy-ERG girl-OBLf from gift,x/ABS i-yan-imi
The boy took the gift from the girl.

The unmarked order for clause constituents in Burushaski is Subject-Object-Verb. Every
finite verb requires an agreement suffix. The suffix on each of the verbs in (2) above shows
agreement with the clause initial nominal the subject/Agent. In addition, many verbs require an
agreement prefix. This is the case for examples (2b-e). This prefix in (2b) shows agreement
with the subject/Agent, in (2c) and (2e) with the direct object/ Patient, and in (2d) with the
indirect object/Recipient.5

Subjects of intransitive clauses are marked with Absolutive (ABS) case as in (2a,b).
Subjects of transitive clauses are marked with Ergative (ERG) case as in (2c-e). Direct objects
are marked with ABS case as in (2c-e).6 Objects of postpositions are marked by Oblique (OBL)
case. Indirect objects are marked by the postposition r to as in example (2d). Sources are
marked by the postposition tsum from as in example (2e).

From the five sentences presented above we could propose the following rules:

3 See section 2.1.1 for a discussion of Burushaski phonology and the orthography used in this paper.

4 See section 2.3.3 for a discussion of the variance in the agreement prefix forms.

5 The prefix of yanimi in example (2e) is not apparent, but this is the form of the verb used when the
thing taken is a singular noun of the h or "x" class. Ganimi is form used when the thing taken is a "y" class
noun. See sectoin 2.2 for discussion of Burushaski noun classes.

6 The terms 'subject', 'direct object', `ergative' and `absolutive' are used here in a pretheoretical
sense. These terms will be defined more carefully in the next and succeeding sections.



4 Stephen R. Willson

(3) Verb agreement rules (preliminary version)

a. The verb agrees by means of a suffix with the subject.

b. The verb agrees by means of a prefix with the indirect object if there is one, or if
there is none, with the direct object if there is one, or if there is none, with the
subject of certain intransitive verbs.

(4) Case marking rules (preliminary version)

a. Absolutives occur in ABS case.

b. Ergatives are marked with ERG case.

c. Indirect objects are followed by the postposition r to.

d. Locatives are followed by the postposition le in, at.

e. Sources are followed by the postposition tsum from.

f. Postpositions require their objects to be in OBL case.

Thus far the only real complexity in the rules is in verb agreement rule (3b). Now we will
consider some additional examples.

(5) hilese dasin taswiir mooltirimi
hiles-e dasin taswfir moo-Itir-imi
boy-ERG girl/ABS picture,y/ABS 3sf-show-3sm/PAST
The boy showed the picture to the girl.

The problem with (5) is the case marking of dasin girl which in the English translation is an
indirect object, yet is marked by ABS case. If this nominal was an indirect object in Burushaski,
the rules in (4) would predict OBL case marking followed by the postposition r.

Now consider example (6) below.

(6) hilese dasinmo tsum pen mushiirimi
hiles-e dasin-mo tsum pen mu-shiir-imi
boy-ERG girl-OBLf from pen,x/ABS 3sf-snatch-3sm/PAST
The boy snatched the pen from the girl.

The problem with this example is verb agreement. In sentence (2e) above which had a source
nominal, prefix agreement was with the direct object. Sentence (6) also has a source nominal but
agreement is with the source itself, not the direct object.

Now consider the following additional example.

(7) hilese dasinmo r barenimi
hiles-e dasin-mo r baron -imi
boy-ERG girl-OBLf to look.at-3sm/PAST
The boy observed the girl.

There are two problems with example (7) for the rules in (3) and (4) above. First, the direct
object (at least in the English translation) is followed by the postposition r. Second, the verb has
no prefix, while the verb in the roughly equivalent sentence (2c) has a prefix showing agreement
with the apparent direct object.

9
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Here is another example to consider.

(8) hilese dasinmo momiSh mooskartsimi
hiles-e dasin-mo mó-miSh mOo-skarts-imi
boy-ERG girl-OBLf 3sf-finger,x/ABS 3sf-cut-3sm/PAST
The boy cut the girl's finger.

The problem here is that the verbal prefix shows agreement with the possessor dasin girl, not
with the head of the direct object constituent momiSh her finger as would be expected.

And another example:

(9) dasin redy6 dumoyalumo
dasin redy6 d-mO-yal-umo
girl/AB S radio,x/AB S d-3 sf-hear-3 sf/PA ST
The girl heard the radio.

Here the problem is that the subject of this apparently transitive clause has ABS case marking
and triggers agreement in both the verbal prefix and suffix.

Again, let's look at another example:

(10) dasinmo r han gitaapan awadj i bila
dasin-mo r han gitaap-an awadj i b-ila
girl-OBLf to one,y book,y-INDEF/ABS need be-3sy/PRES
The girl needs a book.

Here the problem is that dasin girl is followed by the r postposition which is normally used for
indirect objects. Also, the copula b to be is showing agreement as if gitaapan a book were the
subject.

We see from examples (5)-(10) that the relatively simple set of rules given in (3) and (4)
would have to be considerably more complicated to account for all the data at hand, at least if we
assume that the grammatical relations in the Burushaski clauses closely parallel their English
translations. In this paper I will propose and argue for a set of verb agreement and case marking
rules, along with analyses for all of the above sentences, using the Relational Grammar (RG)
framework. These rules will show that Burushaski has many of the syntactic features found in
other languages around the world. They will also lend support to the view that Relational
Grammar is a framework in which meaningful linguistic universals can be stated, and in which
insightful grammars of individual languages can be constructed.

Although a background in Relational Grammar will be useful in reading this paper, I will not
assume that the reader necessarily has such a background. I will provide brief explanatory
comments where it will be helpful. The reader is referred to several introductory works on RG
(such as Perlmutter 1983a) for more information.?

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Typological characteristics

Burushaski, though a language isolate, manifests many of the attributes of other South Asian
languages (Masica 1976:19-39). Some of these will be briefly discussed in this section.

7 Other introductory works on RG include Perlmutter 1980, Perlmutter and Rosen 1984, and the
references listed in Dubinski and Rosen 1987.

10



6 Stephen R. Willson

2.1.1. Phonology

Burushaski is typical of other South Asian languages in that it employs retroflex stops and
affricates, aspirated stops and affricates, and nasalized vowels (though slightly used). It is
similar to the neighboring Dardic languages with its retroflex grooved fricatives and affricates. It
differs from the neighboring languages in its use of a voiced palato-velar approximate.

There is no commonly accepted way to write Burushaski. Therefore the orthography used in
this paper is a simple working version. Some writers would replace the uppercase letters with
their lowercase versions and a dot or accent mark above or below it.

(11) p voiceless bilabial stop
b voiced bilabial stop

t voiceless alveolar stop
th voiceless aspirated alveolar stop
d voiced alveolar stop

T voiceless retroflex alveolar stop
Th voiceless aspirated retroflex alveolar stop
D voiced retroflex alveolar stop

s voiceless alveolar fricative
z voiced alveolar fricative
sh voiceless palato-alveolar fricative

Sh voiceless retroflex palato-alveolar fricative
f voiceless bilabial affricate8

is voiceless alveolar affricate
tsh voiceless aspirated alveolar affricate

c voiceless palato-alveolar affricate
ch voiceless aspirated palato-alveolar affricate
j voiced palato-alveolar affricate

C voiceless retroflex palato-alveolar affricate
Ch voiceless aspirated retroflex palato-alveolar affricate
J voiced retroflex palato-alveolar affricate

k voiceless velar stop
kh voiceless aspirated velar stop
g voiced velar stop

q voiceless uvular stop
qh voiceless aspirated uvular stop
G voiced uvular stop

h voiceless laryngeal fricative

1 voiced lateral approximate

8 Phonemically this is /ph/. The letter "f' is used in borrowed words and the digraph "ph" is used in
Burushaski words.
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r voiced alveolar flap
R voiced retroflex alveolar flap (phonemically the same as D, only used with words

borrowed from Urdu)

m voiced bilabial nasal
n voiced alveolar nasal
N voiced velar nasal

w voiced labio-velar approximate
y voiced palatal approximate
Y voiced palato-velar approximate9

When a Burushaski word is used sentence-initially in the text of this paper, the first letter
will be capitalized. This is done only to follow convention and is not a claim that the word
begins with a retroflex consonant or some other phoneme that is symbolized by a capital letter.1°

Stress in Burushaski is superficially contrastive, as evidenced in the minimal pairs below:

(12) a. bare vs. bare
of the valley look!

b. ine vs. hie
3sh-ERG DEM3sh

Stress is indicated in the transcriptions in this paper.

Burushaski has five vowels: a, e, i, o, and u. Vowels occur in both long and short forms,
nasalized and non-nasalized." In this paper long vowels are analyzed as sequences of identical
vowels in which either of the vowels can be stressed.I2

(13) a. mini
her father

muu
now

9 The body of the tongue approaches the position midway between the palate and the velum without
causing friction, yet comes closer to the roof of the mouth than for a high central vowel.

10 Burushaski words are only capitalized sentence-initially when used in the text of this paper. The
same words, when used in the numbered examples, have the proper phonemic capitalization.

I I Nasalized vowels in this paper are indicated by a caret (A) above the vowel.

12 Sequences of non-identical vowels are also common as in the following examples:

(i) a. tie ue
3p-ERG 3p/DEM

b. ei ei
his daughter my son

c. 6uruTas ouwas
to make them sit to not give to them

A correlate of stress is higher pitch, which is especially noticeable in sequences of identical vowels, the
second of which is stressed. For example the root for name is ik. This is an inalienably possessed noun and
must always be preceded by an agreement prefix. Although superficially contrastive as mentioned above,
stress generally occurs on the second syllable of a word. The result when the third person singular
masculine agreement prefix i- is attached to ik is ilk his name, with a noticeably higher pitch in the second
vowel. As there are no monosyllabic (single vowel) words that contrast in pitch, a tone analysis for this
phenomenon is unlikely.

12



8 Stephen R. Willson

b. duun duim
they having come having held

2.1.2. Word order

The basic order of constituents in a clause in Burushaski is SOV. This order is flexible
however. For effect, the order of the subject and object in (14) below could be reversed.

(14) Me gus muyeetsimi
in-e gus mu-yeets-imi
3sh-ERG woman/ABS 3sf-see-3sm/PAST
He saw the woman.

Other constituent orderings are:

(15) Modifier noun 13
Noun postposition
Relative pronoun relative clause
Qualifier - adjective

2. 2. Noun morphology

2.2.1. Noun classes

There are four noun classes in Burushaski. These are given below followed by the
commonly used class designators.I4

(16) (human) masculine nouns m
(human) feminine nouns f
non-human count nouns x
mass nouns

These noun classes affect the choice of agreement suffixes on verbs, forms of personal
pronouns, suppletive verb roots, plural suffixes, and other aspects of Burushaski morphology. In
(17) below, examples are given of the different forms of the agreement suffix for the verb b to be
for predicate nominals and predicate adjectives of the m, f, "x", "y" singular and "y" plural noun
classes. Forms of personal pronouns are also given for anaphors of these classes. Suppletive
roots for the verb washias to throw are also given. The choice of verb root when a clause con-

13 Modifiers include adjectives, possessors, demonstrative pronouns, quantifiers, participles and
infinitives.

14 Often rules and morpheme glosses presented in this paper will refer to groups of noun classes. In

such cases I will use the following abbreviation conventions:

(ii) h the noun classes m and f (as opposed to "x" and "y")
m the noun class m (as opposed to f, "x" and "y")
f the noun class f (as opposed to m, "x" and "y")
hx the noun classes m, f and "x" (as opposed to "y")
mxy the noun classes m, "x" and "y" (as opposed to 1)

The object agreement prefix i- (and also the stressed form 6-) can indicate agreement with an m, "x" or
"y" class nominal. In this paper I have only put in the appropriate gloss that is necessary for the reader to
see which nominal is being currently cross-referenced. For example, if in a given sentence the agreement
prefix is cross-referencing a human masculine nominal, I will gloss it as 3sm, not 3smxy.

.13



Verb Agreement and Case Marking in Burushaki 9

tains this verb is determined by the noun class of the direct object. Finally, typical forms of the
plural suffix are given for nominals of the various noun classes.15

(17) m f x yp
Agreement suffix -ai -o -ila -itsaN

Personal pronoun in in es et ek

Verb root washias washias washias bishaias giYas

Plural suffix -tiN -tiN -isho/-ants -iN -iN

While the count/mass distinction between "x" and "y" class nouns generally holds (dan stone
is "x" while tshil water is "y"), there are exceptions.I6 For example, books can be counted in
Burushaski (han gitaap one book, alto gitaapiciN two books). However, the form of the
agreement suffix on the copula when it shows agreement with this noun (han gitaap b-ila it (ys) is
one book) is of the "y" class. The plural suffix that attaches to this noun (-iciN) is of the class
that only follows "y" class nouns. The anaphoric pronoun for gitaap is that used for a "y" class
noun (et 3sy). One verb for to throw has three forms. The form used when gitaap is a direct
object is bishaias, which is only used when the direct object is a "y" class noun.

These noun classes merge in certain cases. The distinction between m and f disappears in
the uninflected third person singular personal pronoun (in 3smf), and in all forms ofthird person
plural personal pronouns (A 3p/ABS, 3p-ERG, tie DEM3p). The distinction between the "x"
and "y" noun classes disappears in the negative singular form of the verb b to be (api NEG-be-
3sxy), and the past tense form of mana.as to become (manimi become-3smxy/PAS7).

2.2.2. Noun affixes

Burushaski is an agglutinative language. It has two numbers, singular and plural, with a
variety of plural suffixes that attach to nouns, adjectives, and nominalized verbs.

Definiteness of nominals is unmarked, while indefiniteness is marked by the indefinite
singular suffix -an and the indefinite plural suffix -ik.

Burushaski has three cases: ergative, absolutive, and oblique. Ergative case is marked by the
suffix -e. Absolutive case is unmarked. Oblique case is marked by the suffix -e for non-feminine
(m, "x" and "y") nouns and -mo for feminine nouns.17

Ergative case is used for subjects of transitive clauses in all verb tenses except future tense.
In clauses with a verb in future tense, the subject usually occurs in absolutive case. Absolutive
case is typically used for subjects of intransitive clauses, and for direct objects. Oblique case
(without a following postposition) is used for possessors.I8

15 The number of plural suffixes in Burushaski is rather large (Lorimer lists over 60, although he
includes a large number of allomorphs) and nouns, adjectives and nominalized verbs are subcategorized as
to which plural suffixes they allow or require. The examples presented here are the more commonly used

forms.

16 The more common of these include ha house, tom tree, and gitaap book which are countable, yet "y"
class nouns, and zamiin land which is an "x" class noun.

17 The feminine oblique suffix -mo is also used for another purpose which is discussed in footnote 37.

18 To define the terms 'subject', 'direct object', `ergative' and `absolutive' more carefully, I use the
two concepts that are central to RG: the notion of primitive (undefined) grammatical relations that a
nominal bears in a clause (such as 'subject of, 'direct object of' and others), and multiple levels at which a
nominal may bear these relations. A monostratal clause has only one level (or stratum) at which nominals
bear grammatical relations. A multi-stratal clause has more than one level. Typically in a given level in a

7
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10 Stephen R. Willson

All grammatical relations except subject, direct object, and possessor are marked by
postpositions. Some postpositions in Burushaski (such as r to, tsum from and le with19) are not
phonologically independent words, while others (such as dalbaT across and yaar under) are.
Sequences of postpositions also occur, as in (18).

(18) inmo tsum yar
3sh/OBLf from before
before her

Postpositions govern the case of their objects (i.e. the nominal they follow), usually requiring
it to be in oblique case and sometimes in absolutive case. Some postpositions such as ulo in
require their objects to be marked with oblique case if feminine and absolutive case otherwise.

Many nouns representing body parts and kinship terms are inalienably possessed and require
a prefix indicating the possessor. These prefixes are identical to the object agreement prefixes
used on verbs. Some examples are given below.

(19) a. yuUT i s

3 sm-head
his head

b. mttu
mu-u
3 sf-father
her father

c. aNgo
a-Ngo
1 s-paternal.uncle
my paternal uncle

clause, one nominal bears the 'predicate' relation, another bears the 'subject' relation and so on. Nominals
that bear these relations head 'arcs', with the 'tail' of these arcs being the clause itself. In a multi-stratal
clause, a nominal may head more than one arc.

An arc can be referred to by the grammatical relation that the nominal heading it bears in a given
stratum. An arc is labeled `ergative' if the nominal that heads it bears the subject relation in a transitive
stratum. An arc is labeled `absolutive' if the nominal that heads it bears either the direct object relation in a
transitive stratum, or the subject relation in an intransitive stratum.

In this paper I will most often use tabular diagrams such as the following to illustrate clause structure.

1

Cho

shishamuts inmo tsum taq umanie
windows by her they became smashed

Shishamuts windows heads two arcs in (iii), an 'initial' 2 arc and a 'final' 1 arc, both of which are
absolutive. The pronoun in her also heads two arcs, an initial 1 arc (which is ergative) and a fmal Cho arc
(which is neither ergative nor absolutive but is a 'retirement' arc). The verb in this simplified table heads
both an initial and final Predicate (P) arc.

19 For the sake of clarity, these postpositions are written in this paper as separate words. Normally they
are joined to the word they follow.
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Verb Agreement and Case Marking in Burushaki 11

2.3. Verb morphology

There are two major groups of verbs in Burushaski: inflectible verbs and uninflectible verbs.
Inflectible verbs minimally require an agreement/tense suffix, and allow or require other affixes
depending on the subcategorization of the verb. Uninflectible verbs never allow an agreement
suffix or any other affix; but they require an auxiliary verb, which is usually etas to do or mandas
to become. The syntax of uninflectible verbs is discussed in section 6. The discussion of verb
morphology that follows refers only to inflectible verbs.

Finite (or tensed) verbs are usually described as occurring in either a past stem form or a
present stem form.20 Phonologically, the present stem is derived from the past stem by the
suffixation of -c to the root. Without the -c suffix, the past, present perfect, and past perfect
tenses are formed. With the -c suffix, the present, future, and imperfect tenses are formed.
Because of the tenses that are formed by its presence, I gloss this -c suffix as NONPAST in this
paper, although it can perhaps be thought of as a durative aspect morpheme.

A fmite verb consists minimally of a stem followed by a person agreement/tense suffix. The
verb giratimi he danced is a good example.

(20) giratimi
girat-imi
dance-3 sm/PA ST
He danced.

However, a verb can convey a good deal more information than just this. The example
below has five affixes and is not at all unusual.

(21) ayooci
a - 6 - <L> t c i

11= third person singular
masculine subject,
future tense

II= Non-past

do

I Vowel lengthening (causative)

I Third person plural human direct object

1= Negative
He will not make them do (it).

In the following presentation, I will only mention those verbal morphemes that have not been
discussed thus far.

20 Nonfinite verb forms include the infinitive, several kinds of participles, verbs with postpositions, and
vocative, optative and subjunctive forms. These verb forms are not discussed in this paper.
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12 Stephen R. Willson

2.3.1. The Negative prefix

The left-most prefix in a verb is the negative morpheme. The negative prefix has two major
allomorphs: a- and o6-.21 The latter is limited to a few verbs.

(22) a. je HiCam
I will come

b. je gutsharcam
I will walk

c. sabaq phaSh meimi
The lesson will end

d. je nicam
/ will go

e. je besan seyam
I will say something

2.3.2. The "d- "prefix

je aCuCam
I will not come.

je akinsarcam
I will not walk.

sat* phaSh o6maimi
The lesson will not end.

je oOnicam
I will not go.

je besan o6sayam
I will not say anything.

The next morpheme which may occur in a verb is the "d-" prefix. There is a subset of verbs
which all begin with d-. They include the following verbs presented in example set (23) below.

ditsas
dematalas
desilas
diGunas

to bring
to yawn
to soak
to ripen

Berger, in his study (forthcoming), has found four usages for the d- prefix: to change the
`primary transitive' into an intransitive (iklacias enclose vs. dukhacias be enclosed -- see section
4); to derive a verb with more of a focus on the location of the topic (deras to send vs. &eras to
send here); to derive a word with no change of meaning from one without the d- (s6kas dismount
vs. dusokas dismount); and on certain verbs with no derivational relation to any other verb (ditsas
bring, x and ditalas wake up).

2.3.3. The object agreement prefix

Under conditions specified by the syntax, (see following sections), a verb may carry an
object agreement prefix. This prefix shows agreement with one nominal in the sentence in
person, number, and noun class. It takes basically one of two forms: unstressed or stressed.22
Sets of these prefixes are presented in (24).23

21 Another apparent form, ee-, appears when the negative prefix a- joins the 3smxy agreement prefix i-,
as in iwalas for him to fall and edwalas for him not to fall. Ee- is not a separate prefix though.

22 The unstressed/stressed distinction has many exceptions, however, which will not be discussed in
this paper.

23 Berger (forthcoming) lists a third type of prefix, taken from the stressed set in (24) but with a long
vowel. Since these prefixes are used mainly in causative, possessor ascension, impersonal or antipassive
constructions, I am analyzing them as a simple stressed prefix plus a causative (etc.) morpheme which is
represented as <L>, or lengthening.

Burushaski has a rule of vowel epenthesis which inserts a vowel between the d- prefix and the initial
consonant of the agreement prefix if there is one. The shape of the vowel is determined by the vowel in the
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(24) Prefix agreement types

Unstressed Stressed

ag_ PI ag PI

1 a mi a me
2 gu ma go ma
3hm i u é 6

3hf mu u m6 6

3x i u é 6

3y

Some verbs prohibit an object agreement prefix (senas to say, daldinas to sift) altogether.
Other verbs allow a prefix when agreeing with h or "x" class nominals, but prohibit one for "y"
class nominals (iltanas/tandas to pound x/y, and iphnsas/pusdas to bind up x/xy). Note from the
chart in (24) that there is no singular/plural distinction for agreement with "y" class nouns.

The verb mandas to become optionally allows an agreement prefix for human and "x" class
nominals (under conditions discussed in section 6) and never allows a prefix for "y" class
nominals, whether singular or plural.

(25) a. sd lalam imanibim
sd lalam i-man'-ibim
sun,x/ABS shine 3 sx-bec ome-3 sx/P STPRF
The sun had shone.

b. GeniSh lalam manilum
GeniSh lalam man'-ilum
gold,y/ABS shine become-3sy/PSTPRF
The gold had glittered.

The matter of which nominals determine agreement in this prefix will figure in the arguments
presented later in this paper.

2.3.4. The causative/possessor prefix

A certain class of intransitive verbs can occur with the causative prefix S-.24 A stressed
object agreement prefix always precedes this causative prefix. An example is given below.

(26) a. in ikharanimi
in i-kharan-imi
3sh/ABS 3sm-late-3sm/PAST
He was late

b. jaa in eskaranam
je-e in 6-s-kharan-am
1 s -ERG 3 sh/AB S 3 sm-CAUS-late-1 s/PA ST
I made him late.

prefix, following principles of vowel harmony that operate elsewhere in the language. For example, d-g6-
becomes duko-, d-ma- becomes dams -, d-m6- becomes dum6-, and d-me- becomes dime-.

24 This sort of process has been noted in other languages. See Andrews 1985:146 for discussion of
Yidj in and Dyirbal.
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14 Stephen R. Willson

A second causative prefix which consists of a null morpheme (0-) is used for another class
of intransitive verbs. There is a third causative morpheme which consists of vowel lengthening
in the object agreement prefix. This is the form found in example (21) above. Most transitive
verbs can be causativized with this morpheme.25

A lengthened vowel in this position alternatively indicates agreement with a possessor
nominal in the sentence. Possessor agreement is discussed in section 7, causatives in section 8.

2.3.5. The verb root

Verb roots occur in a variety of forms.26 Several verbs without d- have suppletive forms; the
choice of which form is used depends on the noun class of the subject (if the clause is
intransitive) or direct object (if the clause is transitive). There is one form which begins with b
when agreement is with a "y" class nominal and allows no agreement prefix. There is another
form which usually begins with w or y when agreement is with a human and "x" class nominal
that takes the normal set of agreement prefixes. Some examples follow.

(27) a. bolas put it (ys) on
yoolas put it (xs) on
uyoolas put them (xp) on

b. buas (ys) become dry
buyayas (yp) become dry27
yunYas (hxs) become dry
uuYas (hxp) become dry

25 With some verbs, this causative prefix is not always a long vowel. Normally barenas to look never
allows an agreement prefix. In the causative form, an object agreement prefix with a short (rather than
long) vowel is added to form &arenas. The causative form of bardas to thresh is tharas to make thresh.

26 All verbs have a root except the past stem form of the verb to come, which consists of a null root
(alternatively analyzed as lengthening of the agreement prefix). This verb has the d- prefix followed by an
agreement prefix followed by an agreement suffix with no intervening root. Some examples in the simple
past tense are presented in (iv) below.

(iv) a. dadyam
d-a-0-am
d- 1 s-come/PAST- 1 s/PAST
I came.

b. dukooma
d-g6-0-uma
d-2s-come/PAST-2s/PAST
You (sg) came.

c. diimi

d-3sm-come/PAST-3sm/PAST
He came.

27 The singular/plural difference between bUas/ buyayas sg/pl become dry is the pattern also found with
gaartsas/garcayas sg/pl run; it is not confined to "y" class arguments. This root allows a seldom used plural
infix.
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c. washias throw (hx)
bishayas throw (ys)
giYas throw (yp)

Here is a short list of typical verb roots:

(28) Verb root Gloss
a. it die
b. u give, x
c. chi give, ys
d. gaarts run
e. guchai lie down
f. huruT sit
g. Gar' speak/curse28
h. gaTamur knead

2.3.6. The agreement/tense suffix

Every finite verb has a suffix that typically shows' agreement with the subject of the clause; this
suffix also indicates the tense of the verb. A typical range of agreement/tense suffixes for the

third person present tense is given below.29

(29) 3sm/PRES -ai
3sf/PRES -ubo
3ph/PRES -aan
3sx/PRES -ibi
3px/PRES -ien
3sy/PRES -ila
3py/PRES -itsaN

2.3.7. Summary

I summarize this section on verb morphology with the following chart illustrating the various
components of a finite verb and their relative positions in the word.30

(30) -3 -2 -1 0 1 2

NEG Obj Agr CAUS/POSS Root NONPAST Subj Agr

3. Monostratal Clauses

3.1. Introduction
Five basic types of clauses have been identified through work done in Relational Grammar

(Perlmutter 1984:6). These types are: monostratal clauses, clauses involving revaluations
(advancements and retreats), clauses with ascensions (raising and possessor ascension), clause

28 There is a subset of verbs in Burushaski called hypotactic verbs. When these verbs occur without
any prefix, word stress falls on the syllable following the root, e.g. mandas to become, mindas to drink,

gaTaas to bite. Hypotactic roots are written in this paper with an apostrophe following.

29 These suffixes can be analyzed even further to include a number suffix and a person/class suffix, but
the morpheme glosses in this paper will not be given in such detail.

30 In most Burushaski texts a word-final question suffix, -a, is included. This can also be analyzed as a

separate word.
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16 Stephen R. Willson

union clauses, and clauses with dummies. Burushaski has clauses which belong to all five of
these categories.

Often in languages, various clausal constructions will be either possible or impossible de-
pending upon the class of verb used. In some cases a construction is disallowed for all verbs.
This is the case for the passive construction in many languages of Papua New Guinea (Li and
Lang 1978). In other cases a clausal construction may be optional for most verbs but not all.
English passives belong to this category. Most English verbs can be passivized but there a few
('want', 'like') which can only be passivized under strictly constrained conditions. In still other
cases a construction may be optional and lexically restricted to a small subset of verbs.
Antipassive in Choctaw is an example of this. The verbs banna want/need and yimmi believe
occur in both ordinary transitive clauses (with nominative/accusative marking on subjects and
direct objects) and in 'double accusative' clauses (with both the subject and the direct object
marked accusative). Davies (1986:64-85) analyzes these latter clauses as antipassive
constructions.31 This one set of verbs can be used optionally in either monostratal transitive
clauses or in antipassive clauses. Finally a given construction may be obligatory for a small set
of verbs. 3-2 advancement in Seri is an example of this (Marlett 1981:288-298).

Although Burushaski has examples of each of the five main clausal constructions presented
above, frequently they are obligatory and governed by a small set of verbs for that particular
clause type. In this section I discuss Burushaski monostratal clauses and present a set of verb
agreement and case marking rules to account for the relevant data. In section 4, I discuss one
kind of revaluation construction; advancements. In section 5, I discuss the other kind of
revaluation; retreats (or demotions). In section 6, I discuss multi-predicate constructions, or what
have been analyzed traditionally in RG as clause union constructions. In section 7, I present the
one form of ascension construction used in Burushaski, possessor ascension. In section 8, I
present several types of causative clauses and in section 9, I give an analysis of some impersonal
clauses involving dummies.

3.2. Monostratal clauses and basic morphology

A large number of clauses in Burushaski are monostratal. Example (31) is a monostratal
intransitive clause with its associated stratal chart showing the grammatical relations of each
clausal constituent.

(31) dasin mime has le huriffumo
dasin mu -u-e hd-e le hurl:IT-um°
girl/ABS 3sf-father-OBL house,y-OBL in sit-3sf/PAST
The girl sat in her father's house.

1 LOC P

dasin mime has le hurl:aura°
girl in her father's house she sat

Dasin girl is the only subject and triggers subject agreement in the verbal suffix. This
nominal is also an absolutive and is marked with ABS case. There is no object to trigger object
agreement. Mai her father is the possessor and is in oblique case. Ha house is also in oblique
case since it is the object of the postposition le in.

Example (32) illustrates a monostratal transitive clause.

31 Antipassive in Relational Grammar terms is the name given to a construction in which a nominal that
bears the 1 relation in a transitive stratum bears the 2 relation in a succeeding intransitive stratum.
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(32) hilese dasin muyeetsimi
hiles-e dasin mu-yeets-imi
boy-ERG girl/ABS 3sf-see-3sm/PAST
The boy saw the girl.

1 2

hilese dasin muyeetsimi
boy girl he saw her

Hiles boy is the subject and triggers subject agreement on the verb. It is also an ergative and
is marked with ERG case. Dasin girl is the direct object and triggers object agreement (the
prefix mu-). Dasin girl is also an absolutive and occurs in the ABS case.

As noted in Tiffou and Morin 1982, in the future tense, the subject of a transitive clause such
as that in (32) above is not marked with ERG case but rather occurs in ABS case.32 For example:

(33) hiles dasin muyeeshi
hiles dasin mu-yeets-c-i
boy/AB S girl/AB S 3 sf-see-NONPA ST-3 sm/FUT
The boy will see the girl.

All other case marking and agreement phenomena remain the same for future tense transitive
clauses except for the ABS case of the agent. In addition, verbs which can be passivized,
causativized or undergo some other grammatical relation changing construction in non-future
tenses retain these characteristics when in the future tense. For these reasons I analyze future
tense transitive sentences such as (33) as simple monostratal clauses. Burushaski has a quirk in
its ERG case marking rule that blocks ERG case in future tense clauses.

Example (34) illustrates a monostratal ditransitive clause.

(34) hilese dastrnno r toofamuts piish 6timi
dasin-mo r toofa-muts piish

boy-ERG girl-OBLf to gift,x-PL/ABS present 3px-do-3sm/PAST
The boy presented gifts to the girl.

1 3 2

hilese dasinmo r toofamuts piish otimi
boy to the girl gifts he-presented-them

Hiles boy is the subject. It is marked with ERG case and triggers subject agreement on the
verb.33 Dasin girl is the indirect object and is followed by the postposition r. Toofamuts gifts is
the direct object, occurs in ABS case, and triggers object agreement.

32 There are exceptions to this tendency however. The following example is grammatical only if the
subject is in ERG case:

(v) lane ( *tin) maasuum qaum ke Osqaima?
un-e maasuum qaum ke o-sqan-c-uma
2s-ERG innocent nation,x also 3ph-kill-NONPAST-2s/FUT
Will you also kill the innocent nation?

33 For the time being I will ignore the actual structure of the uninflectible verb plus auxiliary predicate.
This will be discussed in section 6.
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Example (35) shows a transitive clause with a source nominal.

(35) hilese dasinmo tsum toofa yanimi
hiles-e dasin-mo tsum toofa i-yan-imi
boy-ERG girl-OBLf from gift,x/ABS 3sx-take,x-3sm/PAST
The boy took the gift from the girl

In this example hiles boy is the subject, is marked with ERG case, and triggers verb
agreement in the verbal suffix. Dasin girl is the source and is followed by the postposition tsum.
Toofa gill is the direct object, occurs in ABS case, and triggers object agreement (see footnote).

Finally (36) is an example of a reflexive clause.

(36) Ichin dasine mukhar esqanumo
Ichin dasin-e mu-khar e-sqan-umo
DEMf.prx girl-ERG 3sf-self,y/ABS 3sy-kill-3sf/PAST
This girl killed herself.

I analyze reflexive clauses in Burushaski as being monostratal. Here the subject 'chin dasin
this girl is in ERG case and the direct object mukhar herself is in ABS case. The reflexive
pronoun khar self is similar to the class of inalienably possessed nouns; it requires a possessive
prefix. In this case the prefix cross-references the antecedent lchin dasin this girl. Subject
agreement is with Ichin dasin and object agreement is with the "y" class reflexive pronoun khan

Based on the data presented thus far on monostratal clauses in Burushaski, the following
tentative rules can be proposed.

(37) Verb agreement rules (working version a)

a. The verb agrees with nuclear terms.34

b. A nominal heading a 1 arc determines subject agreement.

c. A nominal heading a 2 arc determines object agreement.

(38) Case marking rules (working version a)

a. A nominal which heads a 3 arc is flagged with the postposition r.35

b. A nominal which heads a Source arc is flagged with the postposition tsum.

c. A nominal which heads a POSS arc is marked with OBL case.36

d. A nominal which is an ergative in a non-future tense clause is marked with ERG
case.

34 In Relational Grammar, a 'nuclear term' is a 1 or a 2. An 'object' is a 2 or a 3. 1s, 2s and 3s are
referred to as 'term' relations.

35 Case marking rules (4d,f) from section 1 would also need to be added to this list which refer to
Locatives being flagged by the postposition le (or i4) and postpositions requiring their objects to be
marked with OBL case etc. Since these rules are not central to the arguments of this paper, I will omit them
in most of the statements of case marking rules that follow.

36 I am assuming that possessors head POSS arcs in an NP. Rosen (1987) has proposed that possessors
head 1-arcs within an NP, a proposal that I am not able to comment on at this time.
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Note that there could also be a fifth case marking rule stating that nominals heading
absolutive arcs occur in ABS case. However, since ABS case marking is null, or no marking at
all, I will omit reference to ABS case in any further statements of rules.

4. Advancements
A 'revaluation' is a clausal construction in which a nominal heads arcs with distinct

grammatical relations at successive levels (Perlmutter and Postal 1984a:84). There are two types
of revaluation constructions, advancements and retreats. Both are used in Burushaski. In this
section I will discuss advancements and in the next I will discuss retreats.

Grammatical relations in RG are arranged in the relational hierarchy 1 > 2 > 3 > nonterms.
An advancement is any grammatical construction in which a nominal bears a certain grammatical
relation at one level and bears the next higher grammatical relation in the hierarchy in the
succeeding level. A common advancement construction is passive, in which a nominal bearing
the 2 relation in a transitive stratum bears the 1 relation in the succeeding intransitive stratum
(Perlmutter and Postal 1983a:18). Burushaski allows five types of advancements: unaccusative
advancement, passive, Source-2 advancement, 3-2 advancement and Benefactive-3 advancement.

4.1. Unaccusative advancement

The examples in (39) and (40) show one property which divides all Burushaski intransitive
verbs into two large classes, those which have an object agreement prefix and those which do
not.

(39) a. jda au hda tsum duasimi
je-e hd-e tsum duds-imi
is -OBL ls-father/ABS house,y-OBL from come.out-3sin/PAST
My father came out of the house.

b. siruf hiri girdshaan alchole

siruf hir-i girdt-c-aan alchole

only man-PL/ABS dance-NONPAST-3ph/PRES here
Only men dance here.

(40) a. tsh6rdimo hues ditalimi
tshOrdin-mo hues d-i-tal-imi
morning-in boy/ABS d-3sm-wake.up-3sm/PAST
The boy woke up in the morning.37

b. acaandk biles iirimi
acaandk hiles i-ir-imi
suddenly boy/ABS 3sm-die-3sm/PAST
Suddenly the boy died.

Examples (39a) and (39b) invite a straightforward analysis. ha du my father and hiri men
are intransitive subjects, occur in ABS case, and trigger subject agreement in the verb. The
examples in (40) are not so clear. Hiles boy in both sentences is the subject, occurs in ABS case,

37 The suffix -mo on the word tshordin has the meaning of in or during or at and is used on 'time'
words such as tshordimo in the morning, saasaTumo in the evening, ganlIcimo during springtime,
Ithilultomo today, yarkamadsmo at first, and the like. It is similar to the feminine oblique case ending
except for the fact that all the nouns it attaches to are of the "y" class. The prefix d- on the verb ditalimi is
the d- prefix mentioned in section 2.
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and triggers subject agreement. But hues also triggers object agreement in these examples, as is
evidenced by the prefix i- 3sm on the verbs. The question we must ask is "Why is the apparent
subject of some intransitive clauses triggering both subject and object agreement in the verb?"
The possibility that the examples in (40) are simple reflexive constructions seems unlikely, given
both their meaning and the existence of clear cases of reflexives like example (36) in the
preceding section, in which a reflexive pronoun is used. Also, if (40a,b) were reflexives, it is
odd that there are no transitive forms of these verbs.38

The RG notions of `unergative' and `unaccusative' help in the analysis of these types of
clauses. Intransitive verbs cross-linguistically divide into two groups, `unaccusative' and
`unergative' (Perlmutter and Postal 1984a:94ff, Rosen 1984:42). An unaccusative verb requires
an initial stratum in which the nominal bears the 2 relation and no nominal bears the 1 relation.
An unergative verb requires an initial stratum in which a nominal bears the 1 relation and no
nominal bears the 2 relation. Often, grammatical rules are sensitive to this division. For exam-
ple, in Italian the selection of the perfect auxiliary is determined by the type of intransitive verb
used (Perlmutter 1978, Perlmutter 1980, Rosen 1981).

Unergative verbs usually involve action or volition, while unaccusative verbs usually are
stative or nonvolitional. There are some well-known exceptions to the active/stative division, as
discussed in Rosen 1984, but it holds as a strong universal tendency.

In a clause with an unaccusative stratum, at some succeeding level the 2 often advances to 1
in order to satisfy the Final 1 Law (Perlmutter and Postal 1983c). This is called `unaccusative
advancement'. Clauses with unaccusative verbs are (at least) bistratal, while those with
unergative verbs are often monostratal.

With these notions in mind we are able to analyze the examples in (39) and (40). The
sentences in (39) contain an initial unergative stratum while those in (40) contain an initial un-
accusative stratum. Stratal charts of the (a) examples in each set are given below.

(41) a. 1 Source

jda au hda tsum duasimi
my father from the house he went out

b. 2 Tem
1 Tern

hiles tshardimo ditalimi
boy in morning he woke up

In example (41a) j du my father is only a 1 so it triggers subject agreement only. In
example (41b) however, Niles boy is both a 2 and a 1 (due to unaccusative advancement). Since
the verb agreement rules proposed in (37b,c) do not refer to levels, but to nominals heading 1 and
2 arcs at any level, Niles triggers both subject and object agreement.

38 Ditalas to wake up is a member of the class of intransitive verbs which have derived causative forms
with the causative prefix s-. The causative of ditalas is destalas to wake him up which in turn can be
causativized with the <L> (lengthening) causative morpheme to form deestalas to make him wake someone
up. However, ditalas itself cannot ever be used in a transitive clause, as can, for example, esqanas to kill in
example (36) of the preceding section.

Eras to die can never be used in a transitive clause, and it has no derived causative form. See section 8
for more on causatives in Burushaski.
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Representative lists of Burushaski unergative and unaccusative verbs are given in (42).39

(42) a. baltanas to pout, be discontented
duasas to come/go out, emerge, depart
gaartsas to run
giratas to dance
gutsharas to walk
Gardas to curse, talk (badly)
heras to cry
nias to go
solcas to descend
tshinclaas to lean on

b. dematalas to yawn
depirkanas to stumble
dikhiras to become less, be reduced
ditalas to awaken
iGasas to rot, go bad
iiras to die
imalas to feel shame, be discreet
imanas to become
iwaalas to be lost
iwaras to become tired
yunYas to become dry /thirsty

The correlation of the presence of the agreement prefix with nonvolitionality, and its absence
with volitionality is not absolute, however. Muwalas (walas to fall with the feminine prefix mu-)
is the form used for the translation of both English sentences in (43), even though (43b) is voli-
tional.

(43) a. Marcia fell from the second story window.
b. Marcia fell right on cue.

While many verbs appear in only one class, others may be either unaccusative or unergative,
with corresponding differences in meaning. Unergative syntax correlates with volitionality and
unaccusative syntax correlates with nonvolitionality. The volitional sentence in (44a) is mono-
stratal. The nonvolitional sentence in (44b) is bistratal.

(44) a. sabnur je tshil ulo Gurtsam
sabaur je tshil ulo Gurts'-am
yesterday is /ABS water,y/ABS in become.sunken-ls/PAST
Yesterday I dived into the water.

b. sabnur je tshil ulo aGnItsam
sabilur je tshil ulo a-Gurts'-am
yesterday is /ABS water,y/ABS in ls-become.sunken-ls/PAST
Yesterday I drowned in the water.

39 Although the words presented here and their English glosses are in the infinitive form, the
Burushaski words in (42b) are given with third person singular masculine object agreement prefixes.
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4 . 2. Passive

In Relational Grammar a passive construction is characterized universally as one in which a
nominal bearing the 2 relation in a transitive stratum bears the 1 relation at the succeeding
leve1.40 Such constructions occur in Burushaski for many transitive verbs. Both inflectible verbs
and uninflectible verbs can be passivized; however, since the form of the passive differs between
the two verb types, I will discuss them separately. I will also give an argument that such clauses
are indeed passives, based on the condition on equi victims in Burushaski.41

40 All references to 'passive' constructions in this section refer specifically to plain personal passives.
See Perlmutter and Postal 1984b:137 for a discussion of other kinds of passive constructions that are used

in languages.

41 It should be noted however, that Burushaski has several ways to omit reference to the subject
without using passives. One such way is to use a third person plural agreement suffix on the verb and
obligatorily omit any overt third person pronoun. This is a very common strategy used in languages of the
world (Keenan 1985:247). The verbal agreement suffix is in the third person plural form and the subject
may have an arbitrary referent. See for example the following sentence.

(vi) ina r han tofdan yuficuman
in-e r han toofa-an i-A-c-uman
3sh-OBL to one,x gift,x-INDEF/ABS 3sm-give,x-NONPAST-3ph/FUT
They will give him a gift

There is another construction which might be thought to be a passive at first glance but which is
probably best analyzed as a kind of cleft. Compare the following examples.

(vii) a. ine guse hin Guldaman )(ammo
file gus-e hin Guldam-an i-yan-umo
DEMh woman-ERG one,h slave,m-INDEF/ABS 3sm-buy,m-3sf/PAST
That woman bought a slave.

b. hin Gulaaman ine guse yanum barn

hin Guldam-an ine gus-e i-yan-um b -am

one,h slave,m-INDEF/ABS DEMh woman-ERG 3sm-buy,m-STATPRT be-3sm/PAST

A slave was bought by that woman. (more literally: A slave the woman bought.)

In the (b) example above the agent is marked by ERG case and the patient is in ABS case, but the
position of these nominals is reversed. The verb occurs in the stative participle form and shows agreement
with the patient. I have no explanation as to why object agreement should be with the patient in a dieted
construction and the agent still be marked with ERG case.

This 'defied' construction is the construction that Morin and Tiffou 1988:510 refer to as the pathetive
construction. There are many examples of sentences of this sort, in which either the Agent or Patient can
determine agreement on the auxiliary b to be.

(viii) jaNgi ke ydrum hina le duro etum bai
jaNgi Ice ydrum hin-e le duro é-t-um b-di

Jangi also before one-OBL with work 3sy-do-STATPRT be-3sm/PRES
Jangi is also one who worked with one before (as an apprentice).

Many transitive verbs can occur in this form which do not allow passives of the sort described in the
main part of this section. For example:
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4.2.1. Passives of uninflectible verbs

Personal passives of uninflectible verbs are quite common.42 To form the passive of an
uninflectible verb, the auxiliary verb manias to become is used in place of the auxiliary verb etas
to do which occurs in active clauses.43 The 'agent' in passive constructions is seldom expressed,
but when it is, it is followed by the postposition tsum.44 Some examples are given below.

(ix) han ciizan senum bilum.
han 6z-an sen-urn
one,y thing,y-INDEF/ABS say-STATPRT be-3sy/PAST
One thing was said.

The examples in their section on prefixed passives seem to clearly be passive constructions under the
analysis presented in this paper however. I present their example (10) below.

(x) a. ne hir-e cel ca -m ba-i
the MASC man-ERG water Y ABS impound PRET-PTCPL be-3SG MASC SUBJ
The man has impounded the water.

b. cel du-ca -m dui
water Y ABS D-impound PRET-PTCPL be 3SG Y SUBJ
The water has been impounded.

42 Not all uninflectible verbs have grammatical passive counterparts, as the example below illustrates.

(xi) a. kh6ne arni
kh6n-e a-mi

curaT motimi
curaT m6-t-imi

ant,x-ERG 1s- mother /ABS bite 3sf-do-3sx/PAST
The ant bit my mother.

b. *ami khan tsum curaT mumanumo
(My mother was bitten by the ant.)

c. *ami curaT mumanumo
(My mother was bitten.)

43 I lack data to know if a passive of an uninflectible verb can have the auxiliary b 'to be' instead of
manias to become' when simple past or present tense is required, i.e. whether or not the following
sentence is grammatical:

(xii) dafa bam
dafa b-am

3p/ABS drive.out be-3ph/PAST
?They were driven out.

Knowing the answer to this question would be helpful later in section 6, when Burushaski auxiliaries
are discussed.

44 The postposition tsum does not only mark passive agents. The intransitive sentence in (xiii) below
has no transitive counterpart. In this case tsum is not marking a passive agent but an oblique with the
meaning 'by means of . (The usual instrumental postposition is aTe on/with'.)

(xiii) a. besan ciiz tsum guircaa a
besan ciiz tsum gu-it -c-aa a
what thing,y/ABS by 2s-die-NONPAST-2s/FUT QUEST
By means of what will you die?

(The particle a is the unstressed clause final question particle in Burushaski. It can follow nouns, verbs,
adverbs, adjectives and other parts of speech.)
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(45) a. jaa U dafa otam
je-e 6 dafa 6-t-am
is -ERG 3p/ABS drive.out 3 p-do- 1 s/PA ST

I drove them out.

b. ti dafa umanuman
1.1 dafa u-man'-uman
3p/ABS drive.out 3p-become-3ph/PAST
They were driven out.

(46) a. jaa An waziire aazame kaa Thumuk g6tam
je-e un waziire aazam-e kaa Thumuk g6-t-am
1s -ERG 2 s/AB S prime.minister,m-OBL with introduce 2 s-do- 1 s/PA ST

I introduced you to the Prime Minister.

b. un waziire aazame kaa Thumuk gumanuma
un waziire aazam-e kaa Thumuk gu-man'-uma
2s/ABS prime.minister,m-OBL with introduce 2s-become-2s/PAST
You were introduced to (met) the Prime Minister.

(47) a. ine shishamuts taq otumo
in-e shisha-muts tag 6-t-umo
3sh-ERG window,x-PL/ABS smash 3p-do-3f/PAST
She smashed the windows.

b. shishamuts (inmo tsum) taq umanie
shisha-muts in-mo tsum taq u-man'-ie
window,x-PL/ABS 3sh-OBLf by smash 3p-become-3px/PAST
The windows were smashed (by her).

I propose a personal passive analysis for the (b) examples above. A diagram of (47b) is
presented below (ignoring the issue of the auxiliary verb - see section 6).

(48) 2 1

1 Cho

shishamuts inmo tsum tag umanie
windows by her they became smashed

Under this analysis shishamuts windows is a 2 in an initial transitive stratum and advances to
1. The initial 1, in she, is put en chomage and assumes the Ch6meur relation.45 This analysis
however, introduces a number of problems with the verb agreement and case marking rules as
formulated in (37) and (38).

First, the verb agreement rules in (37) are no longer adequate. Rule (37a) states that the verb
agrees with nuclear terms. Both nominals in (48) (shishamuts windows and in she) head nuclear
term arcs, but the auxiliary umanie they become shows agreement only with shishamuts. Also,
verb agreement rule (37b) states that a nominal heading a 1 arc determines subject agreement. In
she heads an initial 1 arc but does not determine this agreement. If these rules are revised as in
(49) below, all of the agreement facts presented here are accounted for, as well as those
presented in previous sections.

45 Chomeur in French means 'unemployed'. A nominal which is put en chomage is no longer available
to assume any grammatical relation or to participate in any grammatical relation changing construction.
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(49) Verb agreement rules (working version b)

a. The verb agrees with final nuclear terms.

b. A final nuclear term which heads a 1 arc (in any stratum) determines subject
agreement.

c. A fmal nuclear term which heads a 2 arc (in any stratum) determines object
agreement.

Shishamuts windows is a final nuclear term and therefore qualifies to trigger verb agreement.
As a 1 it determines subject agreement and as a 2 it determines object agreement, just as we saw
with nominals that undergo unaccusative advancement.46 The constraint that the verb agrees
only with fmal nuclear terms blocks the 1-chomeur from triggering subject agreement.

The case marking rules in (38) also need revision. The fact that the 1-chomeur in (48) (in
she) occurs in OBL case and is followed by the postposition tsum needs to be stated. More
importantly, case marking rule (38d) states that any nominal which is an ergative in a non-future
tense clause is marked with ERG case. In she is an initial ergative and the verb is in the past
tense, yet this nominal is not marked by ERG case. Again, if the pertinent rules are revised as
follows, all of the agreement facts presented here are accounted for, as well as those presented in
previous sections.

(50) Case marking rules (working version b, partial list)

b. A nominal which is a 1-chomeur or which heads a Source arc is flagged with the
postposition tsum.

d. A nominal which is an ergative and heads only a 1 arc in a non-future tense clause is
marked by ERG case.47

The constraint that a nominal be an ergative and head only a 1 arc blocks ERG case marking
for the initial 1 of a passive. In she is an initial ergative, but since it heads a final chomeur arc it
is not marked by ERG case. Since it is a 1-chomeur it is followed by the postposition tsum. (The
1-chomeur is optional in this case, though with many other verbs it is either disallowed or
marginally acceptable.) Shishamuts windows is unmarked (in ABS case) by default and occurs
sentence initially since it is the fmal subject.

4.2.2. Passives of uninflectible verbs with no object agreement

Recall from section 2 that with many verbs without a d- prefix, "y" class nouns do not trigger
object agreement (there is no agreement prefix). This is true also for the auxiliary verb mandas
to become. In unaccusative constructions with this verb, where an h or "x" class initial 2
determines object agreement a "y" class initial 2 will not. Example set (25) from section 2 is
repeated below.

46 An alternative analysis to account for the fact that shishamuts 'windows' determines object
agreement on the auxiliary verb mandas to become will be presented in section 6. For the time being, the
fact that shishamuts heads both a fmal nuclear term arc and a 2 arc is adequate to account for this.

47 This constraint will also be necessary in the analysis of antipassive constructions in the next section.
The notion 'final ergative' is insufficient because it fails to account for case marking in 2-3 retreat
constructions (also discussed in section 5).
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(51) a. sa lalam imanibim
sd lalam i-man'-ibim
sun,x/ABS shine 3sx-become-3sx/PSTPRF
The sun had shone.

b. GeniSh lalam manilum
GeniSh lalam man'-ilum
gold,y/ABS shine become-3sy/PSTPRF
The gold had glittered.

"Y" class initial 2s in passives of uninflectible verbs also do not trigger object agreement, as
the following examples show.

(52) a. ine tshil taDaq etimi.
in-e tshil taDaq 6-t-imi
3 sh -ERG water,y/ABS spill 3 sy -do -3 sm/PAST

He spilled the water.

b. tshil (in tsum) taDaq manimi.
tshil in tsum taDaq man' -imi
water,y/ABS 3sh/ABS by spill become-3sy/PAST
The water was spilled (by him).

There is also a subset of "x" class plural nouns which trigger object agreement in active
sentences with uninflectible verbs, yet do not do so in the corresponding passive sentences. I

will call these nouns 'seeds' class nouns. I give some examples below.

(53) a. Me Gun6 phau 6timi
in-e Guno pilau 6-t-imi
3sh-ERG seed,xp/ABS scatter 3px-do-3sm/PAST
He scattered seeds.

b. Guno (in tsum) phau manimie
Gun6 in tsum pilau man'-imie
seed,xp/ABS 3sh/ABS by scatter become-3px/PAST
Seeds were scattered (by him).

(54) a. jaa bukak sitar otam
je-e bukak shar 6-t-am
is -ERG beans,xp/ABS scatter 3px-do-ls/PAST
I scattered the beans (seeds).

b. bukak shar manimie
bukak sitar man'-imie
beans,xp/ABS scatter become-3px/PRSPRF
The beans have become scattered.

In all these cases there is object agreement in the verb in the active clauses but no object
agreement in the passive clauses.

In order to keep our object agreement rule in (49c) above, we need to add the following
statement to the grammar:
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(55) Nouns of the 'seeds' class do not determine object agreement on the auxiliary mandas.48

9.2.3. Passives of inflectible verbs

There is a class of inflectible verbs in Burushaski which have both 'active' and 'passive'
forms. Most of these verbs begin with the d- prefix. In the active form, a stressed object
agreement prefix comes between the d- and the verb root. This prefix shows person and number
agreement with h and "x" class direct objects, and third person singular (but not plural - see
section 2.3.3) agreement with "y" class direct objects. In the passive form an unstressed u- prefix
occurs in this position and the first syllable of the root is stressed. I will refer to this u- prefix as
the passive prefix.49 Some of these verbs are listed in (56) below.

(56) Active
a. desalaTas
b. dimatas
c. diqharas
d. dIshunas
e. ditsikinas
f. iphaTaras
g. deeNGuras
h. deshayas
i. iciharas
j. dipirtsas

Passive
dusalaTas
dumatsas
duqhdras
dush6nas
dutshiginas
duphaTaras
do6NGuras
dishayas
qardas
diphirtsas

There is some variation in the form
harmony and other factors. The main

Gloss
wrap up
roll up
split
untie
hang up
skin
bend
stop
smash
pull out

of the passive prefix in (56). This is perhaps due to vowel
point to be made here however, is that the passive verb

48 This statement would eventually be broadened to include a number of verbs where 'seeds' class
nouns pattern like "y" nouns in not triggering object agreement. Consider example (ix) below.

(ix) a. j da

j e-e
1 s-ERG
I beat him.

in
in
3 sh/AB S

b. jaa iin
je-e Un

1 s-ERG 2s/ABS
I beat you.

c. doobie gaToN
doobi-e gaToN
washerman-ERG clothing,yp/ABS
The washerman beat the clothes.

iltanam
i-Itan-am
3 sm-beat-1 s/PAST

gultanam
gu-ltan-am
2s- beat -1 s/PAST

tanimi
ltan-imi
beat-3sm/PAST

d. gUse makai taniuno
gas-e makai Itan-funo
woman-ERG corn,xp beat-3sf/PAST
The woman beat the corn.

In (ix.d) a 'seeds' class noun makai 'corn' does not trigger object agreement. (The 1 of lianas 'to beat'
deletes word-initially; it may also be analyzed as a separate prefix.) This is an idiosyncratic property of this
verb; with most other inflectible verbs and with uninflectible verbs, makai does trigger object agreement. I

do not know how many verbs there are in this class.

49 In a broader context this could be called an intransitive prefix.
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always has this passive morpheme and does not show object agreement at all. Let me illustrate

with some sentence examples.

(57) a. hamiide haranC detsanai
hamiid-e haranC d-é-tshan-ai
Hamid-ERG pitchfork,y/ABS d-3sy-straighten-3sm/PRSPRF
Hamid has straightened the pitchfork.

b. haranC dutshanila
haranC d-u-tshan-ila
pitchfork,y/ABS d-PASS-straighten-3sy/PRSPRF
The pitchfork has been straightened.

(58) a. dasine bamphit depaltubom
dasin-e bamphil d-é-phalt-ubom
girl-ERG balloon,x/ABS d-3sx-burst-3sf/PSTPRF
The girl had burst the balloon.

b. bamphii (dasinmo tsum) duphaltibim
bamphu dasin-mo tsum d-u-phalt-ibim
balloon,x/ABS girl-OBLf by d-PASS-burst-3sx/PSTPRF
The balloon had been burst (by the girl).

(59) a. shaafiaa makai doshulubo
shaafia-e makai d-ó-shul-ubo
Shafia-ERG corn,xp/ABS d-3px-shell-3sf/PRSPRF
Shafia has shelled the corn (from the cob).

b. makai dusholie
makai d-u-shol-ie
corn,xp/ABS d-PASS-shell-3px/PRSPRF
The corn has been shelled.

(60) a. ine je dapaTarimi
in-e je d-A-phaTar-imi
3sh-ERG is /ABS d-ls-accomodate-3sm/PAST
He accommodated me.

b. je duphaTaram
je d-u-phaTar-am
is /ABS d-PASS-accomodate-ls/PAST
I was accommodated.

(61) a. ine je dapirtsimi
in-e je d-d-phirts-imi
3 sh-ERG 1 s/ABS d- I s-pull.out-3 sm/PA ST
He pulled me out.

b. je diphirtsam.
je d-u-phirts-am
is /ABS d-PAS S-pull. out- 1 s/PAST
I was pulled out.

If we account for this unstressed u- prefix by positing a personal passive analysis for the (b)
examples above, the stratal chart for (58b) would have the following form:
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(62) 2 1

1 Cho

bamphn dasinmo tsum duphaltimi
balloon by the girl it was burst

Bamphit balloon is a final nuclear term and also heads a 1 arc and thus determines subject
agreement. Dasin girl is a 1-chomeur and is followed by the postposition tsum from.

The problem with this analysis is that bampha fails to trigger object agreement, although it is
both a final nuclear term (a subject) and heads a 2 arc. We can account for this by adding the
following statement to the set of verb agreement rules presented thus far:

(63) The u- prefix registers passive on inflectible verbs and blocks object agreement.5°

Passive morphology is indicated by the u- prefix on the verb duphaltimi it was burst and

therefore blocks the occurrence of an object agreement prefix.51

5° Not every verb which begins with d- and the u- prefix necessarily has a corresponding active form.
There is no corresponding transitive form of duphareskinas to spread (as in 'a rash spreads'), i.e.
*depareskinas. Such verbs show no object agreement.

51 An alternative to the personal passive analysis for the examples above is to posit an impersonal
passive. Example (53b) under this analysis is presented below in diagram form.

(xv) 2 1

Cho 1 P 2

Cho Cho P 1

bamphu dasinmo tsum duphaltimi Dummy
balloon by the girl it was burst

In this case a silent third person plural "y" class dummy comes in as 2 and puts the initial 2 en chomage
and advances to 1. Burushaski would employ the brother-in-law option for subject agreement and therefore
the features of the initial 2 are relevant for subject agreement. The dummy, since it heads both a final
nuclear term arc and a 2 arc, triggers object agreement in the verb with the unstressed third person plural
prefix u- (with allomorphs i-, oci- and 0-).

In passives of uninflectible verbs, the auxiliary verb mandas to become is used. Since mandas never

shows agreement with "y" class nouns (see discussion above), there is no prefix.

In this analysis, there is no 'passive' prefix and we need no constraint saying that passive morphology
blocks object agreement. Object agreement is determined by independent principles relating to "y" class
plural pronouns. The grammar would have to prohibit 'seeds' class nominals from being final Is in
passives.

One disadvantage of the impersonal passive analysis is that it fails to explain why the u- prefix would
have allomorphic variation when showing agreement with a third person plural "y" class dummy, yet have
no such variation when showing agreement with a third person plural h or "x" class 2 (direct object) of an
unaccusative or transitive verb. I lack data to argue further for either of these two analyses.

It should be noted that neither personal nor impersonal passives interact with any other advancement or
retreat constructions (i.e. not with 3-2 advancement, Source-2 advancement, 2-3 retreat, antipassive or
inversion). Also, there are no impersonal passives of intransitive verbs.
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4.2.4. An argument for passive based on equi

This section presents an argument supporting a passive analysis of these clauses.
Specifically it supports the claim that the 'patient' is the final 1 of the clause.

In Burushaski, clausal complements of the verbs rai etas to want, pasan etas to like and
faisala etas to decide have verbs which occur in the infinitival form followed by the postposition
r to.52 When the subject of the complement is not coreferential with the subject of the main
clause, it must appear overtly. When the two subjects are coreferential the complement subject

may not appear overtly. Some examples follow.

(64) a. jaa un niasa r rai ecabaa
je-e im ni-as-e r rai 6-t-c-abaa
Is -ERG 2 s/AB S go- INF -OBL to want 3 sy-do-NONPA ST- 1 s/PRES

I want you to go.

b. jaa niasa r rai ecabaa
je-e ni-as-e r rai 6-t-c-abaa
is -ERG go-INF-0BL to want 3 sy-do-NONPA ST- 1 s/PRES

I want to go.

c. *jaa je niasa r rai ecabaa
(I want to go.)

52 When the direct object is a complement clause, the complement verb is sometimes not followed by r
to.

(xvi) ite dasiwants mima r micas rai ayecaan
dasin-ants mi-e r rai a-é-t-c-aan

3p-ERG girl-PL/ABS 1p-OBL to 1p-give,h-INF want NEG-3sy-do-NONPAST-3ph/PRES
They do not want to give girls to us (in marriage).

I do not understand the conditions on the presence or absence of r in these cases, but it does not appear
to be relevant to the discussion of equi in this section.

Sometimes in sentences with rai to want,-the matrix subject is a possessor and the auxiliary b to be or
mandas to become is used in the main clause. The complement may or may not be followed by r to.

(xvii) a. amine ganas rai bila ke
amin-e gan-as rai b-ila ke
RELhs-ERG take,y-INF want be-3sy/PRES COMP
Whoever wants to take (it)... (Lit. Whoever's desire to take is...)

b. flu Umie buT rai meibila ziaadatar
u-u u-mi-e buT rai man'-c-bila ziaadatar
3p-father 3p-mother-ERG much want become-NONPAST-3sy/FUT usually
Their father and mother will usually want very much (to choose partners for their children).
(Lit. Their father's and mother's great desire usually will be.)

Rai to want can also occur in an inversion construction as is shown below (see section 5 for discussion
of inversion in Burushaski).

(xviii) agar ita r rai bila ke
agar rai b-ila ke
if 3p-OBL to want be-3sy/PRES COMP
If they want to...
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This condition is commonly called `Equi', and rules are typically formulated in grammars
based on what coreferential nominals cannot appear overtly in the subordinate clause, i.e. what

nominals are equi 'victims'. The following example shows that 2s are not equi victims in
Burushaski.

(65) guse hire in mudelasa r

gus-e hir-e in mu-del-as-e r
woman-ERG man-ERG 3sh/ABS 3sf-hit-INF-OBL to

rai ayecubo
rai a-é-t-c-ubo
want NEG-3sy/PRES-do-NONPAST-3sf/PRES
The woman doesn't want the man to hit her.

In (65) in her is the 2 of the complement clause and it is not an equi victim.

The following sentences show that the 'Patient' nominal in a passive complement clause is

an equi victim. (66a) is a monostratal transitive clause; j_0_ I is a 2. (66b) is the passive
counterpart of this sentence in which the initial 2 has advanced to 1.

(66) a. poliise 16 ban atuman
poliis-e je ban a-t-uman
police-ERG is /ABS imprison I s-do-3ph/PAST
The police imprisoned me.

b. je ban amanam
je ban a-man'-am
is /ABS imprison I s-become-ls/PAST
I was imprisoned.

(67a,b) show that when this passive clause is the complement of rai want, je I may not appear
overtly, as would be predicted if j is a final 1.

(67) a. jaa ban amanasa r rai ayetam

j é-e ban a-man'-as-e r rai a-é-t-am
I s-ERG imprison ls-become-INF-OBL to want NEG-3 sy-do-ls/PAST
I did not want to be imprisoned.

b. jaa je ban amanasa r rai ayetam
1 s/ABS

(I did not want to be imprisoned.)

The examples below illustrate equi with an inflectible verb.

(68) a. ine un dukopirtsimi
in-e an d-go-phirts-imi
3sh-ERG 2s/ABS d-2s-pull.out-3sm/PAST
He pulled you out.

b. un dipirtsuma
un d-u-phirts-uma
2s/ABS d-PASS-pull.out-2s/PAST
You were pulled out.
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c. ime dipirtsasa r rai ayetuma
Un-e d-u-phirts-as-e r rai a-é-t-uma
2s-ERG d-PASS-pull.oUt-INF-OBL to want NEG-3sy-do-3sm/PAST
You didn't want to be pulled out.

d. *ime un dipirtsasa r rai ayetuma
(You did not want you to be pulled out.)

Example (68a) shows a monostratal clause in which im you is the direct object. (68b) is a
passive clause in which Un is a final subject. In (68c) this nominal is not present due to equi; its
arc is 'erased'. (68d) shows that when this nominal is present the result is ungrammatical.

When a matrix clause with an equi controlling verb (such as rai to want) contains a
complement with a passivized verb (whether inflectible or uninflectible), the 'patient' in the
complement is an equi victim. This, together with the verb agreement facts noted earlier, pro-
vides evidence that the 'patient' in a passive clause is a final 1.

4.3. Source-2 advancement

As noted in section 1, an object agreement prefix can be determined by a Source nominal.

(69) hilese dasinmo tsum pen mushifrimi
hiles-e dasin-mo tsum pen mu-shiir-imi
boy-ERG girl-OBLf from pen,x/ABS 3sf-snatch-3sm/PAST
The boy snatched the pen from the girl.

This sentence would be grammatical without the Source nominal being present; if present,
the Source is flagged with the postposition tsum from. The agreement. prefix is obligatory and
indicates the Source.53 In no case can object agreement be with neln pen.

These facts can be accounted for by positing obligatory Source-2 advancement for the verb
shiiras to snatch. Example (69) is presented below in chart form:

(70) 1 Source 2

1 2 Cho P

hilese dasinmo tsum pen mushiirimi
boy from the girl pen he snatched (from) her

In the Source-2 advancement analysis there are two different nominals heading 2 arcs. Only
dasin girl is a final nuclear term however, and therefore it and not Een pen determines object
agreement. Dasin also heads a Source arc and is followed by the postposition tsum from. Hiles
boy is a final 1 so it triggers subject agreement. It also is an ergative and heads only a 1 arc, so it
is marked with ERG case. As a 2-chOrneur, pen is unmarked.

With the verb shiiras to snatch, Source-2 advancement is obligatory. With at least one other
verb it is optional.54 The most common usage of the verb duGarusas to ask is in a monostratal
clause such as in (71).

53 If a Source is not implied, another verb is used, such as GaJam etas to grab or tshilas to take.

54 The verb durnaras to request also allows a Source-2 construction.

(xix) a. jaa in tsum besan diamaram
je-e un tsum besan d-mar-am
is -ERG 2s/ABS from something/ABS d-request-ls/PAST
I requested something from you.
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(71) buT sise (hamiid tsum) sawdaliN duGarusuman.

bUT sis-e hamiid tsum sawaal-iN d-Garus-uman

many people-ERG Hamid/ABS from question,y-PL/ABS d-ask-3ph/PAST
Many people asked questions (of Hamid).

This sentence is straightforwardly accounted for by the rules proposed thus far if it is
analyzed as a monostratal clause.

(72) 1 Source 2

bfiT sise Hamiid tsum sawdaliN duGarusuman
many people from Hamid questions they asked

There is no object agreement with "y" class direct object sawaaliN questions; the form of this
verb in this construction remains constant, whether one or several questions are being asked.55
The verb duGarusas is similar in this way to some other transitive verbs which require direct
objects that are "y" class nouns and allow no agreement prefix, such as senas to say, Gatanas to
read, and girminas to write.56 The verb duGarusas to ask also occurs in sentences such as the

following:

(73) bill' sise hamiid sawdaliN deGurusuman.
biff sis-e hamiid sawaal-iN d-é-Garus-uman
many people-ERG Hamid/ABS question,y-PL/ABS d-3sm-ask-3sm/PAST
Many people questioned Hamid.

Two things are different in this example. One is that the verb agrees with hamiid Hamid as
direct object. Second, hamiid is in ABS case.57 Assuming Source-2 advancement, we could
diagram (73) as follows.

b. jaa fin tsum besan dukomaram
d-gó-mar-am
d-2s-request- 1 s/PAST

I requested you something.

The sense in example (xix.b) seems to be that I am requesting something from you for your benefit.
This usage is very limited however, and is not acceptable to some speakers.

55 It is unclear what the u- after the d- prefix is doing in the form duGarusuman they asked. It is
possibly simply inserted epenthetically to break up the disallowed dG consonant cluster.

56 Some other transitive verbs which do not allow an object agreement prefix are mindas to drink,
hikinas to learn, alias to pour, waaras to cover, and Garkaas to catch. These verbs usually occur in
monostratal clauses and require objects of the "y" class, which may explain the lack of an agreement prefix.
(One of them, Garkaas to catch, may allow an "x" class object. I have an example of this verb in a sentence
with tharii ball as the direct object. tharii is an "x" class noun.)

57 I have a few examples in my data where, when this verb is showing agreement with the Source, the
Source nominal is followed by the postposition tsum from. In most cases however it occurs in ABS case.
In elicitation also, ABS was given as the proper case for the Source when this verb agrees with it. For the
cases where the Source postposition is allowed, the rule in (75) would have to be marked as optional.
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(74) 1 Source 2

1 2 Cho

buT sise hamiid sawdaliN deGurusurnan
many people Hamiid questions they-asked-him

Now hamiid is a final 2 and triggers object agreement. Since hamiid is not followed by the
postposition tsum from however, the rule for this marker must be revised to prohibit it when the
nominal heading a Source nominal in a clause with duGarusas to ask also heads a final 2 arc.

This rule now has the following form:

(75) A nominal which is a 1-chOmeur, or which heads a Source arc (and is not the final 2 of
duGarusas) is flagged with the postposition tsum.58

4.4 3-2 advancement
Burushaski has at least five verbs that take recipients.59 One of these, the uninflectible verb

piish to present, was shown in section 3, example (34) in a monostratal clause and is shown here
as (76).

58 Alternatively, it could be said that tsum from flags final Sources, and that shiiras to snatch
idiosyncratically flags its final 2 with tsum. This would then be an instance of quirky case marking
associated with this verb.

The case marking rule stated in (75) on the other hand expresses a generality which applies not only to
the marking of Sources, but also to the marking of indirect objects and Possessors. What these rules have in
common is that none of them make reference to the levels at which a nominal bears these relations. If a
nominal heads one of these arcs at any level, it receives the appropriate marking. More will be said about
the case marking of indirect objects and Possessors in the next section and in section 7.

59 There are other constructions in which initial indirect objects occur, however. There is a set of
verbal nouns which are followed by the auxiliary verb etas to do. Some examples follow.

(xx) a. guse tharmasa r shaN
guse thannas-e r shaN 64-0
DEM3xs thermos-OBL to care,y 3sy-do-IMP
Take care of this thermos!

b. jaa qhuddaya r shillcuro dtam
je-e qhudda-e r shfilcuro d-t-am
Is-ERG God-OBL to thanks,y 3sy-do-ls/PAST
I thanked God (Lit., I did thanks to God.)

c. j da ua r Shall dtam
je-e r Shall 6-t-am
is -ERG 3p-OBL to slap,y 3sy-do-ls/PAST
I slapped them. (Lit., I did a slap to them.)

The verbal noun is the direct object of the clause; it always triggers third person "y" class object
agreement (using the prefix 6-) and occurs in ABS case. The thing being acted upon is the indirect object
and is followed by the postposition r to. This nominal can never trigger agreement in the auxiliary etas as
the following example shows.
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(76) hilese dasinmo r toofamuts piish otimi.
hiles-e dasin-mo r toofa-muts piish 6-t-imi

boy-ERG girl-OBLf to gift,x-PL/ABS present 3px-do-3sm/PAST
The boy presented a gift to the girl.

The initial/final direct object triggers verb agreement and occurs in ABS case while the
initial/final indirect object is followed by the postposition r to. However four other verbs which
take recipients obligatorily follow a different pattern. Consider the following sentences.

(77) a. jaa inmo r han caGan mosabayam.
je-e in-mo r han caGa-an m6-s-abayam
Is-ERG 3sh-OBLf to one story,y-INDEF/ABS 3sf-tell-ls/PRSPRF
I have told her a story.

b. jaa inmo r han gitaapan muchiabayam
je-e in-mo r han gitaap-an mu-chi-abayam
Is-ERG 3sh-OBLf to one book,ys-INDEF/ABS 3sf-give,ys-ls/PRSPRF
I have given her a gift.

c. jaa inmo r kaman bras muGimabayam.
je-e in-mo r kaman bras mu-am-abayam
Is-ERG 3sh-OBLf to some rice,yp/ABS 3sf-give,yp-1s/PRSPRF
I have given her some rice.

d. jaa inmo r han tofdan muawabayam.
je-e in-mo r han toofa-an mu-ii-abayam
Is-ERG 3sh-OBLf to one gift,x -1NDEF /ABS 3 sf-give,x-ls/PRSPRF
I have given her a gift.

The difference between these sentences and the one in (76) is in the object agreement on the
verb. Rather than showing agreement with the patient, the verb shows agreement with the
recipient. Positing obligatory 3-2 advancement for these verbs, we could diagram (77d) as
follows.

(78) 1 3 2

1 2 Cho

jaa inmo r han tofdan muilwabayam
I to her a gift I have given her

Under this analysis, of the two nominals heading 2 arcs, only inmo her is a final nuclear term
and therefore it and not han tofdan a/one gift properly triggers direct object agreement on the
verb. The generalization given in (38a) also accounts for the presence of the postposition r to
since it does not refer to any particular level. Inmo heads a 3 arc; therefore the postposition r
must occur.

(xxi) *jaa ua r Shau otam
je-e 6-e r Shau 6-t-am
is -ERG 3 p-OBL to slap,y 3p-do- 1 s/PAST
(I slapped them.)

These verbal noun plus etas to do constructions are not the same syntactically as clauses with
uninflectible verbs plus auxiliaries such as those illustrated in section 3, example (34) and discussed in
section 6.
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4.5. Benefactive-3 advancement
The postposition One most often follows a verb in the infinitive form and indicates Purpose,

as in the following example.

(79) zamindaar tshil yalase One mala r nimi.

zamindaar tshil yal-as-e gane mal-e r ni-imi

farmer,m/ABS water,y apply- INF -OBL for field,y-OBL to go-3sm/PAST
The farmer went to the field to water (it).

However gane can also mark Benefactives.

(80) jaa tine gane cai taydar etam.

je-e un-e gane cai taydar 6-t-am.

is -ERG 2 s-OBL for tea,y/ABS prepare 3 sy-do-ls/PA ST

I prepared tea for you.

Although the sentence in (80) is perfectly acceptable and would be used in certain contexts,

the same idea is more commonly expressed this way:

(81) jaa g6o r cai taydar etam

je-e g6-e r cai taydar etam

is -ERG 2s-OBL to tea,y/ABS prepare 3sy-do-ls/PAST
I prepared tea for you.

In (81) the second person nominal is marked with r to rather than One for.6° Although the
exact constraints on the usage of the constructions in (80) and (81) are unclear, positing
Benefactive-3 advancement accounts for the difference in the two. (81) would be diagrammed

like this:

(82) 1 Ben 2

1 3 2

jaa goo r cai taydar etam
I for you tea I prepared it

In order to block the postposition gane for and permit indirect object marking rule (38a) to
operate, the case marking rules that refer to oblique relations would have the following additional

line:

(83) A nominal heading a fmal Benefactive arc is flagged with the postposition gane.

To summarize this section, I will gather together the current versions of the verb agreement
and case marking rules that have been presented thus far.

(84) Verb agreement rules (working version c)

a. The verb agrees with fmal nuclear terms.

b. A final nuclear term which heads a 1 arc (in any stratum) determines subject

agreement.

60 The shape of the second person pronoun in these two examples is different. In (80) the second

person singular personal pronoun tin is used. In (81) the second person singular object agreement prefix gk-

is used.
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c. A final nuclear term which heads a 2 arc (in any stratum) determines object
agreement.

(85) Case marking rules (working version c)

a. A nominal which heads a 3 arc (in any stratum) is flagged with the postposition r.

b. A nominal which is a 1-chomeur, or which heads a Source arc (in any stratum, and
which is not the fmal 2 of duGarusas) is flagged with the postposition tsum.

c. A nominal which heads a POSS arc (in any stratum) is marked with OBL case.

d. A nominal which heads a fmal Benefactive arc is flagged with the postposition One.

e. A nominal which is an ergative and heads only a 1 arc (in any stratum) in a non-
future tense clause is marked by ERG case.

f. The u- prefix registers passive on uninflectible verbs and blocks object agreement.

8
5. Retreats

In Relational Grammar terminology, a nominal 'retreats' when it bears two grammatical
relations at successive levels in a clause, and the later relation is lower on the relational hierarchy
(1 > 2 > 3 > nonterms). Burushaski has three retreat constructions: 2-3 retreat, inversion, and
antipassive.

Nouns of the 'seeds' class do not determine object agreement on the verb mandas.

5.1. 2-3 retreat

The verb Gardas to talk (badly) can appear in two types of clauses. When there is an
addressee, the agent is marked by ERG case and the addressee is followed by the postposition r
to.

(86) ine hilese r Garicubo
in-e hiles-e r Gar'-c-ubo
3 sh-ERG boy-OBL to talk badly-NONPA ST-3 sf/PRE S
She scolds the boy.

If either in she or hiles boy in (86) were in ABS case, the entence would be ungrammatical.
However, when there is no addressee, the agent does occur in ABS case.

(87) in buT Garicubo
in buT Gar'-c-ubo
3 sh/AB S much talk.badly-NONPAST-3sf/PRES
She curses a lot.

To analyze both of these sentences as being monostratal, (86) with a 1 and a 3 and (87) with
only a 1, would fail to account for the ERG case marking of in she in (86). Positing obligatory 2-
3 retreat for clauses containing Gardas to talk (badly) which have initial addressees could provide
a solution. The example sentences above would be diagrammed this way:

(88) a. 1

in Garicubo
she curses
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b. 1 2

1 3

ine hilese r Garicubo
she to the boy scolds

In this analysis, when an addressee is present in a clause containing Gardas, it is obligatorily
demoted to 3 and is therefore necessarily followed by the postposition r. Since no nominal heads
both a final nuclear term arc and a 2 arc, there is no object agreement on the verb. The agent in
(88b) is an ergative heading only a 1 arc and is thus marked with ERG case.

Another verb which might be analyzed as requiring a 2-3 retreat construction is barenas to
look. Consider the following example.

(89) jaa Ana r mal ulo barenam
je-e r mal ulo baren-am
Is-ERG 2s-OBL to field,y/ABS in look.at- 1 s/PAST
I looked at you in the field.

Whenever a stimulus is present in a clause with barenas, it must be followed by the
postposition r to and the experiencer must be marked with ERG case. The verb never allows an
agreement prefix (except when causativized - see section 8). If we assume a 2-3 retreat analysis
for (89), An you is a 3 and is thus followed by the postposition r. Since it is not a final nuclear
term, it does not trigger object agreement. Je I is an ergative heading only a 1 arc and receives
ERG case marking.

One possible problem with an obligatory 2-3 analysis for clauses with barenas to look
however comes from sentences without a stimulus present. In the examples in my data, when
barenas is used without a stimulus, but with an adverb, as in 'to look up', the subject is still
marked with ERG case.

(90) beshal hamiide yaTne barenimi ke
beshal hamiid-e yaTne baren-imi ke
when Hamid-ERG upwards look.at-3sm/PAST COMP
When Hamid looked up ...

The simplest analysis for the sentence in (90) is as a monostratal unergative construction.
This fails to account for the ERG case marking on hamiid Hamid, however. If barenas is
lexically marked as requiring an initial 2, whether specified or not, we could keep a
straightforward 2-3 retreat analysis. Example (90) is diagrammed below.61

(91) 1 2 Loc
1 3 Loc

hamiide UN yaTne barenimi
Hamid UN upwards he looked

5.1.1. Two anomalies

There are two verbs which occur in constructions similar to 2-3 retreat, yet do not fit into the
above analysis. These are gaTaas to bite and &ulnas to arrest. Examples with these verbs are
presented below.

61 I will ignore the actual structure of the predicate with the adverb vaTne upward, as it is not relevant
to this discussion.
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(92) a. jaa baalt tse gaTaam
je-e baalt tse gaT'-am
is -ERG apple,x/ABS onto bite- 1 s/PA ST

I bit the apple.

b. poliise jaa tse duanimi

poliis-e je-e tse duan-imi
policeman-ERG 1 s-OBL onto arrest-3sm/PAST
The policeman arrested me.

Agents with these verbs must be marked by ERG case.62 Patients must be followed by the
postposition tse onto. They cannot occur in ABS case without this postposition and they cannot

be followed by the postposition r to. There seem to be three choices for analysis of the examples

in (92), each of which presents problems. The alternatives are diagrammed in (93).

(93) a. 1 Mal

poliise jaa tse duanimi
policeman onto me he caught

b. 1 Mal
1 2

poliise jaa tse duimimi
policeman onto me he caught

c. 1 2

1 Mal P

poliise jaa tse duanimi
policeman onto me he caught

Example (93a) gives no account for ERG case marking on the subject. Example (93b) gives
no account for the lack of object agreement on the verb. Example (93c) violates the Oblique
Law which requires that any nominals heading oblique arcs head them in the initial stratum. It is

62 There are two unergative verbs with subjects in ABS case, homophonous to gaTaas to bite and

dudnas to arrest, which historically may be related yet synchronically appear in different constructions with

different meanings. These are presented in the following examples.

(xxii) a. chaSh o6Tis ulo gaTilum
chaSh a-aTis ulo gaT'-ilum
thorn,y /ABS ls-foot,y/ABS in pierce-3sy/PSTPRF
The thorn had pierced my foot.

b. j6Tisho dudibaan
j6T-isho dudn-c-baan
young-PLhx/ABS begin-NONPAST-3ph/PRES
The young ones begin.

These examples would best be analyzed as unergative monostratal clauses. However, dudnas to begin

also occurs with subjects marked with ERG case when the thing begun is made explicit.
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unclear which of these analyses (if any) is correct for clauses with dminas and gaTaas. For the
present, I assume that the subjects of these verbs are idiosyncratically marked with ERG case.63

To account for the agreement and case marking facts presented in this section, the rules
presented at the end of the preceding section need no revision aside from an additional statement
that Burushaski allows 2-3 retreat with a subset of verbs.

5.2. Inversion
Burushaski has a set of verbs similar to those described in Harris 1984:282 for Georgian and

other languages, known as 'affective verbs' or 'psychological predicates'. These include yaqiin
etas to believe, zap etas to memorize, leel etas to know, afsinis etas to anguish, rai etas to want,
and qhaahish etas to wish. The first three of these are shown in examples (94a-c).

(94) a. (le ite yaqiin ayecaan
ite yaqiin a-e-t-c-aan

3p-ERG DEM,3sy believe NEG-3sy-do-NONPAST-3ph/PRES
They don't believe that.

b. jaa Tok gitaap zap etam
je-e Tok gitaap zap 6-t-am
ls-ERG entire book,y/ABS memorize 3 sy-do-ls/PA ST
I memorized the entire book.

c. teelaTe mmiyare lee! ecai
teelaTe mu-ilyar-e leel 6-t-c-ai
in.that.way 3sf-husband-ERG know 3sy-do-NONPAST-3sm/PRES
In that way her husband will know.

These sentences are straightforwardly analyzed as monostratal clauses with uninflectible
verbs. These verbs can also occur in a different clause type.

(95) a. ite ita r yaaqin api
ite r yaaqin a-b-i
DEM,3sy 3p-OBL to believe NEG-be-3sy/PRES
They don't believe that.

b. Mk gitaap jaa r zap bilum
Tok gitaap je-e r zap
entire book,y/ABS 1 s-OBL to memorize be-3sy/PAST
I memorized the entire book.

63 In order to clarify the analysis of clauses with barenas to look, gaTaas to bite, and duanas to arrest, it
would be helpful to see some unergative Burushaski verbs which allow 3s, similar to the English verb to
sing. Then we could see how the subject of such a verb is marked.

I have not found any such verbs however. For example, the Burushaski counterpart to the English
unergative sentence I sing to her is either I sing it to her with the inflectible verb eGaras to sing/play
showing agreement with what is sung or played, or I do a song to her with the verbal noun Gar song plus
the auxiliary etas to do showing agreement with Gar. This latter structure is the pattern for the Burushaski
equivalents of many English unergative verbs.
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c. Ina r leel api besan
In -e r leel a -b -I besan b-ila ke

3 sh-OBL to know NEG-be-3 sy/PRES what be-3 sy/PRE S COMP
He does not know what it is.64

The sentences in (94) are superficially transitive. Those in (95) are superficially intransitive.
The nominal which is sentence-initial and marked with ERG case in the examples in (94), is not
sentence-initial and is followed by the postposition r to in the examples in (95). Also, the
auxiliary etas to do in (94a-c) is replaced by b to be in (95a-c).65

In addition to the verbs just mentioned which can occur in both transitive and intransitive
clauses, there is at least one other affective verb which can occur only in the second, intransitive
clause type. This is the word for 'to need'.66

(96) j da r ite gitaap awadji bila
je-e r ite gitaap awadji b-i la

I s-OBL to DEMsy book,y/ABS need be-3sy/PRES
I need that book.

64 Leel to know can be used in several clause types in Burushaski. In addition to the examples in (94c)
and (95c), it can occur in the passive substitute form with mandas to become as in the following example:

(xxiii) lee] mandasa
leel man'-as-e
know become-INF-OBL ?
When it became known...

In this case the postposition r functions as a clause linking mechanism similar to the conjunctive
participle -n and indicates that one action or state has been completed and another has begun, and both are
interdependent. The difference between -n and -r is that -n signals same subject reference between the two
clauses and -r signals switch reference.

Leel can also occur in an unaccusative construction where there is no direct object.

(xi v) agar leel umanuman ke osqaibaan
agar lee! u-mad-uman ke 6-sqan-c-baan
if know 3p-become-3ph/PAST COMP 3p-kill-NONPAST-3ph/FUT
If they know, they will kill them.

Lee' can also occur in an antipassive construction (see section 6.2).

65 The auxiliary b to be is used for present and simple past tenses. The auxiliary mandas to become is
used in cases where a non-present or non-past tense is required.

(xxv) siruf qhuddaya r leel meibila
siruf qhudda-e r lee! man'-c-bila
only God-OBL to know become-NONPAST-3sy/FUT
Only God will know.

The details of the tense distinctions involved with b and manias are beyond the scope of this
paper.

66 It might be proposed that awaaji to need is an adjective in Burushaski meaning necessary. Awad'i
does not act like Burushaski adjectives, however. It cannot modify nouns (ehem kees important case vs.
*awadji kees necessary case) and cannot be inflected for number (baarcuko gitaapiciN red(s) books vs.
*awaaji- gitaaniciN [with no plural suffix allowed after awadj i]) as Burushaski adjectives generally can.
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I suggest that the clauses in (95) and (96) be analyzed as inversion constructions. Informally,
inversion is the name given to the construction in which a subject is demoted to indirect object
(Harris 1984:279). In initially transitive clauses, the initial direct object advances to subject by
unaccusative advancement. Inversion is a common feature of South Asian languages (Masica
1976:190) so it is not surprising to find it in Burushaski.

The inversion analysis of example (95b) is diagrammed in (97).

(97) 2 1

2 3

1 3

Tok gitaap jaa r zap bilum
entire book to me memorize it is

The cognizer (for (95b) heads a 3 arc and is followed by the postposition r.67 TOk gitaap the
entire book is a fmal 1 and determines subject agreement. It is also a 2, yet does not determine
object agreement. In this case we could say that the verb b to be is defective in never allowing an
agreement prefix of any sort. There is another possible analysis for this lack of agreement
however, and this will be discussed in the next section.

5.2.1. The interaction of inversion with 3-2 advancement

The sentence in example (98) is somewhat similar to the inversion constructions that have
been discussed in this section thus far.

(98) oltalik dishmiN ulo ina
O-ltalik dish-nuN ulo in-e r
3p-both place,y-PL/ABS in 3sh-OBL to

sawdabkuSh deeGurshai.
sawdablcuSh d-ee-Gurk-c-ai
reward,y/ABS d-3 sm-fmd-NONPA ST-3 sm/PRE S
In both places he will find reward.

The Experiencer is followed by the postposition r to and occurs before the Patient. The
difference between example (98) and those in (95) and (96) above is that the d- prefix verb
deeGurkas to find is used instead of the verb b to be. This verb also has an object agreement
prefix that cross-references the Experiencer. If we posit inversion followed by 3-2 advancement
and unaccusative advancement for deeGurkas, we can account for these facts. Sentence (98) is
diagrammed below.

67 When under emphasis, indirect objects may be followed by a simple coreferential stressed object
agreement prefix which is in turn followed by the postposition r to. In some cases both forms are possible.
In the sentences below both forms occur, although either form may be deleted.

(xxvi) a. to dna r g6o r lee! bila Ice

to nn-e r g6-e r leel b-ila Ice

so 2s-OBL to 2s-OBL to know be-3sy/PRES COMP
So you know that...

b. khina r ee r baren
khin -e r d-e r baren
DEM3sh.prx-OBL to 3sm-OBL to look/IMP
Look at him!
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(99) Loc 1 2 P

Loc 3 2 P

Loc 2 Cho P
Loc 1 Cho P

oltalik dishmiN ulo ina r sawdablcuSh deeGurshai
in both places to him reward he will find

The pronoun in he is a final nuclear term. As a 1 it triggers subject agreement, and as a 2 it
triggers object agreement. Since it heads a 3 arc, it is followed by the postposition r.
SawdabkuSh, reward as a 2-chomeur is unmarked.68

5.3. Antipassive
A construction that is frequently discussed in the literature on languages with ergative

morphology is antipassive. It is commonly understood to be a structure that has been
`detransitivized'. Postal (1977) made the claim based on French that antipassives are
constructions in which an initial subject retreats to direct object, and then advances to subject
again by unaccusative advancement in conformity to the final 1 law. The stratal chart for such a
construction has the following form.

(100) 1 2

2 Cho P
1 Cho P

x y z

Evidence from Choctaw was provided by Davies (1984a) to support this analysis.
Burushaski also has an antipassive construction. It is governed by a small set of verbs and is
obligatory in most, but not all cases.

The dozen or so verbs that govern antipassive in Burushaski repeatedly occur in clauses that
have both transitive and intransitive characteristics. They are similar to unaccusative verbs in
that their subjects, which occur sentence-initially, occur in ABS case and determine both subject
and object agreement. They are similar to transitive verbs however, in that they require an ABS
marked 'Patient' nominal to be present in the preverbal position that is typical for direct objects.
Some examples are presented in (101).

(101) a. je kaman peesa dicanabaa
je kaman peesa d-a-can-abaa
Is/ABS some money,x/ABS d-ls-need-ls/PRES
I need some money.

b. oltalilc dishmiN ulo in
6-1talik dish-miN ulo in
3p-both place,y-PL/AB S in 3 sh/AB S

68 The verb deeGurkas to find occurs in the type of clause described here with the experiencer followed
by the postposition r to. It also occurs with the experiencer in ABS case with no postposition; a
construction that I analyze in the next section as antipassive.
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sawaabkuSh deeGurshai
sawaabkuSh d-ee-Gurk-c-ai
reward,y/ABS d-3sm-find-NONPAST-3sm/PRES
In both places he will find reward.69

c. je ue tsum buT peesa ayayam
je ue tsum buT peesa a-yd-am
1 s/ABS DEMhp from much money,x/ABS Is-obtain-ls/PA ST
I obtained much money from them.

d. je qhabar dayalam.

je qhabar d-d-yal-am
ls/ABS news,y/ABS d-ls-hear-ls/PA ST
I heard the news.

An antipassive analysis of the clauses in (101) accounts for all of the characteristics
mentioned in the preceding paragraph. Example (101d) is diagrammed below.

(102) 1 2
2 Cho P
1 Cho P

je qhabar dayalam
I news I heard

Je I is a final nuclear term. As a 1 it triggers subject agreement. As a 2 it determines object
agreement. It heads an ergative arc but also a 2 arc and so is not marked with ERG case. Climb&
the news is unmarked.

5.3.1. The interaction of 2-3 retreat and antipassive

The verb dewaranas to want occurs in clauses that are similar to antipassives.7° Some

examples of this verb are provided in (103).

(103) a. je fine zamiina r dawaranabaa.
zamiin-eje an-e r d-d-waran-abaa

is /ABS 2 s-OBL land,xs-OBL to d- 1 s-want-ls/PRSPRF
I have wanted your land

b. je Shapika r dawaranabaa.

je Shapik-e r d-d-waran-abaa
is /ABS food,y-OBL to d-ls-want-ls/PRSPRF
I have wanted food.

Clauses with dewaranas can only occur with their experiencers in ABS case and the 'object
of desire' followed by the postposition r to. A simple antipassive analysis would be possible
were it not for the presence of this postposition. This can be accounted for though, if we posit

69 This example shows the antipassive option for the verb deeGurkas to find that was discussed in the
previous section. DeeGurkas can alternatively occur in clauses with inversion followed by 3-2
advancement.

7° Dewaranas means to want or need something enviously or covetously. Decanas and awadji mean to
need in general.
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obligatory 2-3 retreat and antipassive for this verb. The diagram of (103a) would have the
following form:71

(104) 1 2

1 3

2 3

1 3

je fine zamiina r clawaranabaa
I to your land I have wanted

The pronoun L I is the fmal subject and triggers subject agreement; it is a 2 and triggers
object agreement. Un you heads a possessor arc and is marked with OBL case while zamiin land
heads a 3 arc and is followed by the postposition r to.

6. Multi-predicate constructions
Thus far in this paper, I have referred to several elements which combine with uninflectible

verbs, verbal nouns, predicate nominals and predicate adjectives to form predicates in
Burushaski. These include the auxiliaries etas to do and mandas to become and the copula b to
be. In this section I will discuss the forms of these auxiliaries and copula, some conditions on
their usage, and their agreement properties.

The Relational Grammar account of these phenomena has traditionally been a clause union
analysis where all of the dependents of an embedded clause become dependents of the matrix
verb. A number of proposals and counterproposals have been advanced to characterize union
constructions universally.

Recently, in Davies and Rosen (1988), it is argued that the constructions that have been
analyzed as clause union are actually monoclausal multi-predicate clauses. Under this analysis,
what was considered the embedded clause 'occupies the early strata' in the relational network
and what was considered the union clause occupies the later strata. There are multiple
`13-sectors' in which different predicates bear the P relation. Predicates in lower (later) strata put
predicates in higher (earlier) strata en chomage.

This multi-predicate analysis of clause union is the one that I adopt in this section on
Burushaski auxiliaries, and in section 8 on causatives. I will discuss the syntax of the copula b to
be first, followed by that of mandas to become and etas to do.

6.1. The copula b to be

The copula b to be occurs most often in predicate nominal and predicate adjective
constructions. An example of each follows.

71 Or, the diagram could appear this way:

(xxvii) 1 2
2 3

1 3

je fine zamiina r dawaranabaa
I to your land I have wanted
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(105) je hir baa
ie Mr b-aa
1 s/ABS man/ABS be-ls/PRES
I am a man.

(106) in shwa bai
in shwa b-di
3 sh/AB S good be-3 sm/PRE S
He is good.

These constructions are typically stative in nature and therefore one would perhaps assume
an unaccusative analysis for them. However, unlike unaccusative verbs, b never allows an
agreement prefix. There are at least two ways to account for this fact. First, we could simply
state that the auxiliary b is indeed unaccusative, but is morphologically defective in that it never
allows an agreement prefix. While this analysis describes the facts regarding object agreement
with b to be, it provides no explanation for them.

Alternatively, we could assume that clauses with b to be are multi-predicate constructions in
which the copula is the predicate in a final P-sector in which there is no 2 to trigger object
agreement. Under this multi-predicate analysis, the Burushaski copula is an unergative verb
(unergative verbs never allow agreement prefixes unless causativized - see section 8). While this
goes against the general tendency in Burushaski (and cross-linguistically) that unergative verbs
imply volition or action, it is not ruled out by any constraints in Relational Grammar (105) in
this analysis is displayed in table form in (107).72

(107) 2

1

(P-sector)

1 Cho P (P-sector)

je Mr baa
I man I am

In (107) there are two P-sectors. The predicate of the initial P-sector is hir man which I
propose is unaccusative. The initial stratum of the clause is the P-initial stratum for this
predicate. Unaccusative advancement occurs in the initial P-sector and the second (unergative)
stratum is the P -fmal stratum for Mr. The third stratum is both the P-initial and P -fmal stratum
for the predicate baa I am. Since this stratum is unergative, there is no agreement prefix on the
copula.

The analysis of a predicate adjective construction is essentially the same. The diagram for
(106) is presented in (108) below.

(108) 2

1

(P-sector)

1 Cho P (P-sector)

in shwa bai
he good he is

72 Dotted lines are used in the tabular diagrams to separate P-sectors.
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In this case the predicate in the initial P-sector is the unaccusative predicate adjective shwa
good. 2-1 advancement occurs in the initial P-sector. Bai he is is an unergative predicate in the
final P-sector and therefore shows no object agreement.

The multi-predicate analysis for clauses with b also helps to clarify our understanding of
inversion constructions with this auxiliary.73 Consider the following example once again (from
section 5).

(109) Tok gitaap jaa r zap bilum
Tok gitaap je-e r zap
entire book,y/ABS 1 s-OBL to memorize be-3sy/PAST
I memorized the entire book.

The verb agreement and case marking rules proposed in (84) and (85) at the end of section 4
are adequate to account for all of the facts of example (109) except for the lack of object
agreement on the auxiliary b to be. As a nominal that is a final 1 and also heads a 2 arc, Tok
gitaap entire book should trigger this agreement, yet it does not. However, under the multi-
predicate analysis this lack of agreement is predicted. The diagram for this clause is presented
below.

(110) 2 1 P (P-sector)
2 3 P
1 3 P

1 3 Cho P (P-sector)

T6k gitaap jaa r zap biliun
entire book to me memorize it was

Zap memorize shows no agreement because it does not bear the P relation in the final
P-sector. The auxiliary b shows no object agreement because there is no 2 in the final P-sector.
Tok gitaap entire book is a final 1 and therefore b shows appropriate subject agreement.74

At least two grammatical relation changing constructions are seen to occur in the initial
P-sector of a clause with the auxiliary b, inversion and unaccusative advancement. Both of these
require 2-1 advancement, which occurs in the initial P-sector. In the multi-predicate analysis, the
following statements need to be added to the verb agreement rules presented thus far:

(111) a. Verb agreement is determined by the GRs that nominals bear in the final P-sector of
a clause.

b. Nouns, adjectives and uninflectible verbs cannot bear the P relation in the final
P-sector.

c. Select the auxiliary b if and only if:
i. there is 2-1 advancement in the initial P-sector, and
ii. the clause is finally unergative.

73 I will refer to the Burushaski copula as an auxiliary from now on.

74 In section 5, footnote 56, an example was given of a sentence with inversion which used the
uninflectible verb leel to know and the auxiliary mandas to become in the future tense with no object
agreement prefix. I assume that the analysis for such a sentence is the same as that proposed in this section.
Lack of object agreement on mandas in this case is because the thing known is an abstract entity which
functions as a "y" class nominal; mandas never shows agreement with "y" class nominals.
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6.2. The auxiliary mantras to become

The auxiliary mandas to become is frequently used with unaccusative and unergative verbs,
as well as with predicate nominals and predicate adjectives. (112) is an example with an
unaccusative verb, along with the appropriate diagram.

(112) a. in (Mar imanimi
in dadar i-man'-imi
3sh/ABS tremble 3sm-become-3sm/PAST
He trembled.

b. 2 P

2 Cho P
1 Cho P

in dadar imanimi
he tremble he became

(112) contains the uninflectible unaccusative verb dadar to tremble. Unlike a clause with the
auxiliary b to be, this clause has the unaccusative advancement construction in the final P-sector;
manaas to become shows object agreement with the P-initial 2 of this P-sector, in he. Some
similar examples with a predicate adjective and a predicate nominal follow.

(113) a. in sardaar imanimi
in sardaar i-man'-imi
3sh/ABS president,h 3sm-become-3sm/PAST
He became president.

b. 2 P

2 Cho
1 Cho

in sardaar imanimi
he president he became

(114) a. in shwa imanimi
in shwa i-man'-imi
3 sh/AB S good 3 sm-become-3 sm/PAST
He became good

b. 2 P

2 Cho P
1 Cho P

in shwa imanimi
he good he became

Example (113) contains the predicate nominal sardaar president. Example (114) contains the
predicate adjective shwa good. If these are analyzed as unaccusative predicates in these clauses,
and unaccusative advancement in clauses with the auxiliary manias to become must occur in the
final P-sector, then the object agreement on this auxiliary is accounted for.
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Finally I will present one more example of a clause with the auxiliary mandas.

(115) a. in el Urn cas manimi
in die UM cas man'-imi
3sh there from walk.out become-3sm/PAST
He walked out from there (in disagreement).

b. 1 Source

1 Source Cho

in el um cas manimi
he from there walk.out he became

(115) contains the uninflectible unergative verb chas to walk out. In this example there is no
2 in either P-sector and no object agreement. This is just what is predicted according to the verb
agreement rules that have been presented thus far in this paper.

In order to guarantee that 2-1 advancement occurs in the fmal P-sector, the following
statement must be added to the rules in (111).

(116) Select the auxiliary mandas if and only if:
i. any GR changing constructions, if they occur, occur in the final P-sector, and
ii. the clause is finally unergative.

We see the crucial difference between constructions with the auxiliaries mandas to become
and b to be. In a clause with manaas, 2-1 advancement occurs optionally in the fmal P-sector; in
a clause with b, 2-1 advancement occurs obligatorily in the initial P-sector. This assumes that the
syntax of a multi-predicate clause with a noun, adjective or uninflectible verb for a predicate,
along with an auxiliary, is partially determined by the auxiliary and partially by the initial
P-sector predicate.

Mandas can also occur in an antipassive construction with the uninflectible verb leel to know
as the following example shows.75

(117) besan bila Ice leel gumaima
besan b-ila ke leel gu-mad-c-uma
what be-3sy/PRES COMP know 2s-become-NONPAST-2s/FUT
You will know what it is.

Example (117) is shown below in stratal diagram form.76

75 Burushaski has an optional rule of unemphatic pronoun drop, under which subject and direct object
pronouns need not appear overtly when their referents are clear from the context. The conditions on this
rule and its details are not discussed in this paper. The pronouns im you and et it do not appear overtly due
to this rule.

76 In order to more clearly illustrate the relationships within and between the two clauses in this
sentences I use a relational network diagram. This same sort of diagram will be useful in the next section
on possessor ascension constructions.
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(118)

(an)
you leel

know

gundima
you become

(et)
it besan

what

bila
it is

This example shows the contrast between mandas (gumaima) and b (bila). The antipassive
construction occurs in the final P-sector of the main clause with manias. Unaccusative ad-
vancement occurs in the initial P-sector of the subordinate clause with b.

6.2.1. Passives with manilas

We have seen in section 4 that in a passive construction with an uninflectible verb the
auxiliary mandas to become is used.77 Example (47b) from that section is repeated here.

(119) shishamuts (inmo tsum) taq umanie
shisha-muts in-mo tsum tag u-man'-ie
window,x-PL/ABS 3h-OBLf by smash 3p-become-3px/PAST
The windows were smashed (by her).

At this time we can consider the syntax of this passive auxiliary. Under the multi-predicate
analysis, the diagram for (119) has this form:

77 As I mentioned in section 4, I do not know if only mandas to become can occur with passives, or if b
to be can alternatively be used for certain tense or aspect distinctions.
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(120) 2 1

2 1 Cho P
1 Cho Cho P

shishamuts inmo tsum taq wnanie
windows by her smash they became

In (120) shishamuts windows advances to 1 in a passive construction in the final P-sector.
Since it is a fmal 1 and also heads a 2 arc, this nominal triggers both subject and object

agreement on the auxiliary mandas.

6.3. The auxiliary etas to do

In section 4.2.1 an example was given with the uninflectible transitive verb lAq to smash.
This example is repeated as (121) below.

(121) a. ine shishamuts taq otumo
in-e shisha-muts taq o-t-umo
3 s-ERG window,x-PL/ABS smash 3p-do-3 sf/PA ST

She smashed the windows.

Except when passivized, clauses with tag always require the auxiliary etas to do. A multi-
predicate analysis for these clauses is similar to that presented above for the other Burushaski
auxiliaries. Under this analysis, example (121) is presented below.

(122) 1 2 P

1 2 Cho P

ine shishamuts taq otumo
She windows smash she did them

Tag to smash cannot bear the P relation in the fmal P-sector and therefore cannot be inflected
for subject or object agreement. The auxiliary verb etas to do does bear the P relation in the fmal
P-sector and therefore shows object agreement and subject agreement as predicted. There are no
clause types in Burushaski which employ the auxiliary etas in which GR changing constructions
take place in either the initial or the final P-sector.

I will summarize what has been said in this section on Burushaski auxiliaries below.

(123) a. Verb agreement is determined by the GRs that nominals bear in the fmal P-sector of
a clause.

b. Nouns, adjectives and uninflectible verbs cannot bear the P relation in the final
P-sector.

c. Select the auxiliary b if and only if:
i. there is 2-1 advancement in the initial P-sector, and
ii. the clause is finally unergative.

d. Select the auxiliary manias if and only if:
i. any GR changing constructions, if they occur, occur in the final P-sector, and
ii. the clause is finally unergative.
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e. Select the auxiliary etas if and only if:
i. there are no GR changing constructions in any P-sector, and
ii. the clause is finally transitive.

7. Possessor ascension

When a certain class of transitive verbs in Burushaski have direct objects which are
possessed, the possessor nominal determines object agreement as if it were a clausal constituent.
This is illustrated below with the verb eskartsas to cut. Examples (124a,b) show straightforward
singular and plural object agreement in the verb with the "x" class direct object him log.

(124) a. fie him eskartsuman
him d-skarts-uman

3p-ERG log,x/ABS 3sx-cut-3ph/PAST78
They cut the log.

b. tite hunants oskartsuman
hun-ants 6-skarts-uman

3p-ERG log,x-PL/ABS 3px-cut-3ph/PAST
They cut the logs.

In (125) below, the direct object is the "x" class possessed nominal m6miSh her finger.
Object agreement is not with this noun, but rather with the possessor of the direct object,
woman.

(125) ne giismo m6miSh mooskartsuman
gas-mo mó-miSh m6-<L>-skarts-uman

3p-ERG woman-OBLf 3 s f-fmger,x/AB S 3 sf-PA-cut-3ph/PA ST
They cut the woman's finger.

Example (126) shows an ungrammatical attempt to have the verb agree with m6miSh her
finger.

(126) *iie gismo m6miSh eskartsuman.
6-e gas -mo m6-miSh 6-skarts-uman
3p-ERG woman-OBLf 3sf- fmger,x/ABS 3sx-cut-3ph/PAST
(They cut the woman's finger.)

In Relational Grammar this phenomenon can be analyzed as a case of possessor ascension, in
which the possessor in a nominal bears both the POSS relation to the possessed nominal, and a
grammatical relation to the clause.79 Possessor ascension has been argued for in the Relational
Grammar literature for a number of languages. These include Cebuano (Bell 1983:191ff),

78 The morphology of eskartsuman is actually more complex than this, but it doesn't pertain to the
subject of possessor agreement.

79 Possessor ascension is one type of a general category of syntactic constructions called ascensions in
Relational Grammar. Another common type of ascension is 'raising' in which a nominal bearing a
grammatical relation in a dependent clause also bears a grammatical relation in the main clause. Two laws
of RG come into play in ascensions, the Relational Succession Law and the Host Limitation Law
(Perlmutter & Postal 1983b:53). The former requires that the ascended nominal assume the grammatical
relation of the 'host' out of which it ascends. The latter requires that nominals can only ascend out of hosts
bearing term grammatical relations. The host clause (or NP in the case of possessor ascension) is put en
chomage as a result. Burushaski has no ascension constructions out of clauses as far as I know.
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Choctaw (Davies 1984a:343-46, 1986:60), Kera (Camburn 1984) and Malagasy (Perlmutter and
Postal 1983b:43-45) among others. The diagram for such an analysis of (125) above follows:

(127)

Lie gusto momiSh mooskartsuman

Gus woman is the possessor of the initial direct object momiSh her finger, and in the second
stratum ascends to assume the 2 relation, putting the initial possessed phrase en ch6mage. Since
gus woman is a final nuclear term and heads a 2 arc, it triggers object agreement. MOmiSh her

finger is a 2-chomeur and does not trigger agreements°

Note the long vowel form of the agreement prefix in (128b). When showing agreement with
a possessor, the vowel in the object agreement prefix must be long.

(128) a. gUse
gtis-e

hilesho
hiles-isho

woman-ERG boy-PL/ABS
The woman cut the boys.

b. gase hileshoe
hiles-isho-e

woman-ERG boy-PL-OBL

curdk
cura
cut

oturno
O-t-umo
3p-do-3sf/PAST

omiants curuk ootumo
O-miSh-ants curak O-<L>-t-umo
3p- fmger,x- PL /ABS cut 3p-PA-do-3sf/PAST

The woman cut the boys' fingers.

Possessor ascension in a clause is signalled by an agreement prefix with a long vowel.81 As
(129) shows, in sentences with a non-overt initial direct object, vowel length in the agreement
prefix is the superficial distinction between sentences with and without possessor ascension.

80 The final ch6meur is the NP glismo momiSh. For the sake of convenience I will refer to the NP by
making reference to its head.

81 Presence of a prefix with a long vowel does not necessarily signal possessor ascension however. It

could signal a causative construction (see next section). Or it might simply be that the agreement prefix
vowel in a particular verb requires the long form. One example of this type of verb is the antipassive verb
deeGurkas to find (see section 5.3). Another is the verb deGanas to perceive (also antipassive) as in the
following example:
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(129) a. jaa Cam gootam
je-e Cam g6-<L>-t-am
is -ERG poke 2 s-PA-do-ls/PAST
I poked your (something).

b. jaa Cam gotam
je-e Cam g6-t-am
is -ERG poke 2s-do-ls/PA ST
I poked you.

I suggest that the following rule needs to be incorporated into the grammar of Burushaski.

(130) In a possessor ascension construction, the object agreement prefix is lengthened.

One potential problem for the possessor ascension analysis is that in example (125) above
and in the other examples of possessor ascension presented here, the possessor is still marked
with OBL case. It cannot occur in ABS case. If the possessor is ascending to bear the 2 relation
in the main clause, one might assume that it should be unmarked, since there is no rule that marks

2s with case. At least two alternative explanations are possible.

First, there may be no possessor ascension construction at all. Davies (1984b:399) argues
against a possessor ascension analysis for similar clauses in Choctaw. In Choctaw, 2s determine
verb agreement and same subject marking given the proper environment. Possessors ofinalien-
ably possessed body parts determine verb agreement, but not same subject marking. For this
reason Davies rejects the possessor ascension analysis in favor of a rule which "asserts that a
referential coding rule may optionally reference a possessor."

Since the only evidence for possessor ascension in Burushaski is verb agreement (and not
ABS case marking), under a non-ascension analysis the object agreement rule could be revised as
follows:

(131) A nominal heading a 2 arc, or the possessor of a nominal heading a 2 arc in a clause with
a possessor agreement verb, determines object agreement.

Alternatively, a possessor ascension analysis could be maintained for these clauses if
possessor nominals are considered to be case marked in a manner similar to 3s and Sources in
Burushaski. Recall that case marking rule (85c) in section 4 states that nominals heading POSS
arcs are marked with OBL case, in any level of the clause or phrase in which they occur
(embedded or main). Thus OBL case marking for a possessor is the natural result of the rules
presented above, whether it ascends to head a 2 arc or not. Nominals occur in ABS case only by
default when no case marking rules are applicable. The same sort of phenomenon occurs with 3s
and Sources. Nominals bearing those GRs are followed by the postpositions r to and tsum from
respectively, no matter at what level in the clause they bear these relations.82

(xxviii) hamiid qhosh etas mushkil bila daGayabaa
hamiid cif-Kish d-t-as mushIcil b-ild da-Gan'-c-abaa
Hamid/ABS happy 3 sy-do-INF difficult be-3 sy/PRES 1 s-perceive-NONPAST- 1 s/PRES
I perceive (think that) to please Hamid is dcult.

In neither of the examples referred to here would it be justified to posit a possessor ascension or
causative construction to account for the long vowel in the agreement prefixes. (Note also that the long

vowel form is not typical of antipassive constructions.)

82 The exception to this is Sources in clauses with duGarusas to ask.
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If the ascended nominal could passivize, undergo unaccusative advancement or 2-3 retreat,
this would provide further evidence that would lend support to the possessor ascension analysis.
Possessors may not participate in any of these constructions however. Lengthening of the vowel
in the agreement prefix is not a strong argument for possessor ascension, since this could also be
claimed as a result in a non-ascension analysis. However, since vowel lengthening is also
present in a causative construction and an impersonal construction (see the following sections) a
unified account of this phenomenon is possible with an ascension analysis. This will be
discussed further in section 9.

7.1. Conditions on possessor ascension

Possessor ascension in Burushaski is a governed construction and is obligatory in clauses
with verbs that govern it, no matter what kind of nominal is possessed. The examples in (125)
and (128b) above show possessors of inalienably possessed body part nominals.83 Possessors of
other kinds of nominals also ascend.

(132) jaa une pen GaJam gootam
je-e pen GaJam go-<L>-t-am
Is -ERG 2 s-OBL pen,x/ABS snatch 2 s-PA-do-ls/PA ST
I snatched your pen.

Possessor ascension is limited to hosts that are 2s.84 In (133) the possessor of an
unaccusative subject ascends.

(133) jaa awaT daaGaYila
je-e awn' d-d-<L>-GaY-ila
1 s -OBL skin,y/ABS d-1 s-PA-itch-3sy/PRES
My skin itches.

Possessors of ergatives do not ascend.

(134) a. giismo muie jaa amiSh
gus-mo mu-i-e je-e a-miSh
woman-OBLf 3 sf-son-ERG is -OBL ls-finger,x/ABS

daskartsimi
d-<L>-skarts-imi
1 s-PA-cut-3sm/PAST
The woman's son cut my finger.

83 The direct object in (125) is an inalienably possessed body part while those in (124a,b) are simple
"x" nouns. The reason for this is not that the "x" noun him log cannot host possessor ascension, but rather
that I did not check possessor agreement for this noun. To check this it would be necessary to check a
sentence like He cut my logs.

Not every verb authorizes possessor ascension. The following sentence is not acceptable.

(xxix) *jaa gnsmo momiants m6oyetsam
j e-e gus-mo mó-miSh-ants m6-<L>-yeets-am
1s -ERG woman-OBLf 3sf-finger,x-PL/ABS 3 sf-PA-see-1 s/PAST
*I saw the woman's fingers.

84 Possessors of 2s which are advancees from 3 do not ascend in examples I have found. However, 3-2
advancement verbs may belong to the class of verbs that do not sanction possessor ascension at all. I lack
the necessary data to explore this at this time.
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b. *gtismo mule jaa amiSh dakartsumo
da-<L>-skarts-umo
1 s -PA -cut -3 sf/PAST

Possessor ascension only occurs when the subject and the possessor of the direct object are
non- coreferential.85. In (135a), agreement in the verbal prefix is with emients his fingers; there is
no possessor ascension. As (135b) shows, possessor ascension can never have coreferential
reading.

(135) a. qasaaie emiants cura otimi
qasaai-e 6-miSh-ants curuk 6-t-imi
butcher-ERG 3sm- fmger,x -PL cut 3px-do-3sm/PAST
The butcher (i) cut his (i) fingers.

b. qasaaie emiants curak eetimi

3sm-PA-do-3 sm/PAST
The butcher (i) cut his (j) fingers.
*The butcher (i) cut his (1) fingers.

I summarize the conditions on possessor ascension in Burushaski in

(136) Conditions on possessor ascension

a. The subject and the possessor may not be co-referential.

(136).86

85 There is a similar constraint in Sierra Popoluca (Marlett 1988:377).

86 There is one verb which I have found where the agreement prefix cross references the possessor of a
Source nominal. This is the verb deegusas to remove. An example is presented below.

(xxx) Giinane (j da) camda tsum paTwa daagusimi
Giin-an-e j e-e camda tsum paTwa d-da-gus-imi
thief-INDEF-ERG 1 s-OBL pocket/ABS from purse/ABS d-1 s-remove-3 sm/PAST
A thief stole a purse from (my) pocket.

Even if there is no overt possessive pronoun, the object agreement is still with the possessor.
If no possessor is implied, the verb diusas to extract will be used. Assuming a Source-2
advancement analysis we could diagram example (xxx) in this way.

(xxxi)
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b. The host must be a 2.

c. Possessor ascension is governed by a class of verbs, and is required by them when
the other conditions are met.

8. Causatives

Burushaski is somewhat unusual for a South Asian language in that it uses prefixes to form
causatives instead of suffixes (Masica 1976:106). Actually there are three causative prefixes
used in Burushaski, one used with unaccusative verbs, one with unergative verbs and one with
transitive verbs. I will discuss each of these in turn. In doing so, I will assume a monoclausal,
multi-predicate analysis of Burushaski causatives similar to that used with Burushaski auxiliaries
in section 6.

8. I. Causatives of unaccusatives

Only unaccusative verb roots occur with the causative prefix s-; unergative and transitive
verbs do not.87 In (137) below are listed some unaccusative verbs and their causative forms.

(137) Unaccusative Causative Gloss of root
a. baldas espalas burn
b. duGanDeras desqanDaras be crooked
c. dikaTas deskaTas stop
d. ditalas destalas wake up
e. diwaras desparas revive
f. diyaYas destaYas be propped up
g. Gasaas esqasas spoil
h. iGulas esqulas burn
i. Gurtsdas esqurtsas be immersed
j. ilcharanas eskaranas be late
k. thayas estayas be extinguished
1. iwaalas espalas be lost

Not every unaccusative verb can occur with s-. For example, there is no s- (nor any other)
causative form for emalas feel shame.

Sentence examples with Gulaas to burn are presented below.

(138) a. Gashil Guliuni
Gashil Gul'-imi
wood,y/ABS burn-3sy/PAST
The wood burned

b. jaa Gashil esqulam
je-e Gashil 6-s-Gul'-am
is -ERG wood,y/ABS 3 sy-CAUS-burn-ls/PAST
I made the wood burn.

In (138a) there is no "y" class object agreement shown on the verb. This is typical of a
certain class of verbs that was mentioned in section 2. In (138b) the agreement prefix is present;

87 There is at least one exception to this rule; the verb daGayas to hide, which is unergative, has a
causative form of eestaqavas to make him hide. testaqayas not only has the s- causative prefix, but also the
lengthened vowel which is found in causative forms of transitive verbs (see section 8.3). There is no
intermediary transitive form however, i.e. *estaqayas.
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the derived causative form is a member of the class of verbs which require an agreement prefix
no matter what the class of the object.

A monoclausal multi-predicate analysis for (138b) is given below:

(139) 2

1 2 P Cho

jaa Gashil s GO-
] wood (cause (burn)

Gashil wood heads a 2 arc in both the initial and fmal P-sector and determines object
agreement. Je I heads a fmal 1 arc in the fmal P-sector and determines subject agreement.
Another example is presented below. (140) contains the unaccusative verb diwaras to revive.

(140) in diwarai
in d-i-war-ai
3sh/ABS d -3 sm- revive -3 sm/PRSPRF
He has revived.

Example (141a) is the causative form of this sentence with the appropriate tabular diagram
following.

(141) a. jaa in desparabayam
je-e in d-e-s-war-abayam
is -ERG 3 sh/AB S d-3sm-CAUS-revive-1s/PRSPRF
I have caused him to revive. (I have revived him.)

b. 2

1 2 P Cho

jaa in s war -
I he (cause (revive)

No causative (including causatives of unaccusatives) interacts with any other GR changing
constructions, i.e. inversion or antipassive:

8.2. Causatives of unergatives

For unergative verbs, causative and non-causative forms are identical. I have indicated this
in the examples below with a null prefix 0- CAUS in the causative forms. Two unergative verbs
and their causative counterparts are presented in (142) and (143).

(142) a. gus man aTe huraTumo.
gus man aTe huraT-umo
woman/ABS platform,x/ABS on sit-3sf/PAST
The woman sat on the platform.

b. jaa gus man aTe mouruTam
je-e gas man aTe ma-0-huraT-am
is -ERG woman/ABS platform,x on 3 sf-CAUS-sit-ls/PA ST
I made the woman sit on the platform.
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(143) a. biTan tamashaan ulo girashai
biTan tamasha-an ulo girat-c-ai
shaman/ABS celebration,y-INDEF/ABS in dance-NONPAST-3sm/PRES
The shaman dances in a celebration.

b. Ue biTan tamashaan ulo
biTan tamasha-an ulo

3p-ERG shaman/ABS celebration,y-INDEF/ABS in

egirashaan
6-0-girat-c-aan
3sm-CAUS-dance-NONPAST-3ph/PRES
They make the shaman dance in a celebration.

(142a) and (143a) are simple unergative constructions. In (142b), k I is subject. In (143b),
the subject is ti they. In both cases the subject of the 'inner' clause is the direct object of the
main clause. (142b) is diagrammed below.

(144) 1 Loc

1 2 Loc Cho

jaa gas man aTe hurtIT 0-
I woman on platform (sit) (cause)

The 1 in the initial P-sector is a 2 in the final P-sector and triggers object agreement.

8.3. Causatives of transitives

The causative predicate for a transitive verb is realized as lengthening of the object
agreement prefix vowel.88 Consider the sentences in (145).

(145) a. ue human ditsuman
U-e han-an d-i-ts-uman
3ph-ERG beam,x-INDEF/ABS d-3sx-bring-3ph/PAST
They brought a beam.

b. jda a human dootsam
je-e tit him-an d-6-<L>-ts-am
is -ERG 3ph/ABS beam,x-INDEF/ABS d-3ph-CAUS-bring-1s/PAST
I made them bring a beam.

Example (145a) is straightforwardly analyzed as a monostratal transitive clause. In the
causative construction in (145b) however, k I is subject. The subject of the 'inner' clause is the
direct object of the main clause and thus determines object agreement on the verb.

According to the multi-predicate analysis, (145b) is diagrammed as follows:

88 Many unaccusative verbs which can be causativized with the s- prefix produce derived transitive
constructions which can in turn be causativized by the long vowel agreement prefix; for example, iGulas
burn, esqulas make burn, eesqulas make him burn (it).
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1 2

2 Cho Cho P

jaa human ts- <L>
them beam (bring (cause)

Transitive verbs which have no agreement prefix because their direct objects are always "y"
class nominals are causativized by the addition of an agreement prefix which cross-references the
final 2 and which has a long vowel. For example, the causative of daldinas to sift is eedaldinas to
cause him to sift.

(147) a.

b.

ine sau daldinimi
in-e sau daldin-imi
3sh-ERG sand,yp/ABS sift-3sna/PAST
He sifted the sand

jaa in
je-e in
I s-ERG 3 sh/AB S

sau
sau
sand,yp/ABS

I made him sift the sand

8.4. Causatives of the auxiliary etas

Clauses with an uninflectible verb and the auxiliary etas to do also can occur in causative
constructions. Consider the sentences in (148):

eedaldinam
6-<L>-daldin-am
3sm -CAUS -sift -1 s/PAST

(148) a. gase meezisho
meez-isho

woman-ERG table,x-PL/ABS
The woman cleaned the tables.

b. jaa gus
je-e gus
Is-ERG woman/ABS

safaa
saga
clean

meezisho
meez-isho
table,x-PL/ABS

otumo
6-t-umo
3px-do-3sf/PAST

safaa
safaa
clean

mootam
ma-<L>-t-am
3 sf-CAUS-do-1 s/PAST

I made the woman clean the tables.

Example (148a) is a multi-predicate clause with the uninflectible verb safaa to clean.
Example (148b) is a causative construction.

(149) 1 2

The diagram for example (148b) follows:

1 2 Cho P

1 2 Cho Cho Cho P

jaa gus meezisho safaa t- <L>
I woman tables clean (do) (cause)

Je I is the final 1 in the fmal P-sector, is marked with ERG case and triggers subject agree-
ment. Gus woman is the fmal 2 in the fmal P-sector, is marked with ABS case and triggers
object agreement. The uninflectible verb safaa to clean does not head a P arc in the fmal
P-sector and shows no object agreement. The auxiliary verb etas to do has a long vowel in the
agreement prefix which signals causative.
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As with s- causatives of unaccusatives, causatives of unergatives and transitives do not
interact with any other GR changing constructions; in other words, clauses with a causative
disallow any GR changing constructions in any P-sector.

I summarize the conditions on Burushaski causatives below:

(150) a. Causatives disallow any GR changing constructions in any P-sector.

b. The P-final 1 in the last non-causative P-sector is a P-final 2 in the causative
P-sector.

c. Select s- if the clause is initially unaccusative.

d. Select 0- if the clause is initially unergative.

e. Select <L> if the clause is initially transitive.

f. Uninflectible verbs may not be causativized.

8.5. Some atypical causatives

Causative verb forms may not always have 'non-causative' counterparts. There is a group of
verbs that can only occur in syntactically causative constructions yet have no independently
occurring non-causative forms. Some of these verbs are eeltiras to show, desiras to feed and
eeras to send. They are not related to any non-causative Burushaski verbs for seeing, eating or
going/traveling. Examples are presented in (151) below with some tentative glosses.

(151) a. hilese dasin taswiir mooltirimi
hiles-e dasin taswiir
boy-ERG girl/ABS picture,y/ABS 3sf -CAUS- view ?- 3smIPAST
The boy showed the girl the picture.

b. imie mui phiTi desirumo
i-mi-e mu-i phiTi 6-<L>-sir-umo
3sm-mother-ERG 3sf-son/ABS bread,x/ABS 3sm-CAUS-ingest?-3sf/PAST
The (lit. 'his') mother fed her son bread.

c. jaa tan giilta r gooram
je-e an giilt-e r g6-<L>-r-am
is -ERG 2s/ABS Gilgit-OBL to 2s- CAUS- go ?- ls/PAST
I sent you to Gilgit.

(151a) is presented below in diagram form.

(152) 1 2

1 2 Cho Cho

hilese dasin taswiir ltir- <L>
boy girl picture (view?) (cause)

If this sentence is analyzed as a causative construction, the ABS case marking on dasin girl
and taswiir picture is accounted for. Dasin is a final 2 and taswiir is a 2 ch6meur in the final
P-sector, both of which are unmarked according to the case marking rules being proposed in this
paper. As a nominal heading a final 2 arc, dasin triggers object agreement. The long vowel
signals a causative. Hiles boy is a final ergative and triggers subject agreement.
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The alternative to a causative analysis for the sentences in (151a-c) is to posit verbs which
are somewhat unusual morphologically (with respect to the long vowels). But other facts are less
easily accounted for. For example, if we claim that dasin girl in (151a) is an initial 3 that
advances to 2, we fail to account for the lack of the postposition r following it.89

9. Impersonal constructions

There is a set of uninflectible verbs that are used for some bodily processes in Burushaski.
They are always used with the auxiliary Betas to do (with a long vowel in the agreement prefix).
A sample set of these verbs is given in (153).

(153) 'Bodily process' verbs
a. thiShau to sneeze
b. murufiq to have pain in the stomach
c. qhiir to breathe noisily (due to a lung disease)
d. Car to have diarrhea
e. qdr to itch
f. óq to vomit
g. Cam to have pain in the side and chest

Example (154) is a sentence example with the first of these verbs.

(154) in thiShau moocila.
in thiShau
3 sh/AB S sneeze 3 sf-D-do-NONPA ST-3 sy/PRE S
She is sneezing.

The nominal representing the person sneezing occurs in ABS case and triggers object
agreement on the auxiliary Betas to do. The object agreement prefix vowel is long. The subject
agreement suffix is showing agreement with a "y" class singular nominal. ThiShau to sneeze is
not this nominal since it is not marked with ERG case.

I suggest that these verbs occur in impersonal constructions, with a (silent) dummy subject
that is grammatically a "y" class singular pronoun.

Within Relational Grammar, the notion of 'dummy nominal' has been important in the
account of many diverse grammatical phenomena. The examples below are from Perlmutter and
Postal 1983c:101, which provides a clear description of the place of dummy nominals in RG.

(155) a. It is clear that he is guilty. (English)

b. Il est evident qu'il est coupable. (French)
It is obvious that he is guilty.

c. Es is nicht sicher, dass er schuldig ist. (German)
It is not certain that he is guilty.

89 In certain limited circumstances the Viewer must be marked with -r. For example:

(xxxii) jaa r han ganan daltir!
je-e r han gan-an
1 s-OBL to one,xy road,y-INDEF 1 s-CAUS-view?-IMP
Show me a (new) way (to go).
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d. Yr oedd hi yn bwrw glaw ddoe. (Welsh)
was she throw rain yesterday
It was raining yesterday.

e. Het is niet zeker, dat hij to laat kwam. (Dutch)
It is not certain that he too late came
It is not certain that he came late.

In an impersonal analysis, the diagram for (154) would be:

(156) 2 P

2 Cho
1 2 Cho

Dummy in ThiShau t-
she sneeze (do)

The pronoun in she is a fmal 2 and triggers object agreement in the auxiliary etas to do. As a
"y" class pronominal 1, the dummy triggers subject agreement. In this case, the vowel
lengthening indicates presence of this silent dummy.99

9.1. Agreement prefix vowel lengthening revisited.

We have seen that the lengthened form of the object agreement prefix occurs in three cases:
possessor ascension, causatives of transitives, and clauses with dummies. A rule for object
agreement prefix vowel lengthening could be proposed as follows:

(157) Lengthen the vowel of the object agreement prefix if the clause contains a constituent
which heads a fmal arc in the clause but not an initial arc.

Perhaps the presence of -r is triggered by the imperative form of this sentence. In these cases I would
propose a 2-3 retreat analysis as diagrammed in (xxxiii) below:

( xxxiii) 1 2

1 2 Cho Cho

1 3 Cho Cho

Unspecified jaar han ganan ltir- <L>
to me a road (view?) (cause)

90 This analysis violates the active dummy law however, which states informally that a dummy must
put some nominal en ch6mage in the stratum in which it first bears a GR in a clause (Perlmutter 1983b).

Alternatively, one might argue for a Dummy + Causative analysis of (154). In this case the diagram for
this example would have the following form:

2

2 Cho
1 2 Cho Cho

Dummy in ThiShau t- <L>
she sneeze (do) CAUS

Lit. It causes her to do a sneeze.
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This rule must be applied disjunctively, after rules (150c,d) in section 8 which mark

causatives of intransitives and unergatives. Lengthening then is the default way to mark the

presence of 'latecomers' in a clause.9I The possibility of giving a unified treatment to vowel

lengthening provides further evidence in favor of each of the analyses presented earlier.92

9.2. Disjunctively ordered rules

In Davies 1983 evidence is provided for the disjunctive application of morphosyntactic rules.

We have already seen in the last section how the idea of disjunction is useful in stating the rules

for forming Burushaski causatives. Disjunctive ordering could also be applied to the set of case

marking rules presented in this paper. In that case the rules would have the following form:

(158) Case marking rules (an alternative version)

a. A nominal which heads a POSS arc is marked with OBL case.

b. A nominal which heads a 3 arc is flagged with the postposition r.

c. A nominal which heads a Benefactive arc is flagged with the postposition One.

d. A nominal which is an absolutive or heads a 2 chomeur arc occurs in ABS case (that

is, is unmarked).

e. A nominal which heads a Source arc or a 1 chomeur arc is flagged by the

postposition tsum.

f. A nominal which is an ergative is marked by ERG case.

No mention is made of specific levels at which nominals bear these relations, nor are there

restrictions on what other GRs a nominal might bear in a clause. Certain of these rules are
crucially ordered with respect to each other. These ordered pairs are presented below, along with

the syntactic constructions which require these orderings:

91 I am indebted to Albert Bickford for this analysis.

92 There is one small class of verbs with lengthened prefixes which do not fit any of the categories

described so far. Two of these verbs are deematalas yawn and deepirkinas stumble. These verbs are similar

to unaccusative verbs in that they show agreement in both the prefix and suffix with the experiencer, yet the

agreement prefix is definitely long, not short:

(xxxiv) a. je claamatalam
je d-a-<L>-matal-am
1 s/ABS d- I s-?-yawn- 1 s/PAST
I yawned.

b. hir deepirkanimi.
hir d-e-<L>-pirkan-imi
man,m/ABS d-3sm-?-stumble-3stn/PAST
The man stumbled.

It is unclear to me how to analyze clauses with these verbs.
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(159) Ordered pairs of case marking rules

a. (158a), (158d) Possessor ascension
b. (158b), (158c) Benefactive-3 advancement
c. (158b), (158d) 3-2 advancement, 2-3 retreat
d. (158b), (1580 Inversion
e. (158d), (158e) Source-2 advancement
f. (158d), (1580 Antipassive
g. (158e), (1580 Passive

In this analysis, unmarked case cannot be the default marking. The rule for ABS case must
apply before at least two other case marking rules, that which marks Sources and 2 chomeurs,
and that which marks ergatives.

10. Conclusion

In this paper I have examined a number of commonly used clausal constructions in
Burushaski. By employing a grammatical framework which makes use of grammatical relations
at different strata in a clause, a wide range of agreement and case marking phenomena have been
accounted for. I have shown that Burushaski has many of the same grammatical constructions
found in widely diverse languages, such as passive, 3-2 advancement, 2-3 retreat, and others.

The RG notions of unaccusative and unergative are sufficient to characterize the two major
groupings of intransitive verbs in Burushaski. Unaccusative verbs are distinct from unergative
verbs in that they require an object agreement prefix and allow causativization with s-.

The variety of nominals that can trigger object agreement on the verb are accounted for by
various revaluation constructions. By saying that Burushaski sanctions passive, 3-2 advancement,
Source-2 advancement, 2-3 retreat, and others under varying conditions, we are able to state the
generalization for object agreement in a very succinct way; verbs agree with final nuclear terms,
and 2s trigger object agreement.

A similar statement can be made for subject agreement once it is stated that the grammar
sanctions inversion, multi-predicate causative constructions, and impersonal constructions with a
silent dummy nominal. Positing silent dummies provides an explanation for why certain bodily
process verbs consistently have third person "y" class subject agreement prefixes and a long
vowel in the object agreement prefix.

Burushaski particularly lends support for the RG claim that antipassive constructions are
characterized as those in which a nominal is demoted from 1 to 2, and advances to 1 again by
unaccusative advancement. The antipassive analysis accounts for the various transitive and
intransitive characteristics that clauses with antipassive verbs have, especially object agreement
in the verb with the notional subject.

The RG notion of ascension is sufficient to account for possessor object agreement with
verbs that govern this construction. The possessor of a direct object ascends to bear the 2 relation
in the main clause and therefore triggers the appropriate agreement in the verb.

Analyzing clauses with auxiliaries as multi-predicate constructions helps to account for the
absence of object agreement on b to be, its presence with etas to do, and its presence or absence
with manias to become. The auxiliary b requires that grammatical relation changing construc-
tions occur in the initial P-sector; manias requires that GR changing constructions occur in the
final P-sector; and etas prohibits any GR changing constructions in any P-sector.

Causatives and inversion are also seen as multi-predicate constructions in Burushaski. Under
this analysis, lack of object agreement in inversion constructions is a consequence of the
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requirement of the auxiliary b that GR changes occur in the 'inner' clause. Vowel length in the
object agreement prefix is a result of causative in clauses with verbs that sanction this
construction.

Case marking of certain nominals in Burushaski is often sensitive to grammatical relations
that they bear in a clause, without reference to levels. This is true for indirect objects, Possessors
and Sources (with the exception of one verb). Thus if a nominal bears one of these relations in a
clause it will receive the appropriate marking, no matter what other grammatical relations it

bears.

The rule for ergative case marking is similar. In order for a nominal to receive ERG marking

it must be an ergative and head only a 1 arc. It need not be finally ergative; a claim which is
supported by the analysis of clauses with 2-3 retreat constructions. Thus the nominals that are
final subjects in inversion, antipassive and passive clauses are not marked with ERG case
because they also bear the 2 relation at some level in these clauses.

In this analysis, any nominals that are not case marked by a specific rule receive no overt
marking (ABS case) by default. Alternatively, the case marking rules can be generalized further
when they are applied disjunctively. In this case however, a specific rule for ABS (unmarked)

case marking is required.

Appendix: Summary of rules

Verb agreement rules

a. The verb agrees with final nuclear terms.

b. A final nuclear term which heads a 1 arc (in any stratum) determines subject
agreement.

c. A final nuclear term which heads a 2 arc (in any stratum) determines object
agreement.

d. Nouns of the 'seeds' class do not determine object agreement on the auxiliary
mandas.

e. Verb agreement is determined by the GRs that nominals bear in the final P-sector of
a clause.

f. The u- prefix registers passive on inflectible verbs and blocks object agreement.

Case marking rules

a. A nominal which heads a 3 arc is flagged with the postposition r.

b. A nominal which heads a Source arc (and which is not the final 2 of duGarusas) or a
1-chomeur arc is flagged with the postposition tsum.

c. A nominal which heads a POSS arc is marked with OBL case.

d. A nominal which heads a final Benefactive arc is flagged with the postposition gine.

e. A nominal which is an ergative and heads only a 1 arc in a non-future tense clause is
marked by ERG case.

Case marking rules (disjunctively ordered)

a. A nominal which heads a POSS arc is marked with OBL case.

b. A nominal which heads a 3 arc is flagged with the postposition r.
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c. A nominal which heads a Benefactive arc is flagged with the postposition One.

d. A nominal which is an absolutive or heads a 2 chomeur arc occurs in ABS case (that
is, is unmarked).

e. A nominal which heads a Source arc or a 1 chOmeur arc is flagged by the
postposition tsum.

f. A nominal which is an ergative in a non-future tense clause is marked by ERG case.

Auxiliary selection rules

a. Nouns, adjectives and uninflectable verbs cannot bear the P relation in the final
P-sector.

b. Select the auxiliary b if and only if:
i. there is 2-1 advancement in the initial P-sector, and
ii. the clause is finally unergative.

c. Select the auxiliary manias if and only if:
i. any GR changing constructions, if they occur, occur in the final P-sector, and
ii. the clause is finally unergative.

d. Select the auxiliary etas if and only if:
i. there are no GR changing constructions in any P-sector, and
ii. the clause is finally transitive.

Conditions concerning possessor ascension

a. The subject and the possessor may not be co-referential.

b. The host must be a 2.

c. Possessor ascension is governed by a class of verbs, and is required by them when
the other conditions are met.

Rules concerning causatives

a. Causatives disallow any GR changing constructions in any P-sector.

b. The P -final 1 in the last non-causative P-sector is a P-fmal 2 in the causative
P-sector.

c. Uninflectable verbs may not be causativized.

d. Select s- if the clause is initially unaccusative.

e. Select 0- if the clause is initially unergative.

f. Lengthen the vowel of the object agreement prefix if the clause contains a
constituent which heads a final arc in the clause but not an initial arc. In other
words, select <L> if the clause

i. is causative and initially transitive, or
ii. contains a possessor ascension construction, or
iii. contains a dummy

Rules d-f are disjunctively ordered.g.
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Abbreviations

Stephen R. Willson

ABS absolutive p plural

CAUS causative PA possessor ascension

Cho ChOmeur PASS passive

COMP complementizer PAST past

d. "d-" prefix PL plural

D Dummy prx proximate

DEM demonstrative pronoun PSTPRF past perfect

ERG ergative POSS possessor

f feminine PRES present

FUT future PRSPRF present perfect

h human QUEST question

IMP imperative REFL reflexive

IMPF imperfect REL relative pronoun

1NDEF indefinite s singular

INF infinitive STATPRT stative participle

<L> lengthening Tem Temporal

Loc locative x "x" noun class

m masculine y "y" noun class

Mal Malefactive 1,2,3 in glosses: first, second, third

NEG

OBL

OBLf

negative

oblique (non-feminine form)

oblique (feminine form)

person; in diagrams: subject,
direct object, indirect object
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A Backwards Binding Construction in Zapotec*

Cheryl A. Black

Many of the Zapotecan languages have a unique way of signalling coreference
between the subject and the possessor of the object: the subject is null. Such a
construction is upsidedown or backwards from commonly described anaphora con-
structions and its analysis is therefore problematic to current theories. This paper
describes the construction and underlines the theoretical problem by arguing against
any obvious alternative analyses. An analysis is proposed where it is the tail (rather
than the head) of the chain of coreferent elements that is identified, suggesting that
this is another place where parameterization is needed.

1. Introduction

One part of Binding Theory deals with simple reflexive constructions, such as (1) (where
coindexing indicates coreference).

(1) Johni sees himselfi.

If we view the reflexive pronoun himself as consisting of the noun self and its possessor, and
then put the English words into the VSO word order of Zapotec, we have:

(2) Sees Johni self -his;.

The construction in (2) would fit well within the principles of Binding Theory, which in
simplified terms require an anaphor or reflexive to have a local antecedent which is higher in
the tree than it is. However, the Zapotec construction that I consider in this paper has the
basic form in (3), where the subject is null and it is the possessor of the object which is fully
specified. (Note that Zapotecan languages are not pro-drop languages. This is one of very
few cases where the subject may be null.)

(3) Sees Oi self Johni.

This unique construction is not limited to self-anaphors1 but also applies to regular
objects where the subject of the sentence is also the possessor of the object, as in (4)(5).

(4) Reads 01 book hisi.
(5) Gave 01 broom the womani's.

The data for this challenging construction is presented first, followed by basic theoretical
background on Binding Theory and on the phrase structure of VSO languages in section 3.
Section 4 underscores the theoretically problematic nature of this construction by arguing
against several plausible analyses. I then suggest that parameterization of which element

'Much of the material presented here appeared in Black (1994:Chaps. 5, 13). I gratefully acknowledge the
help of my dissertation adviser, Sandra Chung. The presentation here has also benefitted from comments by
Albert Bickford, Andy Black, Steve Mar lett, and Chuck Speck.

1The term is taken from Reinhart & Reuland (1993) to describe all reflexive elements which are headed by
the noun meaning 'self'.

1996Work Papers of the Summer Institute of Linguistics
University of North Dakota Session
Volume 40, 75-87.
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must carry the features in a coreference relationship is the simplest way to extend the theory
to cover the Zapotec data.

2. Data
This backwards binding construction is present in varying degrees throughout the Za-

potecan languages spoken in Oaxaca, Mexico. Examples from three of these languages will
be used in this paper. Yatzachi Zapotec, a member of the Northern group of languages, uses
this construction for all its anaphoric uses: true reflexives, reciprocals, and the reflexives of
possession illustrated above in (4)(5). It is this last type, the reflexive of possession, which
is most prevalent throughout the rest of the Zapotecan language family.2 Examples from
Quiegolani Zapotec, one of the Southern group of languages, will also be presented in this
section and in section 4. Data from Juarez Zapotec will be used in some of the argumentation
in section 4.2.

2.1 Yatzachi Zapotec

There are three anaphoric constructions in Yatzachi Zapotec, each having the same unique
structural shape. Butler (1976) calls these constructions the true reflexive, the reciprocal, and
the reflexive of possession.

The true reflexive construction is based on an intrinsically possessed noun k" iN 'self of'.3
This construction involves what Butler describes as a portmanteau realization of the subject
and the possessor of kwiN, where the subject position is empty. The possessor of the noun
kw iN may be a clitic pronoun, as in (6ac), or a full noun phrase following the noun, as shown
in (6d).4

(6) a. B-cog kwiN-a7.
C-cut self.of-lSg
I cut myself.

b. B-ee?
C-hit self.of-3F
He hit himself.

c. J -le7i leviN-tot.
H-see self.of-1ExP1
We see ourselves.

d. B-eicot k"iN bete -nag.
C-Rep-kill self.of person-that
That person killed himself (suicide).

2Some Zapotecan languages, such as Isthmus Zapotec, have reflexive pronouns that act just as expected by
the VSO parallel to English. Even there, the reflexive of possession construction is used when the object is a
body part noun. As pointed out by Chuck Speck (p.c.), however, the cases where the object is a body part
noun may be better analyzed as incorporation constructions. See section 4.2.

3This form is also used in six other Northern group languages.
"'All the data presented in this section are taken from Butler (1976) or obtained from her personally.

The symbols Wu and R indicate uvular fricatives. N is an unspecified nasal which assimilates to the point
of articulation of a following consonant. The following abbreviations are used in the morpheme glosses:
C=Completive aspect; H=Habitual aspect; P=Potential aspect; 1IP1=first person plural inclusive pronoun;
lExPl=first person plural exclusive pronoun; 1Sg=first person singular pronoun; 2P1=second person plural
pronoun; 3F=third person familiar pronoun; 3RS=third person respectful subject pronoun; Rep=repetitive;
SP1=subject plural marker.
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The reciprocal construction in Yatzachi Zapotec also contains a portmanteau realization
of the subject and the possessor of an item, in this case the possessed noun 11:1' ell? 'fellow
of'. Example (7) shows this reciprocal construction, where the possessor must be plural.

(7) a. 3-e-liala? g-akalen 1RweiR-jo.
H-Rep-owe P-help fellow.of-1IP1
We must help one another.

b. 3-ge?i-ne? nada? na? bito j-ne 1Rweilt-to ?.
H-hate-3RS 1Sg and not H-speak fellow.of -1ExP1
She hates me and we do not speak to one another.

c. BiZeen? j-baia7 1RweiR-le.
why H-hit fellow.of-2P1
Why do you hit one another?

d. Ba-j-asaa-le?i 1RweiR, biin? ka ?.
already-H-see-SP1 fellow.of mule those
Those mules have already seen one another.

The third anaphoric construction is the reflexive of possession. Here any possessed noun
may occur with the portmanteau realization of the subject and the possessor. The examples
in (8) show the normal nonreflexive construction, where the subject and possessor of the
object are expressed separately.' This contrasts with the examples in (9) (compare especially
(8a) with (9a) and (8b) with (9b)) showing this reflexive of possession construction.'

(8) a. tin -a? Icielt-bo?.
P:comb-lSg head-3F
I will comb his hair.

b. 3-lab-o? libi Ee-ba.
H-read-3F book of-3F
Hei is reading hisi book.

(9) a. in iER-a?.
P:comb head-1Sg
I will comb my hair.

b. 3-lab libi Ee-bo?.
H-read book of-3F
Hei is reading hiss book.

c. Ba-j-gwia li§ Bed-ant
already-H-look.at paper Peter-the
Peter; is already looking at his; paper.

5(8b) could be used in a case where the subject and the possessor of the object are coindexed, since the
null subject is not absolutely required for coindexation. What is true is that when there is a null subject,
there is forced coreference between the subject and the possessor of the object. Therefore, to avoid ambiguity
and in conformity with Gricean principles (Grice 1975), (8b) would normally be used only for cases of disjoint
reference, since (9b) clearly expresses forced coreference.

6Nouns which are not of the class that is normally possessed in Yatzachi Zapotec require de or di 'of' before
the possessor, as seen in (9b,de).
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d. 2-R3-nab katt Ei-a7 koi-eo-n7.
P-go-ask letter of-lSg post.office-the
I will go ask for my letters at the post office.

e. Bito b-neiRw bgwex ce naol-an7.
not C-give broom of woman-the
The womani did not lend her; broom.

2.2 Quiegolani Zapotec

Quiegolani Zapotec and other Southern Zapotecan languages do not have forms corre-
sponding to reflexive or reciprocal pronouns (Piper 1993).7 Quiegolani Zapotec does have a
construction just like the reflexive of possession construction in Yatzachi Zapotec, however,
in which the subject may be null if it is coindexed with the possessor of the object. Some
examples are given in (10), where an underscore indicates the position of the missing subject.8

(10) a. R-dxiin-t x-ten men.
H-arrive-Neg Pos-ranch 3
Theyi didn't arrive at theiri ranch.

b. R-e noo: R-laan noo ts-a noo, per che-bel
H-say lEx H-want lEx P-go lEx but when-if
I said, "I want to go, but only if
y-na de g-weey x-peed noo.
P-say 2 P-take Pos-child lEx
you say that I can take my daughter."

Rancho 9a

Hortens 17

7In fact, there is no morphological distinction at all between pronouns and reflexives. The regular pronouns
are used in both subject and object position. We can see in the Quiegolani Zapotec examples that in the
case of first or second person pronouns, the coindexing is clear and an anaphoric reading is given (i) (though
singular versus plural is still a problem). In (ii) we see, however, that there is no way to distinguish coreference
from noncoreference with third person pronouns.

(i) R -wii noo noo.
H-see lEx lEx
I see myself. or We see ourselves.

(ii) R-wii men men.
H-see 3 3
She/he/they see(s) herself/himself/themselves/her/him/them.

Because of the ambiguity caused by this lack of distinction between anaphors and pronominals, speakers of
these languages prefer to use proper names or common nouns rather than third person pronouns. Regnier
(1989b) reports that another strategy for a clear reflexive interpretation is to use the morpheme -ke (usually
a verbal suffix), meaning 'association', attached to the focus marker with the subject focused, as in (iii).

(iii) Laa-ke noo
FM-Assoc lEx H-see
I see myself.

This construction apparently alters the argument structure of the verb to take only one argument, as in 'I
self-see'. In addition, some idiomatic expressions have also been developed to indicate an anaphoric usage.

8The examples in this section are taken from Regnier (1989a), with the text name and line number given
at the right. Other Quiegolani Zapotec examples in the paper which do not have a text reference come either
from Regnier (1989b) or from my own field work with QZ speaker Martin Hernandez Antonio in 1991 and 1993.
Additional abbreviations used: Assoc=associative action; F=Future aspect; FM=focus marker; Neg=negation
marker; Pos=Prefix used on alienably possessed nouns in possessive constructions; Pr=Progressive aspect;
S=Stative aspect; Wh=nominal suffix indicating [+wh] feature; lEx=first person exclusive pronoun; 2=second
person pronoun; 3=third person human pronoun; 3A=third person animal pronoun.
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c. Dxe w-dxiin x-ten men Menmaac 3
already C-arrive Pos-ranch 3
When he; arrived at hisi ranch,
w-kaa x-kix men chu yag.
C-put Pos-bag 3 belly tree
het put his= bag on a tree.

d. S-ya ru x-yuu mer gol. Martrist 42
Pr-go mouth Pos-house pigeon male
The male pigeons went to hiss house.

Example (10d) verifies that the possessor may be a full nominal phrase (mer gol 'male pigeon'),
not just a pronoun, and that the possessor of the object of a preposition (ru `mouth')9 counts
as well for this construction.

3. Theoretical Background

The analysis and argumentation are given in terms of Government and Binding Theory
(GB) developed in Chomsky (1981, 1982, 1986). The background information on Binding
Theory and phrase structure (especially relating to VSO languages) necessary to understand
the analysis is covered in the following sections.

3.1 Binding Theory

Binding Theory seeks to explain the distribution of pronouns, reflexives, and full nominal
phrases seen in (11) (plus more complex examples, of course).10

(11) a. Johns likes himselfi.
b. *Himselfi likes Johns.
c. Johni likes himii.i.
d. Johni likes Johnji,i.
e. likes Johni.

Reinhart (1981) found that the key relationship necessary in binding constructions is c-
command, which formally expresses the notion of 'higher in the tree than'. Definitions for
c-command and for binding are given in (12) and (13), respectively, where a and (3 stand for
particular categories.

(12) a C-COMMANDS /3 if

a. a does not dominate /3, and
b. the first branching node that dominates a also dominates P.

9Body part nouns are used as prepositions in Zapotec. Since possessors follow the noun in Zapotec, the
phrase beginning with ru could alternatively be analyzed structurally as a possessed noun construction with
a stacked possessor, meaning 'the male pigeon's house's mouth (or door)'. Under the possessed noun analysis
(10d) would then be viewed as having the same Verb-Object-Possessor structure as the other examples. I see
two problems with the possessed noun analysis: a) when the body part term meaning 'mouth' is used as a
noun it is written as ruu because it is pronounced with a laryngealized vowel which can bear stress, in contrast
with the shortened form used here; b) the interpretation of (10d) which parallels the other examples of this
construction would incorrectly yield 'the male pigeon's house went to its door'.

'°Subscripts indicate indexing or reference and * indicates ungrammaticality for the given indexing.
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(13) a BINDS if
a. a c-commands /3, and
b. a and are coindexed.

A further distinction is made between A-binding and A-binding by requiring the binder a to
be in an argument position (=subject or object position) for A-binding.

Three principles have been set forth to account for the distinct distributions of anaphors,
pronouns, and other nominal phrases. These are given in simplified form in (14), where we
can assume that 'locally' is equivalent to 'within the same smallest clause'.

(14) Principles of Binding Theory

A. Anaphors (e.g. reflexives and reciprocals) must be locally A-bound.
B. Pronouns must not be locally A-bound.
C. Nonpronominals must not be A-bound.

These definitions and principles explain the distribution seen above in (11). A simple tree
is given in (15) illustrating (11a & c).

(15)

NP VP/\
John; V NP

likes
himselfi

Or

himii.i

The NP John; (= a) c-commands the NP himselfi (= /3) because it does not dominate /3,
and the first branching node above a, which is S, dominates /3. This NP John= also binds
/3 because it c-commands /3 and they are coindexed. Furthermore, a A-binds /3 since a is
in subject position, which is an argument position. Therefore, by Principle A, the reflexive
pronoun is licensed or legal because it is locally A-bound. By the same reasoning, the pronoun
him must not be coindexed with John, since pronouns are subject to Principle B and must
not be locally A-bound. The rest of the examples in (11) follow similarly: himself cannot be
in subject position (11b) because it is not locally A-bound there; John is subject to Principle
C so it cannot be coreferent with anything in argument position that c-commands it.

In addition to overt nominals, GB applies these Principles of Binding Theory to the
various types of null elements which can occupy argument positions but must be identified
(get their reference) from some other element in the clause. This identification requirement
is normally met in one of two ways: (a) null pronouns in pro-drop languages are licensed by
the agreement markers on the verb in a specifier-head relationship, or (b) the null element
is bound by and coreferent with its antecedent. Any set of coindexed elements where one
c-commands the other (and thus the former binds the latter) is said to form a chain. The top
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element in the chain is said to be the head and the bottom element is the tail. Null elements
are usually the tail of the chain and the head of the chain normally carries the identifying
features.

In analyzing the Zapotec construction, we will need to determine which of the Principles
of Binding Theory licenses the null subject and the possessor of the object, as well as how
the null subject is identified.

3.2 VSO Phrase Structure

Since c-command and binding are defined in structural terms, the analysis of the Zapotec
construction depends upon the phrase structure. GB phrase structure is based upon X-Bar
Theory, which says all phrases are projected from the two basic rules in (16a), plus the rules
allowing conjunction (16b) and adjunction (16c):

(16) a. XP Specifier X'
X' > X Complement(s)

b. Z Z Conj Z
c. Z Y or Y Z

The sentence is reanalyzed as an IP, headed by the inflection, and the clause is a CP headed by
the complementizer. The rules in (16a) are given for SVO languages like English, but simple
rearrangement of the order of elements on the right side will produce the correct orders for
SOV, VOS, and OVS languages.

The basic word order in Zapotec is Verb-Subject-Object (VSO). This order does not fall
out automatically by a reordering of the elements in the rules. For many years it was simply
assumed that VSO languages had a flat structure. A form of the flat structure which follows
X-Bar Theory as much as possible is shown in (17).11

(17) Flat Structure

IP

I VP

aspect-

V

verb

NP

subject

NP

object

"This structure was proposed for Jacaltec by Woolford (1991). It is also basically equivalent to the S-
structure obtained under the Subject Adjunction proposal suggested by Choe (1986) for Berber and further
developed by Chung (1990) for Chamorro.
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Another configuration more in keeping with GB phrase structures proposed for other word
orders calls for an underlying SVO structure with the verb then moving up to I, as shown in
(18).12

(18) Verb Movement

IP

I VP

aspect-
NP

subject

V'

V NP

verb
object

I argue in Black (1994) that the Verb Movement account is correct for Quiegolani Zapotec.13
We will see, however, that the binding construction under consideration is problematic for
both phrase structure proposals.

4. Analysis of the Zapotec Binding Construction

In 'normal' binding constructions, the referentially independent element precedes and c-
commands the referentially dependent element, making the term 'antecedent' meaningful.
In the Zapotec constructions under consideration here, however, it is the preceding and c-
commanding element, the subject, that is referentially dependent on the possessor of the
object. This section clarifies the structural problem and explains why an incorporation anal-
ysis is not plausible for this data, and then outlines the proposed analysis.

4.1 The Structural Problem

As verified in the S-structure trees in (19)(20), there is no way under either the Verb
Movement or the Flat Structure proposals to have a normal c-command relationship between
the possessor of the object and the subject. In the Verb Movement account (19), the subject
is in the specifier of VP, well above the possessor of the object.

I2The Verb Movement account was proposed by McCloskey (1991) and Koopman & Sportiche (1991), among
others.

231 assume this is true of all of the Zapotecan languages. Black (1993) shows that the Verb Movement
proposal accounts nicely for the negation constructions in Mit la Zapotec and Isthmus Zapotec as well as in
Quiegolani Zapotec.
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Verb Movement

IP

I VP

aspect-
verbi

NP V'

NP

ti

null
subject;

object possessor;

Even in the Flat Structure account (20), where the subject and the object mutually c-
command each other, the possessor of the object is inside the object and cannot c-command
up and out of it."

141 show in Black (1994) that the nominal structure of Quiegolani Zapotec requires the DP Hypothesis
(Abney 1987, Stowell 1989) where there are two complete levels and the possessor is in the specifier of the NP,
as shown in (i). This further clarifies the impossibility of the possessor of the object c-commanding the null
subject, even given the Flat Structure.

(i) DP

DI

D° NP

quantifier
N'

N° XP

noun
complement

DP

possessor
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(20) Flat Structure

V°

verb

IP

VP

aspect- V'

NP

null
sub jecti

NP

object possessor;

We need to verify that these problematic constructions really consist of a verb followed
by a null subject and then an object with its possessor and are not instead simply examples
of VOS order. All of the available evidence points to the conclusion that the final element is
indeed the possessor and not the (displaced) subject.

First, the object and its possessor can be focused together, as in the Yatzachi Zapotec
example (21) (compare to (7d)), indicating that they form a single constituent. A coindexed
pronoun must overtly mark the subject on the verb when this focusing occurs, however,
showing that the null subject is only licensed very locally.

(21) Lis Bed-an? ba-j-gwia-bo?.
paper Peter-the already-H-look.at-3F
Peter='s paper, he; is already looking at.

Further, strict VSO order is required for the correct interpretation of grammatical functions
within the clause since there is no overt case marking. VOS word order, which could be
obtained by rightward movement of the subject (or by the optionality of Subject Adjunction
movement under Chung's (1990) proposal), is otherwise unattested in Zapotec.

4.2 The Incorporation Account

Another way to obtain surface VOS word order from the underlying VSO order would
be to incorporate the object into the verb. Woolford (1991) notes that Jacaltec avoids the
problem of the reflexive c-commanding its antecedent in the Flat Structure by incorporating
the reflexive into the verb instead of placing it in object position, as shown in (22) (taken
from Craig 1977:148). Sba is argued to have incorporated into the verb, since VOS order is
never allowed in Jacaltec either.15

(22) [Xil sba] naj pel.
saw self Cl Peter
Peter saw himself.

One might wonder, then, if an incorporation analysis would work for the Zapotec construc-
tions, which have the same superficial word order. Incorporation does occur in Zapotecan

'5C1 stands for noun class marker.
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languages, especially when the object is a body part noun, as will be exemplified in (26).
Either incorporation or lexical compounding is undoubtedly the best analysis of the many
compounds using 'liver' attested throughout the language family, such the Quiegolani Zapotec
examples in (23).

(23) a. Lex n-uu lextoo man: Txu maa-zh maa. Mansnake 3
later S-be liver 3 who 3A-Wh 3A
Later he wondered, "What animal was it?"

b. Z-a lextoo Susan g-an pa gos w-dee men lo Susan
Pr-go liver Susan P-know what thing C-give 3 face Susan
Susan remembers what things she received
chene w-zaa Susan iz.
when C-complete Susan year
when she had her birthday.

Unfortunately, though initially attractive, an incorporation analysis does not account for all
the facts in these Zapotec binding constructions.

First, the object is a noun requiring a possessor. The nominal phrase or pronoun following
this object serves as the possessor, not as the subject (though it is coreferent with the subject).
This is confirmed in Juarez Zapotec, where some of the subject and possessor pronouns differ.
Nellis & Nellis (1983:379-380) note that in these constructions for both reflexive and reciprocal
uses, it is always the possessive pronoun form that appears, rather than the subject form of
the pronoun. Example (24) illustrates this: the possessive pronoun is used in the simple
grammatical example (24a), but replacing the possessive pronoun with a subject pronoun
yields the ungrammatical example (24b).

(24) a. quil-nf7(
wash-hand:3Pos
Het washed his= hands.

b. *gull-114?-4,
wash-hand-3Subj
(Het washed hiss hands.)

Further, alienably possessed nouns require some special marking when they are possessed.
Recall that in Yatzachi Zapotec, ee 'of' is added before the possessor, verifying again that
the overt nominal is the possessor in these constructions.

(25) Bito b-ne2Rw bgwex ee no?ol-ant
not C-give broom of woman-the
The womani did not lend here broom.

We can also argue syntactically against an incorporation analysis for these constructions.
In a regular incorporation construction the object appears inside the negative marker in
Quiegolani Zapotec, as shown in (26). Black (1993) shows that this accords with the Verb
Movement proposal for the phrase structure, where the whole verbal complex, including the
incorporated object, moves to 1°, across the subject16 and then to Ned' (the head of a higher
functional projection NegP).

16A subject is required in negative commands in Zapotec.
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(26) G-ix-nii-t de lo pis. Bathroom 18
P-put-foot-Neg 2 face floor
Don't step on the floor.

In contrast to the order in (26), negation is marked before the object in a reflexive of possession
construction, as shown in (27). The incorporation analysis is thus unlikely, since the object
is not part of the verbal complex which undergoes head movement.

(27) a. R-dxiin-t x-ten men. Rancho 9
H-arrive-Neg Pos-ranch 3
They1 didn't arrive at theiri ranch.

b. W-tsalo-t x-mgyeey men, Rancho 43
C-meet-Neg Pos-man 3
She; didn't meet her; husband,
s-teb koo z-a x-mgyeey men.
F-one side Pr-go Pos-man 3
because he went the other way.

This argument is strengthened by the fact that the adverbials that may come at the end of the
verb directly follow the negation marker in Quiegolani Zapotec (28). If these adverbials were
present in the examples in (27), they would also come between the verb (after the negation
marker) and the object, unlike the incorporation example in (26) where the verb and the
incorporated object form a unit before the affixes are added.17

(28) G-oo-t-re-ke noo nis.
P-drink-Neg-More-Assoc lEx water
I will not drink more water either.

I therefore claim that incorporation is not a plausible account for all of the forms of this
Zapotec binding construction, especially where the object is not a body part noun.

4.3 Proposed Analysis

Given that the final element is the possessor of the object and the subject is null, we are
left with a need to redefine the anaphoric binding relationship for these particular construc-
tions. To do this, the general requirements of anaphora constructions must be considered:
locality, one element c-commanding and A-binding the other, licensing of each element by the
Principles of Binding Theory, and the identification of the referentially dependent element.

This binding relationship allowing the null subject is very local, since it holds only within
a single clause, thus meeting the first requirement of an anaphoric construction. Further,
we have seen that although the possessor of the object does not c-command the null subject

"Chuck Speck (p.c.) reports that in Texmelucan Zapotec, where the construction is limited to only certain
verbs and the object must be a body part noun, the adverbials can occur either directly after the verb stem
(i) or between the object and its possessor (ii). (3M=third person masculine pronoun.)

(i) R-guuii zill tooy.
H-scratch only head-3M

R-guuii too zi'l yu.
H-scratch head only 3M
He just scratched his head.

Incorporation of the body part noun is clearly an option in Texmelucan Zapotec.
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under either of the phrase structure proposals for VSO word order, the null subject does
c-command the possessor of the object. Since these two elements are also coindexed, an
A-chain's is formed and the null subject A-binds the possessor of the object.

Which of the Principles of Binding Theory apply is a harder question. Looked at outside of
this construction, the possessor of the object is either a pronoun or a full nominal phrase, thus
falling under either Principle B or C, both of which prohibit local A- binding.'9 Conversely,
we would expect the null subject to be a type of null anaphor which must itself be locally
A-bound, rather than locally A-binding an overtly identified nominal.

The key difference between this Zapotec construction and the more common reflexive
construction is simply that the anaphor and the antecedent have switched places. (29) illus-
trates the affect of this one change: if it was applied to English we would expect (29a) to be
grammatical but not (29b or c).

(29) a. Himself; sees John;.
b. *Himselfi said that Johni saw Susan.
c. *Himself; said that Susan saw John;.

Clearly, a local A-chain is still required in these Zapotec constructions, but it is the tail rather
than the head of the chain that is identified. Judith Aissen (1992 class lectures) reported a
similar identification requirement in Tzotzil, where the tail of an A-chain which is first or
second person must be identified with respect to number, while the head would not be so
marked.

I propose that the Principles of Binding Theory be reworded in terms of A-chains instead
of A-binding to allow parameterization of whether it is the head or the tail of the A-chain
that is the referentially dependent element. This dependent element would then be identified
through the A-chain by the referentially independent element. The revised principles (still in
simplified form) would read as in (30), where {head/tail} indicates a parameter that must be
set.

18An A-chain simply means a chain of coindexed elements where the head of the chain is in an argument
position. In contrast, an A-chain or a wh-chain has the head of the chain in a non-argument position (either
a specifier position or adjoined).

"Southern Zapotecan languages freely allow repetition (and A-binding) of both pronominals and nominal
phrases. The Quiegolani Zapotec texts (Regnier 1989a) are full of examples like those in (ii)(iii).

(i) noo noo.
H-see lEx lEx
I see myself. or We see ourselves.

R-e Mb lid lo xsaap Mb lid: Bru 14
H-say Mary face daughter Mary
Mary said to her daughter:

W-chug meek duu, porke w-laan meek nis. Menmaac 35
C-cut dog rope because C-want dog water
The dog cut the rope, because he was thirsty.

This is probably due to the lack of reflexive elements in these languages, because such repetition is not allowed
in other parts of the Zapotecan language family which have reflexive pronouns. See Piper (1993) and Black
(1994:Chap. 5) for more examples. Lasnik (1989) argues for parameterization of Principle C based upon similar
examples in Thai and Vietnamese.
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(30) Principles of Binding Theory

A. Anaphors (e.g. reflexives and reciprocals) must be the {head /tail}
of a local A-chain.

B. Pronouns must not be the {head/tail} of a local A-chain.
C. Nonpronominals must not be the {head/tail} of an A-chain.

Setting the parameter to 'tail' in each case would yield the equivalent of Chomsky's principles.
The null subject in these Zapotec constructions would require that the parameter in Principle
A be set to 'head'. Looking at this construction only, Principles B and C would also choose
the 'head' option. More research is needed to determine what parameter settings would be
appropriate to account for the full distribution of nominals within each particular Zapotec
language, if this is indeed possible.2°

5. Conclusion
The Zapotec binding constructions have been shown to be truly upsidedown or backwards

from what has been commonly described in other languages. The overt word or phrase really
is the possessor of the object and not simply a displaced subject. The null subject is not
licensed by pro-drop, since the subject must be present in all other constructions. Further, an
incorporation analysis was argued to be implausible for the specific binding construction being
considered. The coreferential elements still form a local A-chain, however, thus conforming
to the requirements of Binding Theory if we parameterize the identification feature to allow
the tail of the chain to carry the indentifying information and the head to be the referentially
dependent anaphor in these special constructions.
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On Generating the Greek Noun Phrase

Cheryl A. Black and Stephen A. Mar lett

This article examines the basic noun phrase of Koine Greek and proposes an
analysis which is consistent with current views on phrase structure within X-bar theory.
The fact that the syntactic distribution of quantifiers, demonstratives and descriptive
adjectives is different leads to the (not surprising) proposal that these are distinct word
classes in Greek, as in many other languages. The distribution of articles is given
serious attention and is found to support the relatively recent proposal (the DP
hypothesis) that the traditional noun phrase is best analyzed as a determiner phrase
which may then take an NP as its complement..

"It is a curious thing how traditionalism in linguistic teaching has held in slavery so many
men who teach Greek today precisely as it was done a hundred years ago." [From the
introduction by A. T. Robertson to Davis 1923]

1. Introduction
The tables of contents of most Classical or Koine Greek grammars reveal an interesting

similarity. One quickly sees how much attention is paid to morphological issues and how little is
paid to syntax. The reasons for this state of affairs are somewhat understandable given the
tradition in which the study of Greek grammar developed and the fact that syntax is a relatively
new domain of study as such in linguistics. However, despite the interest in syntax within the
past forty years in American linguistics and significant advances in our understanding of it, so far
as we know, little progress has been made in the study or teaching of Classical or Koine Greek
syntax.'

This is not to say that syntax has received no consideration in descriptions or presentations of
Greek in the past. But consider the description of the Noun Phrase, for example. Whereas some
emphasis is given to the description of particular parts (such as when the article is used and how
certain differences in word order are to be understood), there is never a simple overview of the
facts. The present study is intended as a first step to remedy the situation. As such, we do not
examine all aspects of Noun Phrases in Greek. We do not take up relative clauses, conjoined
phrases, appositives, or disjunctive phrases, although these are also very interesting and are
worthy of careful study. But it also becomes clear that when the facts are laid out, and when clear
and explicit analyses are proposed and defended, many other areas of research beg to be re-
opened.

The presentation we give departs from traditional treatments in a number of ways. First, we
propose that the traditional class of Adjective in Greek is in actuality best divided into three

We thank Andy Black, Jim Meyer, Micheal Palmer, Jim Waters and Lindsay Whaley for their helpful
comments on this paper. The analysis presented here had its beginning in two seminars on Greek syntax
given as part of the Summer Institute of Linguistics program at the University of North Dakota several years
ago.

1996 Work Papers of the Summer Institute of Linguistics
University of North Dakota Session
Volume 40, 89-105.
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classes: Quantifier, Demonstrative, and Adjective.2 As we show, these words have different
syntactic properties, and the Noun Phrase in Greek receives adequate description only when the

three are clearly distinguished. The distinction is alluded to in many earlier treatments, of course,

but the morphological similarity of these classes has overshadowed their syntactic differences.

Second, partly as a result of the recognition of Quantifiers and Demonstratives, we abandon

the descriptive terms predicate position and attributive position. These terms are inadequate,
unnecessary, and misleading in the ways they are often used.

Third. we propose a view of the Noun Phrase (actually, the Determiner Phrase, as we show

below) which is configurational, in line with current syntactic theories. The phrase is not simply

a string of words, one following the other, but it has a hierarchical structure. By separating the

configuration or dominance of the elements from their linear order, we are able to provide a
much more adequate account of the distribution of elements in the phrase.

The general approach to the structure of the noun phrase taken here is that of X' (X-bar)
theory. We introduce the key concepts of this theory as needed. Introductions to the theory may

be found in various works on generative grammar, including Sells 1985 and Haegemann 1994

(based on Chomsky 1981 and Chomsky 1986).

In this article we take up four phrase structure functions: heads and complements (in section

2), adjuncts (in section 3), and specifiers (in section 4). Sections 5 through 7 are devoted to other

interesting facts about the Greek noun phrase.

2. Heads and Complements
A phrase has a head which defines the phrase's identity: Noun Phrases have Nouns as head,

Prepositional Phrases have Prepositions as head, Adjectival Phrases have Adjectives as head, and

so forth.3 One of the recent innovations in syntactic theory has been to propose that a phrase such

as the tree is in actuality a Determiner Phrase, with a Determiner as head (Abney 1987 and

Stowell 1989). We adopt a version of this hypothesis for our account of Greek although we do

not argue for its superiority over a more traditional analysis.` The Determiner of interest here is

the Article, which figures prominently in Greek. Despite this innovation, Noun Phrases are still

part of the analysis, as we show.

Another constituent of a phrase is the complement. As the name suggests, the complement is

not a simple modifier of the head (such modifiers are discussed in section 3, where they are
called adjuncts), but it is more tightly related to the head. For example, in the VP the direct
object of the verb is a complement; the phrase our sins is the complement of the verb forgive in
the phrase forgive our sins. We propose that in the phrase triv aveatv tow 'cqtaintow (Co 1:14)

the raw 'apotpttow is the complement of the noun cupEatv. We show more examples of noun

This part of our analysis might have been novel even a few years ago when we were first discussing it

in classes, but after preparing the present manuscript we have learned of two publications that present a
similar analysis (Palmer 1995 and Whaley 1995). Actually, the fact that traditional grammars spend so
much time discussing these classes of words in special sections makes this part of our analysis almost self -

evident.

Adjective phrases very often consist of simply the adjective in Greek. Examples with more complex

structure include fawn; X,Enpac full of leprosyLk 5:12, and lac:maw; cnpoSpci, very rich Lk 18:23.

' A major reason for choosing the DP analysis is that it permits a better account of the Quantifiers and

Demonstratives, which are analyzed as specifiers in section 4. It also provides an account of the repeated
Article phenomenon discussed in section 5. Given the complexity of these facts and the problems they
present for earlier forms of syntactic theory, it may be understandable that Greek does not figure in the

modern linguistic literature.
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DP

Article
(Head)

NP
(Complement)

Noun
(Head)

DP
(Complement)

At this point we may diagram the functional notions head and complement as shown in (1).
We use the abbreviation DP for Determiner Phrase, and NP for Noun Phrase. The DP has a
Determiner (always an Article in the case of Greek) as its head, and it takes an NP as its
complement. The NP has a Noun as its head and it takes another DP as its complement. This
structure presents two types of information. One is the configurational structure of the DP and
NP, of which the head and complement structure is most relevant to us here. The other type of
information is linear order; the structure tells us that the head precedes the complement. As far as
the Determiner (Article) is concerned, we know that in Greek it always precedes its complement;
this is also the usual order with Nouns and their complements. Example (2) illustrates the typical
order (head-complement) within the NP, and example (3) illustrates the less frequent order
(complement-head) within the NP.5 (The use of a triangle indicates that the internal structure of
the phrase is not being shown for the sake of presentation, since it is irrelevant to the point.) To
envision our proposal, think of the highest NP node as the hook on a coat hanger. The coat
hanger can rotate, sometimes putting the Noun last, sometimes putting the Noun first.6

(2) DP

NP

DP

wpcatv [ Tow 'aptaptlow
the forgiveness of sins Co 1:14

5 We know that both head-complement and complement-head order are attested when a verb is the
head. The flexibility of word order is discussed more below.

6 Another example of the pre-head complement position is tic ['u[tcov] olicoSoi; your edification
(the edification of you) 2 Co 12:19.

The structure we are proposing does not follow Kayne's (1994) restricted view of phrase structure
where all heads, specifiers and adjuncts must be on the left.
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(3)

DP

TT1V [ TOU Kuptou 'wow Nam Xpicrrou ] Entyvaxstv
the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ 2 Pe 1:8

Under this account of DPs, the head Determiner (article) is not always overt; we represent

the lack of an overt head with a null sign, as shown in (4).7

(4) DP

NP

D

QS all)ECTIV [ QS iccpapticov ]

forgiveness of sins Ac 5:31

Other examples of complements of NPs include the following (all with head-complement

order. all with genitive DP complements): triv Swpcav [ Too iccrou TtvEugatog ] (the gift of the

Holy Spirit) Ac 2:38; Tic Scopeag [ Tic Sucatoo-uvric ] (the gift of righteousness) Ro 5:17; TT/

8avcav [ tic xceptroc too OCOU (the gift of the grace of God) Ep 3:7; paprupa [ tic
avacrrocaccoa autou ] (a witness of his resurrection) Ac 1:22; Tr' avatpsast [ auto° ] (the

killing of him) Ac 8:1; 'mg yvoxsecoc [ Tic too OCOU (the knowledge of the glory of God)

2 Co 4:6; arcayycktocv [ (1.)rIc trig cv Xptato ] (the promise of life in Christ Jesus) 2 Ti 1:1; toy
00[30V [ TCOV Iouoatcov ] (the fear of the Jews) Jn 7:13; tri xXacret [ TOU sap-mu ] (the breaking

of bread) Ac 2:42, among many others.

The complement may also be a finite clause in Greek, comparable to the clause following the

noun news in the noun phrase the news that you had won the election.8

An alternative analysis would be to avoid the use of the null heads and strip these representations of

all structure that dominates the null elements. For our purposes here, the differences between these analyses

is not important.

See section 7 where we discuss non -finite clauses that occur in DPs,
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40C(Ttg [ 'Ott Cruyvvverat IcpoucraXiti ]
the report ... that all Jerusalem was in confusion Ac 21:31

(6) arct6a. .too [ 'Ott EV ouSevt ataxuvOrpoi.iai
my hope that I will be ashamed about nothing Ph 1:20

The distinction between complements and adjuncts enables us to make an explicit formal
difference between a phrase like 'cm/ Scopeav [ Tic xapttog too OCOU ] (the gift of the grace of
God, Ep 3:7), which contains a complement (since the grace of God is what is given the so-
called 'objective' genitive), and Tiv Scopcav [ too AEOU ] the gift ofGod (Ac 8:20), which has a
modifier that is not a complement but rather an adjunct (since God is the giver of the gift the

`subjective' genitive). We discuss such modifiers in the following section.9

3. Adjuncts
Nouns are often modified by a variety of phrases; some of these modifiers are called

adjuncts. Adjuncts are less tightly bound semantically as well as structurally to the head which
they modify. In Greek, we find adjunct Adjective Phrases (APs), Verb Phrases (VPs), and
Prepositional Phrases (PPs), as well as adjunct DPs. In many instances, only one word actually
instantiates the adjunct phrase. For example, the modifier may be a simple adjective, as in black
dogs. But since there is the potential for fuller expansion, as in very black dogs, even simple
adjectives are best viewed as minimal Adjective Phrases which happen to have nothing
modifying the Adjective.

Simple examples of each type of adjunct are given below using labeled brackets to identify

the kind of modifying phrase that it is.

(7) Suvapict [ perari
great power Ac 2:2

(8) av6pa [ arrooc6elypEvov Ct7t0 toll 0£01) VP]

a man who was accredited by God .... Ac 2:22

TTI EKKAXIMOL [ EV T11 eprilio) pp]

the church in the desert Ac 7:38

(10) tic pocatXEtag [ Too 0£01.) pp]
the kingdom of God Ac 1:3

(11) 'o icpurig [ Tic a6uctag pp]
the unjust judge Lk 18:6

The verb of an adjunct VP occurs as a participle, as in (8) and (13) below.10 In Greek, DPs

(9)

9 The distinction between complements and adjuncts is one which the theory makes and which we
would like to make based on the meaning distinctions mentioned here. However, the distinction is not that
clearly made in Greek, as it turns out. Certain predictions which the structural distinction makes are not
borne out. See section 4 .

II) We distinguish between adjunct VPs, which are participles, and infinitival relatives. Infinitival
relatives have an infinitive, sometimes preceded by the article Toll, and the subject (if expressed) in the
genitive case. Three examples are given below, but we do not discuss this construction more here.

(i) Ewa:away Toll napaSouvat =Toy ]

opportunity to betray him Lk 22:6

(ii) 'o xpovo; [ Too TE10EIV alltT1V
the time for her to give birth Lk 1:57
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which are adjuncts of DPs usually occur in the genitive case, as in (10) and (11). Adjunct PPs

usually look much like their English counterparts. However, adjuncts sometimes have a repeat of

the article before them, as seen in the following examples (in which we bracket it outside of the

AP. PP, etc.); we return to this characteristic in section 5.

(12) TOO 7tVE1)11CCTOc [ too ['aytoo AP] ]

the Holy Spirit Ac 2:33

(13) Irl; opyr1S [ tr1S [613X1101-IevIl; vp]

the coming wrath 1 Th 1:10

More than one adjunct may occur in a phrase, as illustrated by the following examples:

(14) TOO [ 'arou AP] natSoc [aou DP]

your holy servant Ac 4:30

(15) 'coPa [ TPuril [ Tic 111/1CPac DP]

the third hour of the day Ac 2:15

(16) Too Xaou [ DP] [ VDU [ EV Atywaco ,] ]

my people in Egypt Ac 7:34

(17) Tnv 'copav [ Tic npoaeuvic DP] [ Triv [ Evativ AP] ]

the ninth hour of prayer Ac 3:1

(18) 'il.tcpav [ Kuptou DP] [ 'my [ f.lEyakTIV KCCI, E7C14CINT1 ]AP]

the great and glorious day of the Lord Ac 2:20

(19) avSpec [ euX4Eta AP] [ cum iravtoc cOvoua twv 'ono toy oupavov pp]

devout men from every nation under heaven Ac 2:4

(20) [ 'upicov DP] 'up/ aya0nv [ EV Xptatco ] [ avaatpochv AP]
your good conduct in Christ 1P 3:16

Adjuncts may appear before or after the head noun in Greek." In the preceding examples,

most have followed. In the following examples, they precede the head noun.

(21) Tow [ Atyuntou DP] Oriaaupcov
the treasures of Egypt Hb 11:26

(22) TCOV [ EV ACCMCMICCO pp] IMOTITCOV

the disciples in Damascus Ac 9:19

(iii) E4ouatav [ eic.[3aUEtv to Satp.ovta ]
authority to cast out demons Mk 3:15

11 Traditional grammars name various positions for adjectives: attributive and predicate, which are

sometimes divided into first and second attributive, first and second predicate positions. Despite their long

tradition, these labels are misleading in the way they are used in traditional Greek grammar, however. The

problem is made worse by the failure to distinguish between the word classes Quantifiers, Demonstratives,

and Adjectives, as we show below. Since the descriptive problem is so pervasive (one finds it as far back as

Goodwin 1887, but it is undoubtedly much older), it is worth describing in a bit more detail.

Grammars first typically label two positions of the adjective as 'attributive': when it comes between the

article and the noun and when it follows a noun and is preceded by an article. Despite the fact that the
adjective may be in construction with the noun (i.e., be part of the same noun phrase) and yet be in some

other position, it is otherwise said to occur in a 'predicate' position. As a result, quantifiers and
demonstratives are taken as adjectives which virtually always occur in a predicate position. although they
obviously modify the noun. The terminology, meant to bring clarity to a complicated situation, actually

obfuscates it.
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(23) Toll [ 'ccytou ] 7EVEUplaT0c
the Holy Spirit Ac 1:8

(24) to [ 'uncppccUov VP] ficycOoc
the surpassing greatness Ep 1:19

These facts show that the grammar of Greek does not strictly fix the order of adjuncts with
respect to the head noun.12

The configuration of the phrase is also a bit flexible. Adjuncts may occur in two positions;
they may branch from two intermediate nodes. Consistent with work on phrase structure in other
languages, we propose that an intermediate node, called N' (N-bar) occurs between the NP node
and the head, as shown in (25).13 In this schematic diagram, the abbreviation XP represents the
range of adjuncts permitted (XP = any phrase, such as NP, VP, DP, or AP).14

(25) DP

D NP

XP N'

DP

This configuration, coupled with an explicit statement of the lack of fixed order between XP and
N' (i.e. the coat hanger can rotate allowing the XP to occur to the right of N'), generates phrases
like those illustrated above (except for the repeated article which sometimes occurs at the
beginning of the adjunct). It also predicts that if a complement and adjunct co-occur, the
complement will be closer to the head than the adjunct is.15

If we consider only heads and adjuncts for the moment, we see that the proposed structure
accounts for the word orders Article-Noun-XP and Article-XP-Noun. However, we also need to
generate the relatively common order XP-Article-Noun. This order is illustrated by the following
examples:

12 Traditional Greek grammars make various and contradictory claims about which is the special order
and how it affects the meaning. The facts are not clear. Consider, for example, how Lk 8:8 has the
contrastive adjective ayaEloc in post-nominal position, but Lk 8:15 has the contrastive adjective )(ca.(); in
pre-nominal position. On the other hand, Lk 4:36 has the non-contrastive adjective aicaElaptoc in pre-
nominal position, and Lk 8:29 has the same non-contrastive adjective in post-nominal position. Mackridge
1985 makes the claim that in Modem Greek the post-nominal position give special emphasis (p. 194).

13 See Palmer 1995 for a similar treatment which is more traditional than ours in that noun phrases are
NPs and not DPs. A comparison of this analysis with ours must wait for another time.

14 The proposed structure also permits the necessary recursion, allowing several adjuncts in the same
phrase.

15 We have found no evidence yet that is counter to this prediction. But see example (82) in which the
complement is at the edge of the DP.
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(26) [ Too apxtcpccoc ] TOV 5oukov
the servant of the high priest Lk 22:50

(27) [ Toy xuptou 'o koyog
the word of the Lord Ac 19:20

We propose that these adjuncts modify the DP and are adjoined to D' (on either side) with a

rule similar to that for adjuncts to N', as shown in the following structure. 2

(28)
IIP

XP

D NP

XP

DP

The structure in (28) summarizes what we have proposed so far. The noun may have a
complement DP (see the bottom of the diagram). Adjuncts may also modify the NP; these are
slightly more removed structurally from the head noun. The head of the DP, namely the Article,

takes the NP as its complement. Adjuncts may also modify the DP; these are also structurally
more removed from the noun than are the NP adjuncts.

4. Specifiers
The final type of phrase structure function that we need to present is that of specifier. The

specifier is something like an introducer of the phrase. The specifier is typically the highest
element in the phrase and can be either on the right or the left, or both, depending on the
language. It occurs directly under the XP, on the same level as the X'. In English, it occurs to the

left of the X'; in Greek, it may occur on the right as well as on the left. We present this
schematically below.

(29) DP

Specifier D'

We propose that the DP in Greek has two classes of specifiers: Quantifiers and

Demonstratives.16 We also propose that these classes of specifiers are different in their
configurational relation to the DP, which fact makes Greek quite different from English. In this

respect, the structural analysis we present below departs from that which is typically found in
linguistic textbooks.17 The specifiers in Greek fit into the structure as shown in (30).18

16 Mackgridge 1985 shows that the facts of Modern Greek are similar.
17 Abney 1987 proposes for English that possessors (such as the teacher's) are the specifier of DP

while Articles and Demonstratives are exclusively heads of DP. The same account is not plausible for
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(30) DP

Q D'

XP D'

Dem

D NP

N'

XP N'

N DP

The class of Quantifiers is very small, and includes the words nag all, 'aria; all, 'oXog all,
and perhaps a couple of other words.19 Not all quantifying words belong to this class, however;
words like no2aac many are simply adjectives. The difference between a quantifying adjective
and a Quantifier is determined by whether the word has the syntactic properties of one or the
other. As we show below, the two are quite different.

Demonstratives co-occur with the article in Greek (unlike in English, since we don't say in
English the this boy or this the boy).2° There are four demonstratives in Greek. Three are definite
(and most often co-occur with the article): lOUTO; this, metvoc that, and the emphatic

Greek, since we have seen that possessors can occur in non-initial and/or non-final positions. Furthermore,
Demonstratives and Articles frequently co-occur in Greek, so separate positions are needed.

The NP which is the complement of the Article also has a specifier position available in X' theory.
Demonstratives cannot be analyzed as specifiers of the NP, however, because they occur before the Article,
not following it as would be predicted (see examples (31)-(35)). Nor are possessor DPs correctly analyzed
as specifiers of the NP which is the complement of the Article. If they were, we would predict that the
construction Art AP DP N should not be possible, under the assumption that the specifier of the NP should
be higher configurationally than the adjunct AP. But the phrase TCOV 'arm ... autou npotpitcov his holy
prophets Ac 3:21, shows that this order is possible.

18 It is unusual within X' theory to have two specifiers for a single phrase, especially with adjuncts
allowed between the specifiers. Such a configuration is necessary to account for all the word orders allowed
in Greek DPs, however, as the examples in this section show. Note that in English as well, the Quantifier all
occurs to the left of the possessor as a second specifier in examples such as all our students.

The only alternative to this additional specifier level would be to consider one (or both) of these
elements as a head of its own X' phrase, which then takes the DP as its complement. For instance, a
Quantifier Phrase could be the top phrase with the Quantifier as its head, an empty specifier position, and
DP as its complement. The adjuncts which now come between the two specifier positions could be adjoined
to DP and Demonstratives would fill the (unique) specifier of DP. Such a structure would fit X' theory, but
it has the drawback of positing a completely null phrase at the top of most nominal phrases where no
Quantifier is present. Also, clear evidence of subcategorization is missing. We therefore prefer the
additional specifier position within DP.

19 The word ctuncrotspa both in its occurrence in Lk 5:7 fits the criteria of a Quantifier.

20 Like Quantifiers, Demonstratives are grouped with Adjectives in traditional Greek grammars, despite
the different syntactic properties that they display.
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demonstrative auroc.21 The fourth demonstrative is rtc certain, which is indefinite (but specific),

is often used as an interrogative. It does not co-occur with the article since the article is definite

and this demonstrative is indefinite. Examples of this demonstrative include rtvoc Soul oc a

certain slave Lk 7:2, and ttc Boccraeug which king? Lk 14:31.

Quantifiers and Demonstratives, like the adjuncts in Greek, may precede or follow the head,

although for Demonstratives the most common position is to follow.22 The head which they

precede is the Article (since they are specifiers of the DP); they do not occur in the same
positions as Adjective Phrases. This is the first reason for which they must be distinguished from

Adjectives.23 Examples in which they precede include:

(31) 'o?.ov toy kaov all the people Ac 2:47

(32) 'outot 'ot Xoyot these words Rv 22:6

(33) 'ouroc 'o Accoc this people Mt 7:6

(34) tautly rriv rcapai3oinv this parable Lk 13:6

(35) autos 'o icuptoc the Lordhimself 1 Th 4:16

Examples in which they follow include:

(36) 'on. !lath-I-rat 7CaVTE; all the disciples Mt 26:56

(37) Talc 'iptspoctc rauratc these days Ac 1:15

(38) 'o Akto; 'ouroc this people Mt 15:8

(39) TON/ aypov cxstvov that field Mt 13:44

(40) ra cpya aura the works themselves Jn 14:11

(41) 'tem); rig a certain priest Lk 1:5
Both specifiers may co-occur in a single DP. Our structure accounts for the fact that when

the Demonstrative and Quantifier co-occur to the right of the head, they occur in the order
Demonstrative-Quantifier, and that when they occur to the left of the head, they occur in the

order Quantifier-Demonstrative.

(42) 10XTIV TT1V yriv exElvtiv all that land Mt 9:26

(43) Via EICamatav roturriv 'arcao-av all this authority Lk 4:6

We have not found any examples of Quantifiers and Demonstratives co-occurring to the left

of an Article. Our structure claims that they should occur in the order Quantifier-Demonstrative-

Article."
The analysis we propose accounts for the lack of examples such as the following (where

asterisk indicates a putatively ungrammatical example).

21 There are two homophonous words: the emphatic Demonstrative (discussed here), and the Adjective

meaning same. They have different syntactic distribution as well as different meanings, as is well known.

Mackridge (1985:193) claims that the most common position for Demonstratives in Modern Greek is

before the Article.

23 Of course, in some ways Adjectives, Demonstratives and Quantifiers are all members of some larger

morphological class. They must all agree in number, gender and case with the head noun.

24 While we do not have access to living native speakers of Koine Greek, the fact that Modern Greek is

so similar syntactically is helpful. Since working out the predictions of our analysis, we discovered the

following confirming fact in Mackridge (1985:193) regarding Modern Greek: "the regular position of these

modifiers is before the definite article (the quantifiers preceding the demonstratives)."
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(44) *Article Quantifier Noun 25
*'ot nay-mg 1..taeirrat (all the disciples)

(45) *Article Demonstrative Noun
*'o 'ourog ?Lao; (this people)

(46) *Demonstrative Quantifier Article Noun
*EicEtvriv 'Am/ Triv yriv (all that land)

Note that in the structure shown in (30) we propose that adjuncts intervene between the two
specifiers. This is to account for examples such as the following in which the adjunct occurs to
the outside of the demonstrative.26

(47) [ xcctvti ] 'at m11 [ 'UTrO aou Xakougevri ] St6axi
this new teaching being spoken by you Ac 17:19

(48) Xl1Pa cturrl [ '11 [ nt(0X11 [
this poor widow Mk 12:43, Lk 21:3

(49) T11 '11,./EpCC ElCEIV71 [ T11 [ AP]

that first day Jn 20:19

(50) TOV vaov TOUTOV [ Toy [ XilelpOTCOLTITOV

this handmade shrine Mk 14:58

(51) TO crrigstov TOOTO [ T110 tacrEo4 pp]
this sign of healing Ac 4:22

(52) [ nokkaa Tocutac itutcpac
these many days Ac 1:5

Adjuncts are not limited to this position, however. As shown in diagram (30), they may
branch off D' (as illustrated above) and they may branch off N'. The latter structure permits
them to occur between the Demonstrative and the Noun; this structure is illustrated in (53).

(53) tic Kotictac [ o-ou DP] tauttic
this wickedness of yours Ac 8:22

(54) Tic yeveac [ tic cricoktac AP] Tam;
this wicked generation Ac 2:40

A second way in which the Quantifiers and Demonstratives (as specifiers) are different from
Adjectives (as adjuncts) is illustrated in examples (36-41) above. Whereas APs always require
the repeated article, Quantifiers and Demonstratives never occur with a repeated article.

For this reason, words like nokuc much, many are not members of the class of Quantifiers.

25 Goodwin (1887: 204) points out that Quantifiers may in fact sometimes occur between the article and
the noun in classical Greek, and Turner (1963: 201) cites the following examples in the New Testament (all
with nag): Ac 19:7, Ac 20:18, Ac 27:37, Ga 5:14, and 2 Co 5:10. Both authors claim that the quantifier has
a slightly different meaning than when it occurs in its usual position. The same is true in Modern Greek
(Mackridge 1985:194), where 'oXoc means all in one position and whole in the other. Regardless. these
examples are not readily explained by our account unless the quantifier in question is categorially an
Adjective as well as a Quantifier. This dual classification would enable such words to appear in more
positions syntactically.

26 We have not found any example where an adjunct occurs outside of the Quantifier. Our analysis
predicts that this should not occur, since the Quantifier fills the top specifier position in the phrase.
Adjunction to the DP itself is prohibited theoretically by Chomsky (1986: 6). This requires an alternative
position for the extraposition of sentential complements (see section 7).
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Note that the word iroXuc uses the repeated article in example (55) (unlike Quantifiers), and that

it follows the article in example (56) (also unlike Quantifiers).

(55) 'at 'apapttat oturrIc [ 'at TCOA-kal
her many sins Lk 7:47

(56) Ta [ rcoXXa AP] ypamiatot
too much study Ac 26:24

Similarly, the word autos in the sense same is seen to be an Adjective by its position in the

phrase. (Recall that if a Demonstrative precedes the head noun, it also precedes the article.) This

is important to know, as introductory texts of Greek correctly explain, because the homophonous
emphatic Demonstrative OCUTOc is distinguished from this Adjective by its distinct syntax.

(57) 'o CM); (hoc
the same God 1 Co 12:6

5. Repeated article
In some of the examples which we presented above, we have seen something that Greek does

which is quite unlike English.27 When APs and VPs follow the noun in a phrase which has an

article, they must also have (with few exceptions) an article identical to the one preceding the

head noun.28 DPs and PPs optionally begin with one of these repeated articles under these
conditions. Some of the examples below also appeared earlier:

(58) TOO Xaou [i.tot) ] [ Too [EV Atyurccco ] ]
my people in Egypt Ac 7:34

(59) Triv 'copav [ Tic npocrEuxic [ TTIv [ EVaTT1V [

the ninth hour of prayer Ac 3:1

(60) 'o Xoyog [ 'o [ TOU crcaupou ]
the word of the cross 1 Co 1:18

(61) TO (pcog [ TO [ EV UM ] pp]

the light in you Mt 6:23

We propose (following Myers 1987:95-110) that the adjuncts are all DPs headed by an
Article which can take a variety of complements, not just NP, as shown in (62).

27 Modern Greek apparently preserves this phenomenon just as it is described here (Mackridge
1985:194). Still other languages that we know of which are somewhat similar to Greek in this regard are the

Bantu languages of Africa (Allan 1977, Myers 1987, etc.), which require the noun classifier to be repeated

on all adjuncts, and Seri, a Hokan language of northwestern Mexico (Marlett 1981). Other languages have
formal devices for expressing the idea of "in construction with". In Farsi, for example, the device is a suffix

known as ezafet (Rich Rhodes, p.c.).

28 The following example shows that prenominal adjuncts do not take the repeated article:

(iv) TCOV [ 7tEptEpxouEvcov ,] [ louoctuov AP] e4oplacrtcov

the wandering Jewish exorcists Ac 19:13

Examples in which the post-nominal AP does not have a repeated article include sly paptuptav
µ£t4.) TOU hoavvou the witness greater than John Jn 5:36, and 'o oxkog rcokuc the great crowd Jn 12:9.

Regarding the latter, Moulton (1908:84) states that "a very curious misplacement of the article occurs."
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DP

DZ AF

tou TEVEUplaTO; too
the Holy Spirit Ac 2:33

This structure accounts for the word orders seen in the examples, but does not account for the
distribution of the repeated Article, i.e. when it must occur and when it may not occur. At
present, we do not have any simple way to explain the distribution, so we propose that the
generalizations given at the beginning of this section simply be stated as language-specific
conditions on adjuncts within the Greek DP. Finally, the fact that the repeated Article must be
identical to the Article which heads the DP can be seen as part of the concord agreement within
the whole DP.

A'
t

A

iaytou

6. Empty Heads

We have been looking at examples which, for the most part, contain an overt head. We did
talk about DPs with no Article present as head and diagrammed them with null heads. As a
matter of fact, some NPs also have null or empty heads, as shown below. (We put the null sign in
some location permitted by the phrase structure; in some cases more than one position is
possible.)29

(63) Tram [ Totc KaTOLKOIRBV iEpOUCYCallp. vp] 0
all the (people) inhabiting Jerusalem Ac 1:19

(64) to [ TcEpt tic 13autkEtac too OEOU pp] 0
the (things) concerning the kingdom of God Ac 1:3

(65) 'ot [ Eaxatot Ap] 0
the last (ones) Mt 20:16

(66) [ 'Eva Ap] TOUTCOV 0

one of these (people) Ac 1:22

(67) tootwv [ TCOV 8uo Ap] 0
these two (people) Ac 2:24

29 Alternatively, one might view these as instances of a pronoun like the word one (as in the tall one).
Whereas in English this pronoun has phonetic realization, in Greek it is without phonological substance.
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(68) TOlc 0 TIOCCTIV

all (people) 1 Co 9:22

(69) ttc 0
who? [which (person)?] Mt 3:7

(70) T1 0
what (thing)? Mt 11:7

(71) navtec 0
all, everyone Mk 14:50

(72) O EKEWOc
that one Jn 1:8

One type of phrase which does not occur is a DP which ends with an Article, Quantifier, or
Demonstrative and an NP with an empty head, as illustrated below (where the asterisk indicates a

putatively ungrammatical example):3°' 31

(73) *[ ... Article [ 0 ] DPI e.g. *'o 0

(74) *{ Q [ 0 Npl op] e.g. *lcavtec 'o 0

(75) *[ ... Dem [ 0 NP] e.g. *Exctvoc 'o 0

We do not know of any examples where an empty head has a complement, although examples
(63)-(72) clearly show that empty heads may have adjuncts.

(76) ? [ [ 0 XP ] ,]
It is also the case that DPs which consist of an Article, an NP with an empty head, and a relative
clause are ungrammatical if there are no adjuncts present, regardless of whether a specifier is

present. 3-

(77) *Art [ 0 ] [ S ]

7. Sentential complements
There are DPs in Greek which look quite different from those discussed above. We are

thinking about those which have sentences with infinitival verbs and accusative subjects, usually
following an article. Consider the objects of the prepositions npo (which governs genitive case),

30 Given the fact that there are no living speakers of Koine Greek with whom we can check various

sentences, the statements of ungrammaticality expressed above are hypotheses and not facts. In some cases

we feel fairly confident that the corpus is sufficient to establish the basic facts.

31 Examples of a DP consisting solely of an Article are in fact attested in some situations, although
some 'particle' apparently always follows in the examples we have seen, as shown below.

(v) Too yap at yEvoc ccruzv
for we also are offspring of that one (Ac 17:28)

(vi) 'o SE et7CEV autotc
he said to them Jn 4:32

Lindsay Whaley (p.c.) has informed us that bare articles (without an accompanying particle) occur in earlier

stages of Greek. If these were common at one time, it may be interesting that they are so rare in Koine

Greek.

32 Traditional grammars don't treat these facts in this way. Instead, they talk about the 'substantival' use
of adjectives, participles, and the like. But this doesn't work at all well for many of the cases at hand, such

as when the noun phrase consists of an Article and a PP, or an article and a quantifier. Traditional grammars
also do not make explicit the claims presented above about the kinds of DPs which are not attested.
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ev (which governs dative case), and nptv (not usually considered a preposition since it does not
govern any case, as it typically occurs with a sentential complement) in the following examples:

(78)

P.

P DP

npo Too

1)c)
eyytaat atycov

before he draws near Ac 23:15

(79) nptv [ akeicTopa yovricsat
before a cock crows Mt 26:34

(80) EV [ TT' itEpCCTEUEIN aotov ...]
while he served as priest ... Lk 1:8

These examples show that the DP may consist of an Article with some kind of sentence (S)
as its complement.33 This sentence will have the usual properties of sentences except that the
verb is in the infinitive, and the subject is in the accusative. (The case of the Article, if present, is
governed by the Preposition, as expected in Greek grammar, and defaults to genitive case when
there is no governor, as shown below.)

(81) DP

D

N'

N DP

D

VP DP

'o xpovoc TOO TEKEIV CCUTTIV

the time for her to bear (child) Lk 1:57

This kind of DP may be used as an adjunct, as in (81), or as a complement to a Noun Phrase, as

33 We depart here from the most technical kind of notation for these facts.
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in (82).

(82) ekruc nocaa [ Too cso4ccrOat 'riuccc ]
all hope that we might be saved Ac 27:20

We assume that in (82) the sentential complement began in the complement position within
the NP and then moved by extraposition to adjoin somewhere on the right. Such movement is
common in languages; sentence-level constituents prefer to be peripheral for ease of processing.

8. Conclusion

In this article we have presented a proposal for generating the Greek Noun Phrase. It relies
on a fairly straightforward application of X' theory using the widely-used notions of heads,
complements, specifiers, and adjuncts. We proposed that Greek Noun Phrases are DPs which
have the article as head and take NPs as their complement. Quantifiers and Demonstratives were
seen to be specifiers of DP, with Quantifiers as the highest specifier. Adjunct phrases can be DPs
which take either the usual NP complement or AP, VP, PP, or S complements. This variety of
complements accounts for the repeated article seen in many Greek Noun Phrases. Ordering
within the phrase was accounted for by allowing the phrase structure positions to be unordered
left-to-right in the configurational diagram and by allowing adjunction to both the N' and D'
levels.

While many details remain to be worked out and other constructions, such as relative clauses
(see Culy 1989 for one account), need to be analyzed, we feel this proposal is a major step
toward understanding the syntax of the Greek Noun Phrase and also lays the foundation for more
adequate teaching of this important part of the Greek language.
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Meigu County Yi Tone

Andy Eatough

Meigu County,' in the southern part of China's Sichuan Province, is primarily inhabited by
people who are known in Chinese as Yi [ii35] or Yizu [ji35tsu35], and in their own language as
Nosu [no33su33]. The dialects of the Yi are Tibeto-Burman, and belong to the Loloish subgroup
of Lolo-Burmese. Those Loloish dialects which are spoken by people officially considered to be
Yi are usually divided into 6 major dialect groupings. The northernmost of these 6 groupings is
called Northern Yi or Liangshan Yi. The speech variety of Meigu County is classified as part of
the *133n033 dialect of Liangshan Yi.

The data was collected by the author in 1995 and 1996, primarily from a bilingual speaker in
her 20s who grew up near the town of Bapu, the seat of government for Meigu County. She
speaks Yi with some of her friends and with family members, some of whom are monolingual in
Yi. A male speaker in his 20s from Bapu was also consulted.

The syllable structure is (C)V. The consonant and vowel inventories are given in Figure 1
and Figure 2 respectively.

There are three contrastive tones. One of these has three allophones, which are conditioned
by the preceding tone. Tonal allophony is illustrated in the first data set.

There is also some tonal allomorphy. The second data set illustrates a rule which applies to
nominal compounds and affects the tone of the first noun root. The third data set illustrates
another rule which applies in number + classifier compounds and affects the tone of the
classifier.2

Andy Eatough
610 Palacia Ct.
Turlock, CA 95380

1 Meigu County is in Liangshan Prefecture, and is one of the most inaccessible and traditional of the
counties in Liangshan. More than 96% of the county's population is Yi, according to official statistics.
The County did not exist before liberation, since during the Republic of China period the only ethnic
Chinese in the area were slaves of the Yi. Naturally, use of the Yi language is very vigorous among all ages
in the Yi villages of the county, especially outside of the county seat, the town of Bapu.

2 Cross-dialectic comparison suggests that this rule may have a wider application than just number plus
classifier compounds. Most nominal compounds which, based on cross-dialectic comparison, would be
expected to have the tones 31 + 45, have 31 + 31, e.g. .p o3' s i31 eye, rather than the expected po'' s 05.

1996 Work Papers of the Summer Institute of Linguistics
University of North Dakota Session
Volume 40, 107-110 09
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Figure 1

Andy Eatough

Meigu County Yi Tone

(Sichuan, China)

labial alveolar palatalized

post-alveolar

flat

post-alveolar

velar glottal

vl. stops p t k

vl. asp. stops P
h th kh

vd. stops b d g

prenasalized stops mb nd 09

vl. affricates tS tc

vl. asp. affricates tSh tch th

vd. affricates dz dz dz.

prenasal. affricates ndz ndz ndz,

vl. fricatives f S 9 x h

vd. fricatives v Z Z Zt. Y

vd. nasals m n .P 0

vi. nasals 91 9 .11

vd. lateral 1

vl. lateral 1

Figure 2

advanced tongue root pharyngealized

unrounded open-mid central vowels E E

unrounded mid front vowels e e

unrounded close near-front vowels i i

mid back vowels with compression rounding 0 0

close near-back vowels with compression rounding u u

x.10
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Set 1

1. si" tshi31bo" one tree

2. si33 fie bo " two trees

3. si33 so33bo33 three trees

4. si33 1i33b033 four trees

5. si33 gu33bo" five trees

6. si33 fu45bo44 six trees

7. si33 pi31bon seven trees

8. si33 hebo44 eight trees

9. si" bo" a tree

10. he" mu" a mouse

11. he" tshi"mu" one mouse

12. he33 perm two mice

13. he33 so"mu" three mice

14. he33 li"mu" four mice

15. he" ou33me" five mice

16. he33 fu45m44 six mice

17. he33 i31mul seven mice

18. ne33 pE33E3I Where are you coming from?

19. 13E33 le" ko33 tu33 lu" I'm coming from home.

20. gu" dzu" dze33 tu" 1u33 I'm coming from eating.

21. tshi33 u311u" 033 He's not coming anymore.

22. ne33 pu33u3' ko" bo33 Where are you going?

23. gu331e33 ko33 bo33 I'm going home.

24. ou" It is.

25. u311]u" It isn't
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Set 2

rigu33 buckwheat tjgv31tchi" sweet buckwheat

oge33 buckwheat gp31no" bitter buckwheat

bu33 bug bu31de" earthworm

mu33 horse mepe male horse

khu33 mouth khe31phe3' mouth

jo33 sheep jo31m03' ewe

jo33 sheep jo31zu" lamb

lu33 musk deer 1u31pu" male musk deer

1e33 musk deer 1e3'mo31 female musk deer'

op" buckwheat tigu33fu33 buckwheat bread

vo33 chicken vo33tche3' chicken egg

mu33 earth MU33i33 sand

Set 3

1. tshi31tho31 one (drop)

2. fie3Ithe two (drops)

3. so33 0045 three (drops)

4. 1i330045 four (drops)

5. Dg33tho45 five (drops)

6. fu450045 six (drops)

7. 03' seven (drops)

8. he45the eight (drops)

9. gu33tho45 nine (drops)

10. u31v05 not good

11. me te fire
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A Search for Inflectional Priming Reveals an Effect of Discourse Type
on the Lexical Access of Inflected Verbs*

Greg Thomson and Bushra Adnan Zawaydeh

A cross-modal priming experiment was conducted to test the hypothesis that lexical
access of verbs marked with a specific inflectional suffix would be facilitated by
immediately prior exposure to semantically and contextually unrelated verbs with the
same suffix. Such priming was not detected. Rather it turned out that bare root forms
showed an absolute advantage over inflected forms in this experimental paradigm.
However, an unanticipated finding appeared: responses to inflected forms were affected
by the kind of discourse that was being auditorily attended to at the time of the visual
lexical decision. There was no such effect of discourse context on responses to
uninflected verbs. The results lend some support to the view that inflection triggers
discourse integration.

1. Introduction
1.1. Overview

The research reported here began with a conception of the lexicon in which inflected forms
of common words are listed in the lexicon with their inflectional affixes attached (Bybee 1988,
1995). For example, the word jumped would be listed in the lexicon with the -ed attached. The
prediction was that given a pair like jumped/poked, there would be priming of the second
member (poked) by the first (jumped). By contrast, in the case of pairs like jumping /poked, where
the inflection differs, there would be no priming effect.' This prediction was based on Bybee's
model of the lexicon, according to which all -ed inflected verb forms are linked to one another.
Rather than test this hypothesis with isolated words, we decided to place the priming words in
aurally presented sentences, while presenting the targets visually.

As will be seen, it turned out that our prediction was not supported. However, in the process
of testing this prediction, we discovered an unanticipated effect which has more of a bearing on
the function of inflectional affixes than on the issue of their lexical organization. In what follows,
I begin with the consideration of the original hypothesis and its significance. After describing the
experiment and the findings I then discuss the new direction in which the results point us. The
question regarding inflection in the lexicon remains an important one. However, the findings

* This is based on work originally reported in Thomson 1994 and Zawaydeh 1994. We have received
helpful feedback from Jean Newman, Joan Bybee, Daniel Morrow, and Mark Karan.

1 A word is said to be primed when subjects are able to access it more readily than otherwise. Increased
ease of access might be reflected in the speed with which it can be read aloud (the naming latency), the
speed with which subjects can decide that it is a real word (the lexical decision latency), the duration for
which a word must be presented in order to be recognized (tachistiscopic presentation), or the amount of
white noise through which a word can be identified. High frequency words are more readily accessed than
low frequency words (frequency priming). Words that are repeated are more readily accessed than words
that are presented for the first time (repetition priming). Words preceded by semantically related words are
more rapidly accessed than words preceded by semantically unrelated words. In a priming experiment the
words which are intended to receive priming are called targets, while the words causing the priming are
sometimes called primes.

1996 Work Papers of the Summer Institute of Linguistics 111

University of North Dakota Session
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here open the possibility of a new line of research into the function of inflectional affixes in
language processing, a result which I believe isof some interest in its own right.

1.2. Inflection and the Lexicon in Linguistics and Psycho linguistics

A cursory survey of grammatical descriptions of languages from most parts of the world will

reveal the usefulness of inflectional paradigms as a descriptive organizational device. In the case

of verbs, most of the inflectional categories fall into a few etic families such as person/number,

tense, aspect, and mood. The widespread presence of inflectional morphology in the world's

languages may relate in as yet poorly understood ways to fundamental aspects of language

processing.

From a theoretical perspective, linguists in the twentieth century have most often treated

inflectional morphemes, like affixes generally, as meaningful "pieces" used in the construction of

words (e.g., Bloomfield 1933), rather than as parts of lexical entries. In the early days of

syntactic theory, it was common to treat structure below the word level as a downward

continuation of phrase-style syntax (e.g. Chomsky 1957; Lees 1963). Difficulties quickly arose

in this total merger of morphology and syntax (Chomsky 1970). The resulting lexicalist

hypothesis allowed words with nonproductive derivational affixes and irregular inflection to be

listed in the lexicon with the affixes attached, and also allowed for the expressions of the

relatedness of words which shared such affixes. On the other hand, words with regular affixes

would not be included in the lexical listing, but would rather result from the operation of rules

which combine affixes with stems or rules which "spell out" feature bundles as affixes. These

productive rules might operate within the lexicon (particularly if they add derivational affixes),

or they might occur at some point during or after syntactic operations (particularly if they add

inflectional affixes). Recently there has been some debate about whether the affixes that are

added by rules are themselves lexical items (Lieber 1992; Halle and Marantz 1993) or whether

they are better viewed as simply involving alterations in the forms of words (Anderson 1992;

Beard 1995). Bybee (1988, 1995) is unusual among linguists in maintaining that common
regularly inflected words are listed in the lexicon rather than being created through the
productive concatenation of lexical "pieces" or by productive spelling rules.

Turning to the study of inflection in psychology we find that it grew out of an interest in

word recognition. According to Henderson (1989), this interest in word recognition in turn grew

out of a general interest in pattern recognition, rather than out of interest in the mental lexicon or

language processing. The early study of inflection by Gibson and Guinet (1971) probably falls in

this category. There was subsequently a shift to interest in lexical organization and lexical access

as psycholinguistic phenomena. Still, the heritage of word recognition as pattern recognition may
have predisposed psycholinguists to be more willing than linguists to treat inflected words as

singular perceptual objects.

In fact, the study of speech production, especially by scholars using speech errors as a source

of data (Bock & Eberhard 1993; Garrett 1980; MacKay 1979) resulted in models in which
regular inflected forms are claimed to be constructed by combining stem and affix on line,

consistent in spirit with most linguistic models. The production evidence is not unequivocal

however, at least in the view of Butterworth (1983) who broke ranks with Garrett and MacKay

on the issue of the psychological productivity of inflectional morphology, arguing that inflected
words are accessed intact from the mental lexicon during speech production. Pinker (1991)

reports an experiment in which subjects were shown present tense verbs and required to respond
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by producing the past forms. For verbs with irregular past forms, the response latencies were
affected by the frequency of the irregular item (based on the Francis and Kucera 1982
frequencies of English words). The response latencies for regular past forms were not affected by

frequency. Pinker takes this as evidence that regular forms are constructed on-line, while

irregular forms are retrieved from memory.

Our concern here is with the comprehension of inflected forms rather than with their

production in speech. In contrast with students of language production, students of
comprehension have generally acted as though the mental language processor deals in whole
inflected words, although an early step in word identification may involve identifying the stem

(Feldman & Fowler 1987; Fowler, Napps, & Feldman 1985; Jarvella & Meijers 1983;
Lukatela, et al. 1978; Murrell & Morton 1974; Stanners, Neisser, Hernon & Hall 1979; Taft

1979; Laudanna, et al. 1989).

These findings generally suggest that in some sense inflectional variants of a single word are

instances of "the same word".2 This has been demonstrated using a wide range of experimental

techniques.3 In general, the results favor treating inflectional variants of a single stem as
instances of the same lexical item.

Most of the above cited studies are studies of English. Exceptions are Jarvella and Meijers
1983 (Dutch) and Laudanna, et al. 1989 (Italian). It could be argued that the most these studies

indicate is that it is the stem that is both the priming element and the primed element in

inflectionally related pairs such as walks/walked. For example, Jarvella and Meijers' (1983)
subjects could perform the judgment that two words contained the same stem just as quickly
when shown an inflected and an uninflected variant of a single stem as when shown two
instances of the identical uninflected stem. The further conclusion that an inflected stem and its
uninflected counterpart are in some sense instances of "the same word" may not be warranted on
the basis of such evidence.

However, studies by Lukatela and colleagues ( Lukatela, Gligorijevic, Kostic, & Turvey
1980; Lukatela, et al. 1978) with Serbo-Croatian speaking subjects led to the proposal that the
central member of an inflectional family is not the stem, but rather the base form, which only
sometimes turns out to be the bare stem.4 They found that lexical decision latencies were shortest
with the nominative singular forms of nouns (what are considered the base forms). For masculine

2As the terms are used here, a stem is a form which can take inflectional affixes. A stem that is an
atomic unit is a root. In general a root need not be a stem, but in the experiment reported here, all stems are
roots, that is, they cannot by anyone's reckoning be divided into smaller units other than phonological units.
In connection with the literature in general we will speak of inflected stems. In connection with the
experiment here, we will generally speak of roots.

3The techniques employed included tachistoscopic presentation (Murrell & Morton 1974) lexical
decision ,(Fowler, et al., 1985; Stanners, et al., 1979; Taft 1979), and auditoiy presentation in the presence
of noise (Kemply & Morton, 1982). The evidence supporting the claim that inflectional variants are
instances of "the same word" includes frequency priming (Taft, 1979), repetition priming (Fowler, et al.,
1985; Kemply & Morton 1982; Murrell & Morton 1974; Stanners, et al., 1979), and same-or-different
judgments (Jarvella & Meijers 1983).

4An inflectional family is the lemma of words based on inflectional variation of the same stem, such as
kick, kicked, kicks, kicking. What counts as a base form for a given lexical category will obviously be
language specific, but it is an interesting question whether it can be partly or wholly predicted from other
language-specific morphological facts along with cross-linguistic principles.
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nouns these were the uninflected stems, but nominative feminine nouns are inflected and have

the same level of morphological complexity as non-nominative case-marked masculine and

feminine nouns.5 Thus it may be the base status, not the absence of inflection, that facilitates

lexical access.6

It has been shown that case-inflected nouns sharing a common base in Serbo-Croatian cause

significant facilitation of one another in a lexical decision task. However, this priming effect is

much smaller than the bidirectional priming between base forms and other forms. Feldman and

Fowler 1987 take this as evidence for the satellite model proposed by Lukatela et al. (1980). In

this model of the mental lexicon, inflectional families (sometimes referred to as lemmas) are

connected in a manner suggested by Figure 1, with the base form in the center, and other forms

attached to it as satellites.

kicked

kicks

kicking

Figure 1. Satellite model of lexical representation

The fact that the amount of priming of one non-base form by another is less than the amount of

priming between a base form and a non-base form is thus explained by the claim that the link

between separate non-base forms is indirect, mediated by the base, while the connection between

base and non-base forms is direct.

The satellite model deals with the special status of the base, but says little about the role of

inflectional affixes in processing. Gunther (1988) found evidence for a base bias in lexical
decisions which disappeared in the presence of syntactic priming (i.e., where the target word

occurred in a syntactic context which required either a base or non-base form). Similar findings

were previously reported for English by Tyler and Mars len-Wilson (1986). Giinther proposed

that the satellite model be replaced with a model in which a lemma of inflectional variants
including the base form contains a pointer which must be set to choose the form required by a

given syntactic context. The special status of the base form derives from its being the default

5Actually the latencies for the feminine nominatives were shorter than for the masculine ones. The

authors suggest this may result from the fact that the masculine stems tend to be longer. It may also be that
the presence of an inflection makes it easier to judge the word to be a word. Taft 1976 found that the
presence of an inflectional affix made it harder for subjects to reject a non-word in a lexical decision task

than to reject uninflected non-words.

6The base form would typically be the most frequent form, the one learned earliest, and the form used

to "name" a word, as when giving a word list.
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form. That is, the pointer is preset to the base form and must be reset by the syntactic context as

required to point to a different form.

Gunther' s pointers may be an unnecessary innovation. Bybee's (1988, 1996) network model

of the lexicon appears to raise the possibility of accomplishing the same ends by means of the

independently motivated concept of spreading activation (Collins & Loftus 1975; Dell 1986).

Bybee's model, which she relates explicitly to the satellite model (Lukatela, et al.. 1980) can be

considered a refinement of that model. Although her model also assigns primacy to the base

form, it attempts to deal with the role of affixes as well as stems. In Bybee's model, instances of

the same affix, like instances of the same stem, are linked in the lexicon in a manner suggested

by Figure 2.

jumpe

j n

Croaks
kic

Figure 2. "Morphology as lexical representation" model

One of Bybee's arguments is that children learning a language must first learn a number of
instances of words with a given inflection before the generalization can be made equating those

instances with one another and relating them to their semantic content. This generalizing from

specific instances of a given inflection based on commonalties of form and meaning is achieved
in Bybee's model through the setting up of links between the separate instances of the same
inflectional affix. These include semantic and phonological connections.

Bybee's model raises the possibility that a network of words containing a particular
inflectional affix might be slightly activated at any given moment during language processing
(say, by syntactic or discourse context). In production, the semantic content of an intended
message (say, a message about someone poking someone) would send activation to all
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inflectional variants of a particular stem (poke, poked, pokes, poking). But since the desired

inflectional variant (let's say, poked) would already be slightly activated due to its membership

in the currently active network of like-inflected verbs (in this case, all -ed inflected verbs), it

would reach threshold before the other variants and thus be selected. During language

comprehension, if the inflection is marked by a suffix, the model could be held to predict that the

inflected form with the appropriate suffix will be primed, so that the suffix would be anticipated

as soon as the stem is identified. In fact, Tyler and Mars len-Wilson (1986) have demonstrated

this to be the case through auditory gating.?

The present experiment was designed to test whether an English verb with a specific

inflectional suffix would show a priming effect on other verbs with the same suffix. The question

was whether, for example, kicked in Figure 2 would prime jumped (in contrast with jumps). Such

a finding could be taken as support for Bybee's model, with spreading activation. The priming

effect might be difficult to detect however. Presumably the contribution of the suffix to the

activation of the word would be small when compared with the contribution of the stem.

Otherwise, as pointed out by Jean Newman (p.c., 1993) the massive network of activated suffixes

could lead to frequent activation errors.

The following experiment was aimed at detecting priming of inflected stems by other stems

with the same inflection. The detection of such priming would support Bybee's model of the

lexicon over the satellite model. It would not in general support a purely concatenative view of

inflectional affixes, since detectable priming would suggest that the entire word was facilitated,

not just the suffix, given the short time course of word identification and the extremely brief

duration of the -ed suffix. The predicted finding might however support a process theory of

inflection (e.g., Anderson 1992), since the process of dealing with a particular inflection

(whether in comprehension or production) might conceivably be susceptible to priming effects.8

2. Method
2.1. Subjects

Fifteen undergraduate students at the University of New Mexico participated as volunteers

in the experiment. All but one received extra credit in an introductory linguistics course as a

result of participating and preparing a one-page write-up of the experience. There were twelve

female and three male subjects, all of whom were native speakers of English.

2.2. Materials
The experiment employed a cross-modal lexical decision technique: while listening to

aurally presented sentences which contained the priming words, subjects responded to visually

presented target words. Since the spoken sentences were intended to prime the visual targets, I

refer to them at times as priming sentences without prejudice as to whether or not they actually

achieve any priming of the target words.

The sixty spoken sentences were of two types. In the first type, called here -ed sentences,

there was a conjunction of three past tense verb phrases in which the verbs had regular -ed

morphology, such as The doctor delivered the baby, paddled its behind and listened to it holler.

?Auditory gating involves presenting the initial portion of words to subjects and determining the point

in the word at they are able to guess the entire word the portion they have heard.

8However, models like Anderson's are models of competence, not of performance.
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The visual target word was presented to the subject simultaneously with the offset of the third -

ed. It was felt that if any priming were to occur due to the suffix, it would best be detected
immediately following the third instance. There were thirty spoken sentences of this type.

The second type of spoken sentence, referred to here as past progressive sentences, provided

a strong past tense environment, but without the -ed morphology. An example is Just before
dawn, the soldiers were nervously guarding the entrance to the palace. Each of these sentences
began with a time adverbial such as just before dawn, and contained a single main verb in the
past progressive form. In normal discourse, such sentences commonly create a context to be
followed by a subsequent sentence with a simple past tense verb. If the -ed sentences were to
succeed in priming the -ed inflected targets, it was hoped that the past progressive sentences
would help to determine whether the priming was due to the specific commonality of -ed
morphology, or whether it might be attributed to the semantic effect of a past tense context. That

is, the past progressive sentences provided a semantic past tense environment without the
specific -ed morphology. There were thirty spoken sentences of this type as well. The placement
of the visually presented target word in relation to the past progressive priming sentence was
based on its placement in the -ed sentences. With the -ed sentences, theposition of the target was
automatically determined by the location of the third -ed inflected verb. The visual target word in
such cases turned out to be an average of 2.5 syllables from the end of the sentence. Therefore
the visual target words that were presented with the spoken past progressive sentences were
placed an average of 2.5 syllables prior to the end of the sentences. It was hoped that any effect
of sentence wrap-up processing would then be the same in both cases, since the presentation of
the target word did in general overlap with the end of the sentence.

The sixty target words were based on one-syllable verb roots. One third had the -ed suffix

(e.g., jumped), one third had the third person singular -s agreement suffix (e.g. jumps), and one
third had the bare stem (e.g., jump). These three groups of target words were balanced for
lemmatic frequency based on Francis and Kucera (1982) and for orthographic length of the root.9

A serious effort was made to avoid any obvious semantic relationship between a visual target
word and the spoken priming sentence during which it was presented. (Subjects were informed

that the word appearing on the screen would be unrelated to the sentence they were listening to.)

Thirty additional spoken sentences were used in combination with non-words for the sake of
the lexical decision task. These included fifteen -ed sentences and fifteen past progressive

sentences. A fourth set of thirty spoken sentences served as fillers. These each contained a modal

auxiliary, so that no tense morphology would be involved. The visual probes presented during

the spoken filler sentences consisted of ten non-words and twenty nouns.

There was thus a 2 x 3 design: two priming sentence conditions (-ed sentences vs. past
progressive sentences) by three target word conditions (-ed suffix vs. -s suffix vs. bare root). No

verb root was used twice either within or across the two factors. Both factors were within-
subjects, with all fifteen subjects receiving the same stimuli. However, the 120 trials (of which

only 60 involved real target words in the relevant priming contexts) were divided into two blocks

which were fully matched in terms of the number of stimuli of each type. The order of the sixty

trials in each block was then pseudorandomized.1° Eight of the subjects were presented with the

two blocks in one order and seven were presented with the two blocks in the opposite order.

9Lemmatic frequency refers to the frequency of all inflected variants of a word combined.

10That is, a random number generator was used to determine the order of presentation, but adjustments
were made to avoid sequences of three consecutive stimuli of the same type.
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The digitized sentences were presented through headphones connected to an IBM XT

computer, and the visual target words appeared on the screen of the same computer.

2.3. Procedure
Subjects were seated directly facing the computer screen. They were instructed to pay

attention to the sentence which they heard through the headphones. In order to assist the subjects

in attending to the sentences, comprehension questions were included with one in three sentences

(preceded by a pause for the lexical decision response). These questions were presented visually

on the computer screen and subjects responded orally. The pseudorandomization of the order of

the stimuli meant that the subject could not predict in advance which stimuli would be followed

by comprehension questions.

At the appropriate point during each spoken sentence the target word or non-word probe

would appear on the computer screen. The subject would indicate whether the probe was a word

or non-word by pushing a "yes" button or a "no" button respectively. As noted, subjects were

instructed that the word appearing on the screen would be unrelated to the sentence they were

listening to.

2.4. Results
It was observed that one subject delayed an abnormally long period before every response,

and later commented that she was having difficulty concentrating. In all of the six conditions

(two priming sentences types by three verb inflection types) this subject's means were more than

three standard deviations greater than the group mean. Therefore this subject was omitted from

the analysis, leaving fourteen subjects. For each remaining subject the mean reaction time for

each of the six conditions was calculated and used as that subject's score for the condition.

Generally this was based on ten trials for each condition, though response times were not

included when the response was incorrect. (This affected only 3% of the trials.)

The basic descriptive statistics for the six conditions are shown in Table 1. A two-way

within-subjects analysis of variance was performed." The results are presented in Table 2.

'Analysis of Variance, or ANOVA, is a statistical test used to compare means. The mean reaction

times for the various conditions are shown in Table 1. ANOVA was used to determine which of those

differences are statistically significant. Differences in mean reaction times are considered significant when

the value in the p (probability) column is smaller than 0.05. This indicates that there is less than a 5%
probability of the difference being the result of mere chance. Readers lacking statistical background can

ignore Tables 1 and 2, as the significant differences are discussed in the text.
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Priming sentence -ed sentence past progressive
root+s bare rootTarget word form root+ed root+s bare root root+ed

Mean (in milliseconds): 830.4 856.2 730.5 796.2 789.8 745.7

Std. Deviation: 156.2 140.6 124.8 154.1 133.5 85.6

Variance: 24399.4 19759.3 15573.9 23756.1 17816.4 7335.7

Minimum: 631.2 725.4 566.4 605.5 613.5 636.3

Maximum: 1175.4 1283.8 946.5 1216.1 1064.5 948.3

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for the six experimental conditions

(Means are from 14 subjects, where each subject's score for each condition is itself a mean based

on up to ten trials.)

Source df Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value

Subject 13 1099009.41 84539.18

Priming Sentence 1 17005.99 17005.98 5.64 .0336

Priming Sententence x Subject 13 39197.97 3015.22

Target Form 2 120831.21 60415.60 8.52 .0014

Target Form x Subject 26 184213.57 7085.13

Priming Sentence x Target Form 2 23672.67 11836.33 3.42 .0479

Priming Sentence x Target Form x
Subject

26 89908.96 3458.04

Table 2. Analysis of variance for mean response times in two sentence priming conditions
(within-subject) by three target word conditions (within-subjects)

Significant main effects were found for both the priming sentence type (ed sentence vs. past
progressive) [F(1,13) = 5.640, MSe = 3015.22, p < .05] and for the target word form (-ed vs. -s

vs. bare root) [F(2,26) = 8.52, MSe = 7085.13, p < .01].12 In addition there was a significant
interaction between these two factors (priming sentence type and target word inflectional form)

[F(2,26) = 3.42, MSe = 3458,p < .05]. The interaction plot is shown in Figure 3.13

12In brief, this amounts to saying first, that subjects took longer to respond when listening to -ed
sentences than when listening to progressive sentences, and second, that subjects responded faster to some
verb forms than others (in particular, they responded more quickly to uninflected verbs than to inflected
ones).

13th short, the response time to inflected verbs was affected by the type of priming sentence, while the
response time to bare roots was not.
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-ed -s bare root

suffix

priming
sentence:

0 -ed
sentence
past
progress-
ive

Figure 3. Interaction graph (priming sentence type by target word form)

It is difficult to interpret the results with complete confidence beyond acknowledging the two

main effects and the interaction. Common post-hoc analyses are "not appropriate to compare the

means of within subject factors" (Gagnon, et al. 1993: 213).

The comparison of greatest interest in connection with our original hypothesis is between the

response times to the three verb types (-ed, -s, bare root) verbs in the -ed sentence condition,

where we predicted that the response times to -ed forms would be faster than the response time to

-s forms or bare roots. Therefore, t-tests were performed comparing the -ed verb response timed

with the response times for each of the other two verb types.14 The difference between response

times to -ed verbs and to bare roots in the -ed sentence condition was 99.9 ms (4131=3.06,

p=.0092). Unfortunately for the hypothesis, however, this difference was in the wrong direction,

with the response time to bare roots being faster than response times to -ed forms. The difference

between the response times to -ed verbs and the response times to -s words in the -ed sentence

condition was 25.74 ms which was clearly nonsignificant (413]=.87, p=.39).

Another comparison of some interest is between the response times to inflected verbs

(whether -ed verbs or -s verbs) in the progressive sentence condition and response times to bare

roots in the progressive sentence condition. The difference between those two means is 47.22 ms

(4131=2.01, p=.066) approaches significance.

14A t-test is typically used to compare two means. It does not give a different result from ANOVA, but

the latter must always be used when more than two means are being compared or when there are two or

more factors. As with ANOVA, the purpose of the t-test is to determine the probability that a difference
between two means is due to chance. If this probability is less than 5% (written p<.05) then the difference is

considered significant in most psycholinguistic studies.

1 .22
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There was a difference of 35.25 ms in mean response times to -ed forms in the two sentence

conditions, representing a nonsignificant trend (t[13]=1.46, p=.16). In the case of the -s inflected

stems the difference between the mean reaction times two sentence conditions is 66.37 ms, which

is significant (t[13]=2.75m p=. 016).

In general, then, subjects responded more quickly to uninflected targets than to inflected ones

although the difference was significant only in the -ed sentence condition. And the type of

sentences subjects were listening to had a significant influence on response times to inflected
forms, but had no influence on response times to bare stems.

2.5. Discussion
The hypothesis of this study was not supported. It was predicted that while listening to the

spoken -ed sentences, subjects would respond more quickly to target words in the -ed form than

in the -s form or the bare root form. This was based on Bybee's (1988, 1995) concept of the

lexicon, in which there are connections between all -ed verbs. In this experiment it turned out

that there was a clear advantage in responses to bare stems. However, the main cause of this

effect appears to be revealed by the interaction: responses to inflected stems were affected by the

auditorily presented sentences while responses to bare stems were not, at least not obviously

affected by those sentences.

Interestingly enough, Stanners, et al. (1979) did not find a significant difference in response

times to English regularly inflected verbs as opposed to bare root forms (though they did find a

significant difference when bare root forms were compared with irregularly inflected forms).
Combining the Stanners, et al. results with our own, we might well conclude that it is the aurally

presented sentences that are causing the increase in processing time for inflected words, but not

for bare stems. This effect of the aurally presented sentences would obscure any advantage of -ed

verbs that might be caused by spreading activation in a Bybeean lexicon. Therefore, to get at the

original question adequately it would be necessary to use a standard lexical decision task without

the auditorily presented sentences.

It appears, then, that the presence of inflectional affixes on the lexical decision targets caused

some increased processing difficulty related to the type of sentence being auditorily attended to.
This extra processing difficulty of the inflected forms as over against the bare root forms
appeared to express itself another way as well. Approximately 1.33% of responses to individual

trials showed extreme response times in the sense of being more than three standard deviations

beyond the particular subject's mean response time. These were well distributed among the
subjects and items (only one subject had two extreme response times, while ten had a single
extreme response times, and none had more than two; no single item caused an extreme response

time more than once). Of the 12 response times in this category, two are in response to bare roots

and the remainder are in response to inflected forms (seven to -s forms, three to -ed forms). A
similar pattern is observed in relation to erroneous responses. Of the 27 that occurred

(approximately 3% of the trials) five involved responses to bare roots and 22 involved responses

to inflected forms (15 -ed, 7 -s). If we group the extreme response times and erroneous responses

as problematic responses we find that of the 39 problematic responses, seven are responses to

bare root forms, while 32 are responses to inflected forms. An equal distribution would have 26
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problematic responses for inflected forms and 13 for bare roots. The observed distribution differs

significantly from this: x2(1) = 4.15, p = .0415.15

Although the question of whether -ed verbs can prime other -ed verbs must remain in

abeyance at this point, we obviously need to address the question of why the sentence type

affects the processing difficulty of inflected verb targets. To get at this, I suggest we cease

thinking of sentence types in terms of simple past tense (-ed sentences) vs. progressive aspect

(progressive sentences). In fact, this tense/aspect distinction reflects a fundamental discourse

distinction. A sentence such as The doctor delivered the baby, paddled its behind and listened to

it holler presents a chain of events, while a sentence such as Just before dawn the soldiers were

nervously guarding the entrance to the palace provides a setting in which events can occur. Now

when subjects were auditorily processing either of these two types of discourse, it appears that

they were able to treat visually presented bare roots as simple isolated words, in line with the

instructions they had been given. This is consistent with the proposal of Gunther 1988 that a base

form is the form used when naming a word. Thus an English verb root was simply the name of a

verb, having no relationship to the discourse. But when inflection is added, it may be that it is no

longer easy to treat the visually presented verb as simply the name of a verb. Morrow (1986) has

proposed that the function of grammatical morphemes, including inflectional affixes, is to

"organize objects and actions into situations". That is, the inflectional morphemes can be thought

of as instructions to perform specific types of discourse integrations. For example, the simple

past tense -ed might trigger the incrementation of the event line, while the progressive aspect

might create the expectation of an event.

Morrow's (1986) proposal thus points the way toward an account of the extra processing our

subjects appeared to engage in when responding to inflected forms as opposed to uninflected

roots. As suggested above, they might have been able to treat the bare roots as isolated words,

unrelated to the sentences they were listening to, in line with the instructions they had been

given. But suppose that inflectional affixes do indeed trigger automatic discourse integration

processes. The subjects were indeed engaging in discourse model-construction as they were

suddenly forced to process the inflected verbs. Being confronted with an inflected verb while

processing discourse would, by this reasoning, trigger at least some effort at further discourse

integration. Hence the extra processing time.

To be concrete, if while hearing a sentence such as The doctor delivered the baby, paddled

its behind and listened (*) to it holler the subjects are presented with a new -ed verb (e.g.

hopped) at the point indicated by the asterisk, then even though they do not intend to relate the

verb to the narrative they are listening to, the inflectional ending may trigger an automatic

attempt to do so. If the verb is inflected with the -s suffix (e.g., works) the situation isperhaps not

radically different, since this inflection is also used to mark events in discourse, a usage referred

to as the historical present.

The fact that subjects were able to respond more quickly to inflected verbs when the auditory

sentence was a progressive sentence might well be related to the fact that the progressive

discourse, since it is giving the setting for an event, and thus creating the expectation of an event,

15The x2 test is a statistical test for determining whether the distribution of items into categories is

likely to be due to chance alone. In the present case, the probability is less than 5% (p=.0415) that
problematic responses were randomly distributed among the inflected forms and bare root forms. Rather, it

appears that the presence of inflection caused an increase in problematic responses.
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would more readily accept an new event sentence then the -ed discourse, where the conjunction

and before the third verb listened would lead the listener to assume that this event chain is now

complete, making the sudden new event more of a surprise.

3. Conclusion
In summary, responses to inflected verbs appear to be affected by discourse processing

factors, while responses to uninflected verbs do not appear to be. This suggests that uninflected v

discourse types on vario erbs can readily be treated as an isolated word, in line with Giinther's

(1988) proposal that the base form is the form used as the name of the word. Inflections, on the

other hand,demand action. They trigger discourse integrative processes in line with the proposal

of Morrow (1986).

If this reasoning is on the right track, then the present findings suggest a new paradigm for

exploring the functions of inflectional affixes and other grammatical morphemes in on-line

discourse processing. The cross-modal paradigm could be used to examine the effects of various

us inflectional affixes and other grammatical morphemes. Thus the findings of this study open

new areas of research, despite the fact that the hypothesis which inspired the present experiment

cannot be explored using this paradigm.
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